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under the auspices of the German Ministry of Education and Research and gratefully
acknowledge their support. During the finalization stage I decided to fully commit to the
concentrated work at the thesis and to refrain from further project obligations. During
this time I received a short-time scholarship from TU Dresden and two travel grants
from the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD). These institutions facilitated
the completion of this work, I appreciate their support.
A good part of research is carried out in happy solitude, but at the same time heavily
relies on scientific exchange and communication, be it during lunch breaks, at confer-
ences, or through written publications. I want to thank my colleagues at CIB for the
fruitful discussions and the cooperative attitude. Special thanks go to Romy Guruz, who
shared a tiny room with me for the first year, reminded me to type quietly while main-
taining speed, and became a close companion and friend later on. Sven-Eric Schapke as
mefisto project leader introduced me to the intricacies of the project, but he also had a
fair share in finding my research topic. I enjoyed working with Martin Voigt from the
Institute for Multimedia Technology at the Faculty of Computer Science, who worked
on a complementing aspect of visualizations in the mefisto project and was an inspir-
v
ing partner. I name these three colleagues to represent many persons I met during the
years as colleagues at CIB, as project partners, or in research communities dedicated to
computation in architecture and construction, who spured my thoughts through their
comments and discussions.
During the final stages of the write-up the whole text had to be read and revised several
times. I want to thank Lene and Lars for reading parts of the thesis in advance and
commenting with fresh eyes. Ursula, Joachim, and Traudl provided me their most
beautiful forest view and seaside rooms to immerse myself into writing. This work would
not exist without friends and family who supported me and my adventurous undertaking
with many more or less noticeable, but in any single case notable contributions. In
particular, I want to thank Jörn, Claudia, Anne and Henning for listening to my stories,
sharing my concerns, encouraging my decisions, for just backing me up. This book is
dedicated to my parents and grandparents who laid the foundations for what I am. I
wish they could see what they brought up.
When I left the software development team at conject AG to pursue a PhD, one of my
former colleagues asked me why I would want to miss out on the development part in
Research and Development and do only research that would be discontinued half-way
through, long before it could be brought to any productive use. To me, it was a great
pleasure to intensely focus on a question and to thoroughly think it through without
the pressure of immediate commercial exploitability. At the same time I always had
practical applications in mind and verified applicability through prototypical software
implementations. I hope that some of the ideas developed in this thesis will be picked
up in the future and get incorporated into productive software.
Singapore, August 2017
Helga Tauscher
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Abstract
With the ongoing development of building information modelling (BIM) towards a com-
prehensive coverage of all construction project information in a semantically explicit
way, visual representations became decoupled from the building information models.
While traditional construction drawings implicitly contained the visual representation
besides the information, nowadays they are generated on the fly, hard-coded in software
applications dedicated to other tasks such as analysis, simulation, structural design or
communication.
Due to the abstract nature of information models and the increasing amount of digital
information captured during construction projects, visual representations are essential
for humans in order to access the information, to understand it, and to engage with it.
At the same time digital media open up the new field of interactive visualizations.
The full potential of BIM can only be unlocked with customized task-specific visual-
izations, with engineers and architects actively involved in the design and development
process of these visualizations. The visualizations must be reusable and reliably repro-
ducible during communication processes. Further, to support creative problem solving,
it must be possible to modify and refine them. This thesis aims at reconnecting building
information models and their visual representations: on a theoretic level, on the level of
methods and in terms of tool support.
First, the research seeks to improve the knowledge about visualization generation in
conjunction with current BIM developments such as the multimodel. The approach
is based on the reference model of the visualization pipeline and addresses structural
as well as quantitative aspects of the visualization generation. Second, based on the
theoretic foundation, a method is derived to construct visual representations from given
visualization specifications. To this end, the idea of a domain-specific language (DSL)
is employed. Finally, a software prototype proofs the concept. Using the visualization
framework, visual representations can be generated from a specific building information
model and a specific visualization description.
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Kurzfassung
Mit der fortschreitenden Entwicklung des Building Information Modelling (BIM) hin
zu einer umfassenden Erfassung aller Bauprojektinformationen in einer semantisch
expliziten Weise werden Visualisierungen von den Gebäudeinformationen entkoppelt.
Während traditionelle Architektur- und Bauzeichnungen die visuellen Repräsentationen
implizit als Träger der Informationen enthalten, werden sie heute on-the-fly generiert.
Die Details ihrer Generierung sind festgeschrieben in Softwareanwendungen, welche
eigentlich für andere Aufgaben wie Analyse, Simulation, Entwurf oder Kommunikation
ausgelegt sind.
Angesichts der abstrakten Natur von Informationsmodellen und der steigenden Menge
digitaler Informationen, die im Verlauf von Bauprojekten erfasst werden, sind visuelle
Repräsentationen essentiell, um sich die Information erschließen, sie verstehen, durch-
dringen und mit ihnen arbeiten zu können. Gleichzeitig entwickelt sich durch die digi-
talen Medien eine neues Feld der interaktiven Visualisierungen.
Das volle Potential von BIM kann nur mit angepassten aufgabenspezifischen Visual-
isierungen erschlossen werden, bei denen Ingenieur*innen und Architekt*innen aktiv
in den Entwurf und die Entwicklung dieser Visualisierungen einbezogen werden. Die
Visualisierungen müssen wiederverwendbar sein und in Kommunikationsprozessen
zuverlässig reproduziert werden können. Außerdem muss es möglich sein, Visual-
isierungen zu modifizieren und neu zu definieren, um das kreative Problemlösen zu
unterstützen. Die vorliegende Arbeit zielt darauf ab, Gebäudemodelle und ihre visuellen
Repräsentationen wieder zu verbinden: auf der theoretischen Ebene, auf der Ebene der
Methoden und hinsichtlich der unterstützenden Werkzeuge.
Auf der theoretischen Ebene trägt die Arbeit zunächst dazu bei, das Wissen um die
Erstellung von Visualisierungen im Kontext von Bauprojekten zu erweitern. Der verfol-
gte Ansatz basiert auf dem Referenzmodell der Visualisierungspipeline und geht dabei
sowohl auf strukturelle als auch auf quantitative Aspekte des Visualisierungsprozesses
ein. Zweitens wird eine Methode entwickelt, die visuelle Repräsentationen auf Basis
gegebener Visualisierungsspezifikationen generieren kann. Schließlich belegt ein Soft-
wareprototyp die Realisierbarkeit des Konzepts. Mit dem entwickelten Framework
können visuelle Repräsentationen aus jeweils einem spezifischen Gebäudemodell und
einer spezifischen Visualisierungsbeschreibung generiert werden.
ix
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The next problem was to determine to which category of signal the letter belonged.
To the best of our knowledge the letter could be ‘written’ in some declarative-
transactional language like our own, operating with units of meaning; or it could be a
system of ‘modeling’ signals, such as television; or it could represent a ‘recipe,’ that
is, a set of instructions necessary for the production of a certain object. The letter,
finally, could contain a description of an object — of a particular ‘thing’ — in a code
that was ‘acultural,’ one that referred only to certain constants in the world of nature,
discoverable by physics and mathematical in form. [. . . ]
Thus the relation that exists between the carrier of information and the information
itself can be multivalent and tangled.
—Stanis law Lem, His Master’s Voice, 1968
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
Building information modelling (BIM)—the semantically explicit modelling of informa-
tion related to construction projects—is primarily targeted towards the interoperability
of computers. During the advancements of BIM, information was removed from its
previous close connection with the visual representation in order to achieve the defined
semantics. But visual representations must be generated reproducibly and reliably if
they are to fulfil their communicational goals. Furthermore, the growing amount of
information contained in building information models requires new methods of visual
representation, beyond traditional visualization methods.
In parallel to the development of BIM, new media have opened up new perspectives for
visual representations. In addition, the efficient and repeated creation of multiple visual
representations from the same information is made possible only by the separation of
information and visual representation. Engineers and architects as the domain experts
should be actively involved in the creation of visualizations, but this is not currently
possible, due to technical obstacles.
The role of visual representation in BIM has not yet been sufficiently covered in the field
of construction informatics. Consequently, there is a gap between information models
and visual representations, related to both knowledge and tool support. This is what
this research addresses.
1.1.1 The blind spot of building information modelling
In recent years, BIM has advanced from an academic topic and a visionary concept to an
ecosystem of working methods, sophisticated technologies, standards, and tools which is
implemented in all major computer-aided design (CAD) software packages, in national
building regulations, in local and global best practice suggestions, and increasingly also
finds its way into the daily work routines of architectural and engineering offices. The
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original idea of BIM aims at the explicit modelling of all relevant information regarding
architecture, buildings, and the construction process. It further promotes the modelling
of this information in a unique and standardized way. In doing so, it opens up new
possibilities for computer-aided analysis, design, and production methods, and also for
the exchange of architecture and building-specific information in digital form.
However, efforts to facilitate information exchange and to establish interoperability aim
primarily at increased interoperability between machines: computers, their hardware,
and software applications. The human user is only targeted indirectly, by claiming facil-
itated communication and cooperation between the persons involved in the construction
process through the indirection of digital machinery. BIM research consequently aims at
the enhancement of the models, their further standardization and internationalization,
the integration of additional information into the models according to new needs—such
as energy efficient design and construction—the technical aspects of information access
in distributed environments, and the utilization of the information models by analytical
tools and methods.
The development of BIM is based on the idea of structuring the information in a seman-
tically explicit, strictly defined way according to an abstract model. This is contrary to
the traditional way of maintaining and sharing information using drawings, diagrams,
tables, and text documents. Unlike digital information models, these artefacts contained
information in an implicit way, requiring human perception and reception to decode the
information before it could be used.
The development of BIM was driven by the increasing use of digital tools. It was
thus indispensable from an information technology point of view to dissolve this strong
implicit containment of information in visual representations. Algorithms need defined
input and produce defined output; they are not capable of easily extracting implicit
information or of interpreting ambiguous input. It was a natural consequence inherent
in the process of information modelling that, by factoring information out of its close
containment in visual representations, building information and its visual representation
became decoupled. It can even be argued that this process of decoupling was intentional.
On account of this development, persistent and shareable visualizations were untied from
the information they contained.
As a consequence, the information models which are exchanged between participants
during the planning and construction process do not contain the information in a form
directly accessible to human perception. Early approaches to the use of digital methods
in architecture and construction simply digitized the 2D drawings. In this stage, tools
changed and artefacts shifted from physical to virtual, but the visual representation
was still contained directly in the documents, which had not yet reached the current
abstraction level of building information models.
Nowadays, visual representations have drifted further away from the information they
represent. They are no longer contained in the documents that are exchanged, but
are instead generated on the fly, when they are needed. This ad hoc generation of
visualizations is carried out in the software applications and tools used to solve specific
tasks—e.g. in a CAD tool as it generates the model, or in a simulation tool working on
energy performance analysis. This drift is problematic for several reasons.
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1.1.2 Essentials for communication and exploration
In order to create a visual representation, a separate mediation step is needed. This
conversion of the information into a visual representation is currently encapsulated in
software applications. Generation of the visualization may yield different results de-
pending on the specific implementation in the application. This may even vary between
applications designed for the same specialized task.
One of the functions of visual representation is communication. However, communica-
tion needs a common reference. A simple model of communication involves a sender, a
receiver, a message, and a medium (e.g. Shannon 1998). The sender encodes informa-
tion as a message transmitted through a medium, which is then decoded by the receiver.
Communication through visual representations can therefore only succeed if both the
sending and the receiving end share the same visual representation. The process will fail
if encoding and decoding are not symmetric operations, when the message is changed
between encoding and decoding, or when the visual representations are produced in
unpredictable ways.
Instead, it must be possible to reliably reproduce the same representation for both com-
munication partners. Sharing a common model of the visual representation plays a
similar role for communication as a common model of the building for interoperability
in general. The effective exchange of visual representations can only work with shared
and standardized metamodels. Currently, in the construction domain, open standards
regarding visual representations do not exist beyond the traditional paper-based pro-
cesses.
It is obvious that visual representations are important for making the abstract informa-
tion in the models accessible to human perception. Larkin & Simon (1987) have analysed
the background of the saying that “a picture is worth a thousand words” by comparing
sentential and diagrammatic external representations of problems, both with an inherent
spatial aspect and without. They uncover why the search and recognition processes of
the human brain can operate very efficiently on diagrammatic problem representations.
But beyond that, there is a need for sophisticated visual representations, on account
of the growing amount and increasingly complex structure of information. Since the
specification of the first BIM standards, the amount of information captured explicitly
in information models has grown continuously. Additional semantics are added, such
as information relevant for energy efficient building. More details about the building
are gathered through simulations and calculations with computational support. Thus,
besides the abstractness, the sheer amount of building information begins to elude human
perception.
From the time before BIM, there is an extensive repository of traditional visualization
methods specific to 3D design topics in general and building-relevant information in
particular. Software applications that generate visual representations from building
information models do build upon these visualizations and recreate them. However, as
models are developing towards aggregated interlinked clusters of multiple single models,
such traditional visualization methods begin to fail. While these methods are optimal
for representing individual aspects of the building—such as those captured in a single
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part of the model—they are not capable of reflecting the complex information in an
aggregated model interwoven on different levels.
The lack of scalability of traditional visualization methods is one of the forces driving
the field of visual analytics (Keim et al. 2010). Visual analytics aims at using visual
means to analyse large amounts data based on the fact that the human perception
system and the human brain are capable of performing highly complex analytical tasks
that are not easily solved by algorithmic methods. Apart from that, only the human
brain is currently capable of creating knowledge by assigning meaning to information
and contextualizing it in a net of previously created knowledge, thus gaining insight,
instead of merely processing information. BIM opens up a wide range of tasks to be
solved by visual analysis, but due to the lack of general approaches to visualization, the
field of construction does not benefit from these methods.
Andrienko et al. (2007) propose establishing a subfield of visual analytics dedicated
to problems with spatiotemporal aspects, where space refers to geographic space. The
specific problems identified for geovisual analytics are very similar to those which can
be found in architecture and construction: the complex nature of the problem domain,
multiple actors, and tacit criteria and knowledge.
1.1.3 The potential of BIM-based visualizations
In parallel with the explicit modelling of information, new forms of visual representations
came into existence. Such visual representations are based on the interactivity of the
digital screen, as opposed to the static nature of printed text, 2D visualizations, and
physical 3D models. Hypertext has revolutionized the possibilities of text, leaving behind
the limits of one-dimensionality, allowing the establishment of an interlinked net of text.
Similar possibilities were introduced for 2D visualizations by information visualization
and related disciplines. Finally, interactivity has also made virtual 3D models possible;
these are, in fact, perspective projections in 2D that unlock the third dimension through
interactive means.
Information modelling is not a necessary condition, but a parallel development perfectly
matching the possibilities of digital media. It facilitates the generation of multiple visual
representations from the same model, while enforcing consistency across the representa-
tions. An example from the construction domain is the consistency between floor plans
and cross sections. Formerly, it was a difficult task for draughtspersons to maintain and
ensure this consistency; today, they do not necessarily need to deal with this issue. They
still need to give thought to where to place the sections, although this issue too can be
supported by algorithms that check for the completeness of the presentation, given a
certain set of section planes; such algorithms may even suggest optimal section lines.
The creation of external visual representations is a proven way to actively engage with a
problem. For example, to draw an as-is floor plan of a building by hand prior to recon-
struction work creates a deep understanding of the anatomy and state of the building,
which is needed as a base for any planning work, engineering or architectural, on the
reconstructed building. Despite seeming like tedious, useless, and duplicate work, this
activity constitutes an essential part of problem solving and decision making. A stream-
lined data flow across the building life cycle and across domains simplifies the creation of
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external representations. While this allows for more efficient work flows, it also involves
the risk of eliminating an essential technique of problem solving.
Digital media provide alternative ways to engage with the information in order to gain
understanding: multiple views of the material through different interactively explorable
representations improve access to information over traditional plans and documents.
However, browsing through a predefined set of views of the information requires less
involvement and thus does not stimulate understanding in the same way as the direct
production of visualizations. Involving domain specialists in the generation of digital
visual representations could restore the intense engagement with the information, while
still benefiting from the new possibilities of digital media and explicit information mod-
elling.
Architects and engineers are not only specialists for specific tasks and problem solutions
in their fields, but they have also very special knowledge of the information needed for
these tasks and about the visual representations that are suitable for working with the
information. Lohse et al. (1994) suggest that domain experts process visualizations
differently from nonspecialists (and even from those with an artistic background), in
that they more easily extract information from these visualizations when they have an
“appropriate graph schema” available. Presumably, this not only promotes the “process-
ing” of, but also the creation of, visualizations and the development of new visualization
techniques by domain experts, compared to visualization specialists without a construc-
tion background. Consequently, architects and engineers have historically created a rich
repository of visual representations, signs and symbols, and visual encoding methods
tailored to their domain.
Presentation and communication of planning decisions and of the building before it is
realized have always been, and remain, important parts of the work of architects and
engineers. Visual representations are an essential communication medium in these areas,
because textual descriptions are of limited efficiency for the expression of spatial issues.
Yet visualizations as external representations are also an essential way to engage with
the material and to envision the future building during the design and planning stages.
Research into the psychology of creative problem solving in design characterizes the pro-
cess as a continued manipulation of a mental model of the solution, which is represented
in a variety of different views, with the goal of bringing these views to a conflict-free
state (Balakrishnan et al. 2007). Thus, the decoupling of information and visual repre-
sentation is also an obstacle to creative design and construction and to exploration-based
problem solving.
Because computer science knowledge is necessary to program custom visualization com-
ponents, architects and engineers, as domain expert users, are excluded from the process
of creating visual representations. The arrangement, definition, and design of the visu-
alization process is now inaccessible to them. Reinstating the participation of architects
and engineers in the visualization process could also increase the acceptance of BIM and
encourage the use of BIM as a method.
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1.2 Research question and scope of the work
The drifting apart of information and visual representation has created a gap in both
theoretical knowledge and practical technique. It is a theoretical gap in the academic
field of construction informatics and a practical gap regarding the tool support for profes-
sions involved in design and planning of buildings. This work is based on the hypothesis
that it is possible to bridge this gap by making it a topic of similar importance as the
information models as such, by analysing the relation between information models, and
by creating the tools to work on this interface.
By developing methods to specify and describe visualizations as explicit and formalized
as the current information models, and by incorporating these methods in building infor-
mation modelling tools with accessible interfaces, the creative professions in architecture
and engineering could reinstate their expertise in the field of visual representation and
re-employ their skills and knowledge in that area.
MacEachren (2004) values knowledge of visual representations as an important issue:
“Understanding how maps work and why maps work (or do not work) as representations
in their own right and as prompts to further representations, and what it means for a map
to work, are critical issues as we embark on a visual information age”. His claim refers
to the visualization of geoinformation, but can easily be generalized and transferred to
architecture and construction.
The result of this work could unfold its potential being used for the purposeful pre-
sentation and imparting of planning and analysis results, as well as for the explorative
engagement with model data. By facilitating the development of custom task-specific
reusable visualization components, a twofold benefit could be achieved: on the one hand,
visualization techniques can be used for many models, and on the other hand, model data
can be examined using many visualizations from a repository of custom components.
There are some leading questions that extend beyond the scope of this thesis. First of
all, the approach is solely concerned with the generation of visual representations from
building information models. Other multimedia types, especially audio and audiovisual
representations, are ignored, although some results may be transferable to that area.
Second, the editing of building information models is beyond the scope of the thesis.
However, since building information models are often created or updated by visual means
(as opposed to algorithmic or automatic creation or update), the methods described here
can potentially also be applied in that context. Third, there is a continuum between
interactive visualizations and more general user interfaces, and although user interface
(UI) issues are not in the scope of this work, some methods extent into the UI area.
Further, this thesis does not focus on special sophisticated task-specific visualization
methods. The specific visualization methods used as examples also contain visualizations
with new or experimental approaches to certain contexts. However, these visualizations
still only play the role of examples. They are not compared to other visualizations for
the same context, they are not evaluated for their usability, and there is no claim about
their quality or suitability for the context in question.
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1.3 Method and structure of the work
This thesis seeks to examine the process of generating visualizations from building in-
formation models. One purpose is to provide the foundation for a suggested field of
construction-specific visualization engineering. The second main aim of this research is
to propose a way of reinvolving domain experts from the architecture and construction
fields into the visualization process.
1.3.1 A model of the visualization process
The model of the visualization process developed in this thesis is based on the reference
model of the visualization pipeline.
The visualization pipeline is a commonly accepted reference model for the process of
visualization, which splits the process into a three-step transformation from raw data
(the information model) to the final visual representation (the image). The inverse
process can be used as a model for decoding the visual representation. A large part of
the visualization process should be reversible without information loss. This is especially
true for the central mapping step, which is in the focus of this work.
Each stage of the pipeline has been investigated: the data side, the visualization side, and
the mapping that connects the two. By reviewing the current state of data modelling in
the construction domain, the visualization process is embedded in the context of the field.
The main focus is on the mapping between the two sides, because this transformation
step will essentially be made accessible to domain experts.
Each stage of the visualization process is first described informally, in order to then
develop a formal model. The visualization process is examined in terms of its anatomy
and in terms of its economics, and hence with a qualitative as well as a quantitative view.
Further, for each stage, a simple view is complemented with combination methods to
cover complex situations.
1.3.2 The quantitative view
In order to understand the correlation between building information models and visu-
alization, a qualitative view of structural aspects of the visualization process needs to
be complemented with a quantitative approach. With a measure of the amount of in-
formation in the information model side on one hand, and a measure of the presentable
information on the visualization side on the other hand, these two quantities can be com-
pared and contrasted. The comparison of the complexities on the information model
side and on the visualization side could yield conclusions for the mapping, and the space
of visualization mappings could be narrowed down.
Beyond this, a quantitative view would also allow for a reliable and detailed performance
analysis of visual applications. Otherwise, performance measurements can only be re-
lated to indicator values, such as the file size or the number of objects. A well-founded
quantitative model of the mapping process could also facilitate the visual exploration
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of building information. By tracing how much of the information has already been in-
cluded in visual representations, and how much is still pending in the process, visual
exploration can be guided towards full coverage and the user can be guarded from over-
looking information. Also, promising visual representations can be selected on the basis
of their coverage of information.
Quantification of the building information as previously described depends on the type
of building and on the characteristics of the planning process. Hence, this will vary by
building type and local conventions and regulations. Similarly, the quantitative aspects
on the visualization side will vary with technical preconditions, the available device
specifications, the recipients’ cognitive abilities, and the environmental presentation sit-
uation.
1.3.3 Proof of concept implementation and sample cases
Implementation of the model as a software framework verified the feasibility of the ap-
proach. The proof-of-concept prototype was implemented as a local application. For a
web-based client–server version, the implications and possibilities of a software architec-
ture are only analyzed theoretically, without a second prototypical implementation.
The use-case data for the evaluation of the prototype covers a broad range of potential
building models. Beyond a synthetic test case, they comprise different types of small-
and large-scale realistic construction projects.
Visualization configurations were obtained and used in two modes. Classic or traditional
visualizations were collected first and used to derive the model and the features of the
framework through a bottom-up approach, by means of induction. The opposite process,
deduction, was used for experimental visualization configurations. These visualizations
have been constructed top-down with the model in place.
1.3.4 Structure of this work
The thesis has been divided into five main parts, ranging from Chapter 2 to Chapter 6.
Chapter 2 presents the state of the art and related and relevant body of work. The core
Chapters 3 – 5 lay out the model of the visualization process. They follow the stages
of the visualization pipeline. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the data side, Chapter 4 to the
visualization side, and Chapter 5 to the mapping of the two. Figure 1.1 shows how the
chapters relate to the visualization pipeline and how they are structured.
Each of the three core parts follows a similar outline. First, the informal and formal
model for simple (a) and complex (b) instances of the stage are developed successively.
Second, the interfaces to the neighbouring stages are looked at closely (c). Finally, a
quantitative view of the stage is unfolded (d). Accordingly, there are different ways to
read the core chapters: either along a particular stage in the pipeline, or across the
whole pipeline and along a certain aspect—for example, the sections about the formal
model only.
The final chapter, Chapter 6, presents a potential architecture for a system according
to this model and a prototype implementation. Furthermore, it contains a discussion of
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Chapter 2
Related work and the state of
the art
In construction engineering, 3D and 4D photorealistic presentations allow to let the
buildings come to life before being realized. These were first investigated in the early
days of building information modelling and later extended to include further information
that was added to the building information models. However, the field of a construction-
specific visualization engineering considering all kinds of information and all features of
current visualization media is yet to be explored. The state of applied visualizations in
other related areas provides possible directions. Finally, for a detailed understanding
of the different steps in the visualization pipeline, related work for each step has to be
consulted: in the area of information models, as well as of the visualization side, and
related to the mapping between the two sides of the pipeline.
2.1 Applied visualization in construction engineering
The focus of visualization techniques has shifted with the growing range of information
included in building information models.
2.1.1 4D visualization
First, with the inclusion of schedule data, temporal visualizations were focused on and
the benefits of animated visualizations were explored: Chang et al. (2009) evaluate
colour schemes for 4D construction progress visualization. Haque & Rahman (2009) use
colour for workspace requirements during the simulated construction progress.
Early visualizations of 4D models animate the construction progress according to a
schedule with visibility and a two-colour scale reflecting the state of the building elements
(in progress / finished). Benjaoran & Bhokha (2009) determine deficiencies with this
approach compared to traditional schedule visualization: missing overview, no direct
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representation of activity duration or relationships, and lack of integration of progress
information. The traditional methods compared to the 4D approach are: Gantt charts,
network diagrams, and calendars, which on the contrary lack the spatial context. As
a result, they propose a coloured wireframe presentation with all objects visible all the
time, an additional timeline, and details of in-progress activities. The colour-coding
includes unstarted elements for context, objects that precede the in-progress elements,
and the delayed or early execution of activities compared to the baseline schedule.
Boton et al. (2013) also identify deficiencies in the status quo in the architecture,
engineering, and construction (AEC) sector regarding the adaptation of visual represen-
tations for user needs in the context of certain tasks, and especially in a crossdomain
collaboration setting. They propose a solution for 4D scheduling applications, based on
a black box approach with a fixed set of predefined visualization components that can
be selected according to business needs, the visualization needs of the user, the task, and
the context. The core of Boton’s contribution consists of metamodels for the description
of those business and visualization needs, of the visualization components, and of the
composition of the components. However, the composition is restricted to two fixed
views and is not as such included in the adaptation process.
Kuo et al. (2011) recognize the fragmentation of the construction domain into several
specialized areas and the resulting need for interdisciplinary coordination to detect spa-
tial conflicts and conflicts in schedules as a central issue. They suggest improving support
for decision making and problem solving by facilitating the exploration of interdepen-
dencies of project information with the use of a visual tool. They propose facilitating the
process of turning data into information by allowing interaction with the data through
the visual representation. However, the suggested solution is limited to a fixed set of
views, interactions, and display layouts. It thus lacks flexibility and the possibility for
domain experts to engage with the construction of the visual representation.
2.1.2 5D and beyond
The 4D visualization approaches have been extended to further domain-specific data,
such as cost information. For example, the 5D project management program iTWO1
allows for the definition of custom colour scales to visually encode key values such as
shortages in quantity or surplus quantities in the 3D presentation or in a diagram over
time (Demharter & Scherer 2014).
Some research focusses on given task-specific visualizations beyond scheduling and
progress management described above. Otjacques et al. (2006) look at the visualization
of the information flow in construction projects. Akcamete et al. (2011) visualize
maintenance and repair work orders in two different modes: colour coded in 3D (with
spatial reference) and as line charts over time (with temporal reference).
A more generic approach is suggested by Altenburger et al. (2010), who argue that
software applications in the AEC sector, due to the complexity and dynamics in the field,
need user interfaces that are not only context-aware, but are adaptive, and which can
1 RIB software iTWO: http://rib-software.com/itwo
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react to changing contexts. They extract four aspects of the context from the literature
and propose to make current software applications more flexible regarding these context
aspects: computing context, user context, physical context, and time context.
The BIM collaboration format (BCF) targets visualizations as a means of communica-
tion. It facilitates the communication of parties with different CAD tools during the
planning process. It values the fact that questions, problems, and comments often refer
to part of the building, and thus only to a partial building information model. A BCF
container contains screenshots of a building element, together with a reference to the
building element and information on how to reproduce the perspective used for render-
ing the screenshot. BCF is a dedicated lean format intended for synchronous communi-
cation, developed as an alternative to the exchange of a complete building information
model together with potential communication information (Linhard & Steinmann 2014).
2.1.3 From task-specific visualizations to construction-specific
visualization engineering
During the development of BIM, the role and potential of visual representations were
recognized and acknowledged. Liebich (1993), for instance, introduces the concept of
“monitors” to encapsulate certain visualization modes. Eastman et al. (2011) list in-
formation visualization beyond 4D as one of the trends in BIM. However, researchers
in the field of BIM only touch on visualization questions cursorily, and rarely focus on
them as the main topic. Instead, visualizations are only used to present results or else
appear as subordinated items in larger frameworks.
Most software applications still resort to established visualization techniques. The visu-
alization of technical issues is rarely seen as a worthwhile topic for innovation. However,
with the rise of digital media and information technology, this needs to be questioned.
While applied computer science has emerged as an accepted subfield of civil engineering,
the field of human–computer interaction (HCI) has, to date, been left to specialists of
other areas.
Grammel & Storey (2010) propose separating information visualization science from
information visualization engineering. The engineering part should apply the principles
from the science part of the field to specific problems. In this sense, the AEC industry
should adopt the field of information visualization engineering as a vital part of its
domain.
2.2 Applied visualization in other related areas
2.2.1 Architectural design presentation
In architecture—unlike in civil engineering—visual representation is still a philosophic
and artistic topic.
The research on presentation issues with BIM dates back to the application of digital
media technologies to pre-BIM CAD data. Visual presentation has always been of
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special relevance in the design-related parts of the construction field, so applications for
the presentation of architectural design appear as a research focus, such as in the work
of Abdelhameed (2005) or Balakrishnan et al. (2006).
During the late 1990s and early 2000s, information and its visual representation had
not yet been separated, as information modelling was not yet sufficiently advanced.
However, digital media was already being used to work with representations and was
considered valuable. Authors such as Abdelhameed (2005) pointed out the relevance of
the representational capabilities for architects’ and designers’ work and researched the
influence of new media use on these capabilities.
Balakrishnan et al. (2007) also stress the importance of representation and presentation
in the design process due to their ability to “overcome cognitive limitations” and to
“facilitate the collaborative process”. Issues and problems with presentations are mainly
identified in the adaptation of traditional paper-based media to the possibilities afforded
by new media. Accordingly, experimental presentation systems focus on the presentation
of design results and on potential enhancements of traditional presentation styles (in
the design-studio pinup environment) through new media and virtual reality use (e.g.
Balakrishnan et al. 2006).
An early attempt to the explicit user-driven description of the visualization process can
be found in 2D CAD systems. Although 2D CAD models contained no semantic infor-
mation, but only 2D geometry, representational attributes such as line widths and types,
fill colours, and hatch patterns were separated from the geometric content. Geometric
objects were organized using layers, such that rules for the visual representation could
be configured for different use cases (e.g. printing in different scales or screen represen-
tations for drawing). With CAD layer standards (e.g. Björk et al. 1997; ISO 1998a;
NIBS 2014), these configurations became reusable and exchangeable across projects.
The proper use of graphical properties and drawing standards is still of concern in ar-
chitectural education (Spallone 2008).
2.2.2 Geovisualization
Geoinformatics evolved as an interdisciplinary superdiscipline from geoscience, cartog-
raphy, and computer science, involving also areas such as cognitive science, engineering,
law, and economy (Bartelme 2000). The technology of geographic information systems
(GIS) originated from the field. GIS models are mostly restricted to 2D or 2.5D but
are also extended to 3D (Coors & Zipf 2005), particularly when building information
models are integrated with GIS models—e.g. for virtual city models (Glander 2013).
GIS systems are also used in civil engineering in conjunction with BIM in the context
of large-scale infrastructure projects (for example, Esfahani 2014).
Cartography has a history as an independent discipline, and so geoinformatics has shaped
its own subfield of applied visualization. The use of the methods and tools from infor-
mation visualization in geographic context is, for example, examined in Tobón (2005).
The role of visualization in geoinformatics is fuelled by the widespread everyday usage
of distributed browser-based mapping applications such as Google Maps or Open Street
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Map. This also resulted in a research focus on geoanalytics, visualizations for nonexpert
users, and participatory visualizations, such as CommonGIS (Andrienko et al. 2013).
Geovisualization shares commonalities with visualization in the context of architecture
and construction since spatiotemporal aspects are of special relevance in the application
field. For example, Andrienko & Andrienko (2006) present basic groundwork in the field
of exploratory analysis of spatiotemporal information.
2.2.3 Information and scientific visualization, visual analytics
Information visualization is distinguished from scientific visualization based on the type
of the underlying data; while scientific visualization presents direct observations of phys-
ical properties in the real world, information visualization presents abstract information
(e.g. Card et al. 1999). Bertin (1981) is a classic proponent of the early constitution of
information visualization as a separate field of science.
The division between information and scientific visualization is controversial among ex-
perts. Tory & Möller (2004) argue for acknowledging a continuum between the two ex-
tremes and encourage interdisciplinary work. Even Card & Mackinlay (1997) subsume
scientific visualization and GIS under the broader term of information visualization.
Many cartographic representations combine real-world data and abstract information
and fall thus between the two types, e.g. the circular cartograms of Dorling (1996).
Architectural and construction engineering visualization needs its own visualization sci-
ence as it falls naturally between these categories, with pure information visualization
lacking 3D and spatiotemporal references and photorealistic depiction of the planned
building not corresponding to the complexity of abstract information involved in the
planning process. The placement of symbolic representations in visualization space ac-
cording to a real position in the world is an example of a mixed representation.
As a consequence of the development of information technology and the increase of the
amount of information gathered in private and public storage and databases, information
visualization has developed new forms of visual representations. For example, tag clouds
are visual arrangements of keywords representing the contents of a website or weblog.
The position, size, colour, and font properties of the words are subject to dedicated
layout algorithms, as for instance in the Wordle software (Feinberg 2010; Viégas et
al. 2009). Another example is given by Dadzie & Rowe (2011), who list and compare
different ways of visualizing linked semantic data.
Visual analytics is a relatively new research area, oriented towards the use of visualiza-
tions to support analysis beyond computational means and to support decision making,
both on expert and nonexpert levels (Thomas & Cook 2005). Keim et al. (2010) iden-
tify some challenges regarding the visual analytics of spatial and temporal data: data of
diverse types, data of diverse quality, inconsistent data from multiple sources, and large
amounts of data. Under these circumstances, current computational analysis fails, but
traditional visualizations also do not scale well.
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2.3 Data and information models
The state of the art in building information modelling includes conventional methods
such as the entity–relationship model as well as more recent approaches such as the
multimodel method.
2.3.1 Information models and BIM
In design and construction processes, models play an important role as anticipated
realization of the still unrealized target objects, e.g. buildings or other products. A
general definition of a model dates back to Stachowiak (1973) and names the following
specifics of a model: representation, simplification, and pragmatics. With the increased
application of information technology in the architecture and construction domain, the
matter of the models shifted from physical to digital, and a domain-specific species
of information modelling was developed: building information modelling (BIM). The
fundamentals of BIM are covered in recent literature such as Kensek (2014) or Borrmann
et al. (2015).
The term “modelling” literally denotes the process of generating a model. However,
common definitions of BIM, such as those in Eastman et al. (2011) or Egger et al. (2013),
expand the term to refer to a method for or a certain way of planning, construction, and
operation based on digital machine-readable documentation of the building. In these
definitions, the term BIM comprises the processes, tools, workflows, and technologies
that arise from an affirmative philosophy towards the accomplishments of the digital
revolution in the area of architecture and construction.
The model or the database itself, which forms the basis of this philosophy, is called the
building information model, the building model, or just the model. An alternative term,
“product model”, emphasizes the use of the model in the planning phase. Those defini-
tions that emphasize the whole ecosystem surrounding the digital model usually do not
include the digital representation of the building itself in the definition of the broader
term, and consequently do not use the abbreviation for the model itself, although some
mix the terminology (buildingSMART alliance 2012). In this work, the abbreviation is
only used for the general term “building information modelling”, whereas “building in-
formation model” is spelled out or shortened to “information model”, if the construction
context is obvious or irrelevant.
The current dynamics in the development of BIM are reflected as maturity levels of
BIM, attributed to Mark Bew and Mervyn Richards (2008) and used for instance in
the report of the UK department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS), BIM Task
Group (2011) to define a goal for the UK industry in 2016. The definition of these
levels mixes characteristics of the data with implementation strategies and the amount
of standardization.
Due to the growing amount of data in building models, the querying of specific parts
in information models is a nontrivial task, that receives special attention in research,
e.g. in Weise et al. (2003) and Windisch et al. (2012). The central role of geometry
information for product models is reflected in research on geometry extraction from
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Industry Foundation Classes (IFC; e.g. Theiler et al. 2009) or on spatial reasoning with
BIM (e.g. Borrmann & Beetz 2010).
Although building information models comprise all kind of information, geometric in-
formation has a special relevance. There are two different paradigms to describe spatial
or geometric data—the raster and the vector paradigm (Bartelme 2000; Coors & Zipf
2005). Building information models, following the tradition of CAD systems, resort to
the vector paradigm. However, there are different representation schemes for both 2D-
and 3D geometric models (Chang 2014; Requicha 1980; Shapiro 2002). Among others,
Mitchell (1996) points out that the choice of a certain representation scheme (or design
model in his terminology) plays a crucial role for the potential outcome of a design
process.
2.3.2 Entity–relationship model
The entity–relationship model as suggested by Chen (1976) and variations thereof such
as the object-role modelling (Halpin 1999) are to date the common high-level data
models to represent real-world facts and objects in information models. Philosophical
studies about how data represents the world confirm entities and relations as essential
paradigms to structure data (Voß 2013). The object-oriented programming paradigm
(e.g. Liskov & Wing 2001) is as well based on this model, augmenting objects with
behavioural properties.
Based on this basic concept, information models can be described formally using set
theory (e.g. Pinter 2014). Formal approaches to information and data models are
otherwise used in type theory (Simons 2002), and for software verification (Bradley &
Manna 2007; Oppen 1980). Inspired by the work of Calvanese et al. (1998), where
entity–relationship models are converted to general description logic, or Bayley & Zhu
(2007), where the software design patterns of Gamma et al. (1997) are specified formally,
this thesis uses a custom formalization based on the entity–relationship model.
Others have suggested formal models for building information models, which are farther
from the original entity–relationship model, such as Weise (2006) in the context of
research on filters and submodels.
2.3.3 Multimodels
The growing amount of information captured in building information models requires
methods to structure information and the models holding the information on an inter-
mediate level. Two contrary approaches intend to solve this problem: partial models
as defined by Willenbacher (2002) and multimodels as defined by Fuchs (2015). Both
approaches tackle the problem in a similar manner, but from opposite directions: While
Willenbacher (2002) divides huge models into smaller domain-specific parts, Fuchs (2015)
combines domain-specific models into crossdomain models.
Esfahani (2014) extends the idea of multimodels from static to dynamic links, which are
generated based on rules instead of being added permanently to form the connection of
two otherwise independent information models.
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Other disciplines will successively switch to similar concepts of combining models, ac-
cording to the growing need to structure huge amounts of data on a macrolevel: edition 3
of the standard for the exchange of product model data (STEP, ISO 2016) introduces the
idea to engineering in general. The extension allows for named anchors in documents,
references to external documents or anchors in external documents, and the combination
of multiple interlinked documents in zip files (Hardwick et al. 2013). The concept differs
from the multimodel in the lack of a dedicated link model. Instead, links are interwoven
in the elementary model parts.
2.3.4 Quantitative view
The quantitative analysis of the visualization process is based on the acknowledgement
of information as a measurable fact. The mathematical understanding of information
has paved the way to the revolution in communication towards digital technology (Gle-
ick 2011). At the same time the mathematical view allows for the quantification of
information (Shannon 1998). A more recent introduction to information theory can be
found at Cover & Thomas (2006). Chaitin (2006) describes some of the limitations and
restrictions of this approach.
Gero & Jupp (2002), Hartmann & Both (2010), and Guttman (2011) have tried to quan-
tify the information contained in building information models with different methods.
Gero & Jupp (2002) base the quantification method for floor plans on a custom encoding
schema called “Q-codes” (Gero & Park 1997), which assigns symbols to shape features
such as angles, relative lengths, and curvatures. Floor plans are then represented as a
sequence of these symbols, encoding the significant spatial properties of the floor plan.
Room configurations are captured as dual graphs to represent the spatial connectivity
in the encoding.
This approach aims to capture the essential spatial properties, rather than to establish
a full geometric description with coordinates. In this way, the intention is to provide
a model for the early design stages, but also to calculate complexity and to compare
similarities of shapes using the methods of information theory. In order to calculate
complexity, the Lempel and Ziv algorithm (LZ77) is first applied to the representational
string of symbols, and then the length of this maximum compressed string is used as a
measurement of complexity. For comparison, the difference between two floor plans is
quantified by applying the zip algorithm to a concatenated string, exploiting the fact
that LZ77 is based on a indexed dictionary of substrings occurring in the uncompressed
string repeatedly. The authors perform a sample comparison between Romanesque and
Gothic cathedral floor plans.
Guttman (2011) uses the notion of the amount of information to compare the value
and cost of conventional and model-based representations. However, despite referring
to information theory and using mathematical formulas, he avoids a detailed definition
and a reproducible calculational procedure for the amount of information contained in
building information models. Instead, he works with rough equality statements and
estimated factors of multiplicity.
Hartmann & Both (2010) distinguish the logical and formal complexity ascribed to
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the problem domain and the model notation, respectively. They concentrate on the
formal complexity and compare the city general markup language (CityGML) and IFC
as two modelling schemata covering similar problem domains. To measure complexity,
they convert the schema into C#2 classes and then apply standard metrics for software
complexity, such as lines of code (LoC), control flow complexity (CFC), coupling between
object classes (CBO), and fan-in/fan-out values to measure modularity.
2.4 Theoretical foundations of visualization
The theoretical foundations of visual representations originate mostly from the area of
information visualization: classifications of visualization techniques, different approaches
to the generation of visualizations, as well as an analytic view that focusses psychological
aspects of visual representations. Essential contributions come also from geovisualiza-
tion. The transformation and adaptation of research from these areas to the construction
area has received very little attention so far.
2.4.1 Taxonomies, classifications, and ontologies
In different application domains, the existing visualization techniques have been classi-
fied according to criteria from that domain. Pfitzner et al. (2003) review visualizations
with their use for information retrieval in mind. Powers & Pfitzner (2003) classify from a
search-result visualization point of view. Otjacques et al. (2006) propose a taxonomy of
visualizations for the area of project-related interactions and illustrate it with examples
specific to construction projects.
Other classifications are more general and independent of an application domain. Lohse
et al. (1994) use an exhaustive set of visualizations, including photorealistic represen-
tations and technical drawings, for an empirical classification study. Card & Mackin-
lay (1997) characterize different visualization techniques according to the underlying
data–graph mappings. Tory & Möller (2004) suggest dropping the domain-specific clas-
sification in information and scientific visualization in favour of a taxonomy with two
orthogonal criteria: continuous and discrete data on one hand, and given, constrained,
or chosen mapping of display attributes on the other hand.
Classifications and taxonomies show that visual representations can be characterized by
the following properties:
• the type of input data and the structure of that data,
• the tasks the visualizations are intended for, which may either be domain-area-
specific tasks, general tasks such as sorting, or visualization-specific tasks such as
overview, filter, zoom,
• the users and their skill levels regarding visualization or the domain,
2 a multi-paradigm general-purpose programming language developed by Microsoft, most recent
version 6.0
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• the devices involved—for input and display,
• and the context of the visualization usage.
Some taxonomies combine multiple types of criteria, e.g. Shneiderman (1996) suggests
to classify by data type and by visualization-specific task.
Chi (2000) proposes a taxonomy based on the data state reference model (Chi & Riedl
1998). This taxonomy takes specific operations carried out in the visualization process
into account rather than staying on the metadata-level.
Taxonomies and classifications of visualization techniques have been lifted to the level
of ontologies—for example, by Voigt & Polowinski (2011).
2.4.2 Visualization component approaches
Visualization ontologies can be used to describe visualization components with meta-
data and to match the components against the present context (e.g. Voigt 2015; Voigt
et al. 2012). Brunetti et al. (2013) encapsulate each transformation step of the visu-
alization pipeline into reusable components with input signatures based on ontologies.
The components are then matched based on the compatibility of the ontologies and on
additional queries in SPARQL protocol and RDF query language.
These approaches use repositories of preconfigured hard-wired visualization components.
The components are annotated and their metadata is used to automatically select and
propose suitable visualizations for a specific context. Context information is drawn from
the type and structure of the current information, the current user, the current task,
and the current device.
Density Design (Caviglia et al. 2013) implements the visualization component concept
as a framework on top of D3.js.3 The framework RAW allows for the creation of pre-
configured visualization components, which specify the required type of data. The final
wiring from tabular data sources to the component input is done visually by the user
through drag and drop. Datawrapper4 is a similar tool used in journalism.
Pietschmann (2009) describes composite web applications using a mash-up approach.
The single visualization components of the composite applications are described on meta-
data level.
2.4.3 Visualization construction approaches
While component-based approaches treat the actual visualization process as a black box,
other approaches investigate the construction of visual representations and describe this
process for specific visualization techniques. These descriptions are often expressed in a
3 a JavaScript library for manipulating documents based on data: http://d3js.org
4 Cloud application to generate charts from CSV files: https://datawrapper.de/
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declarative way. Declarative languages describe what has to be computed, as opposed to
imperative languages, which describe how to compute the result as a list of instructions.
Wilkinson (2005) proposes a “grammar of graphics” to describe scientific and statistical
visualizations, and a respective declarative language. Based on this grammar, he devel-
ops nVizN, a geometric analytic engine contained in the SPSS,5 and ggplot2.6 Protovis
(Bostock & Heer 2009; Heer & Bostock 2010) and its successor D3.js (Bostock et al.
2011) are both declarative systems for information visualization. D3.js is an example
for a visualization framework implementation based on the construction approach (e.g.
Dewar 2012).
Polowinski (2013) defines a language to map resource description framework (RDF) and
web ontology language (OWL) data to a visualization model defined as an ontology
using methods from the “ontology technological space”, that means RDF for the syntax
and the SPARQL Inferencing Notation (SPIN) for constraints.
Grammel (2012) identifies the following existing approaches to support the specifica-
tion of visualization construction: visualization spreadsheets, visual builders, textual
programming, visual dataflow programming, structure selection and editor, and fixed
algebra configuration. He adds his own proposal of natural language specifications to
support nonexpert users.
2.4.4 Visualization pipeline reference model
The visualization pipeline model is a commonly accepted reference model for the visu-
alization process first published by Haber & McNabb (1979). It splits the process of
generating a visualization into three subsequent steps, each of which generates an inter-
mediate result until the visual representation is finally produced. This final visualization
is the image to be displayed on the screen and ready to be perceived by the recipient.
PostprocessingRaw data
Prepared 
data
Visualization 
model
ImagePreprocessing Mapping
Figure 2.1: Visualization pipeline with central step highlighted
The pipeline is shown in Figure 2.1. The pipeline’s original starting point is the raw set
of input data. According to the pipeline model, in the first step this data is transformed
into a reduced and optionally restructured subset of the input data. This subset, the
prepared data, corresponds to the information which will be encoded in the visualization.
The central mapping step converts the prepared data into a visualization model, which
is then transformed into the final image during the last step.
5 statistical package for the social sciences: http://www.ibm.com/software/de/analytics/spss/
6 a plotting system for R, a free software environment for statistical computing: http://ggplot2.
org/
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Other approaches refine this process by adding further intermediate steps or by
analysing, naming, and classifying the detailed steps necessary for each of the main
steps. Wilkinson (2005) subdivides the visualization mapping process into the following
steps: Create variables, apply algebra, apply scales, compute statistics, construct
geometry, apply coordinates, and compute aesthetics. Although the exact order of these
steps may be the subject of a further discussion, it is clear that the first four steps are
related to the data model side, while the last three are related to the relation between
data and visualization, hence the mapping step. The model follows a similar idea of
stepwise transition from raw input data to the visualization model. However, the final
image generation is not an explicit part of this model.
In Chi & Riedl (1998) and Chi (1999) a model is proposed that focuses on the transfor-
mations rather than the data stages. The three transformation steps of the visualization
pipeline are complemented by four in-stage operators. The pipeline model is further en-
hanced to accommodate a more fine-grained view of the visualization process: different
operators of the respective stages can be combined along the pipeline to form a more
complex data transformation graph.
Carpendale & Montagnese (2001) divide the process of providing access to information
into only two components: representation and presentation. While representation “in-
volves developing a mapping from the information to a structure that can be displayed
visually”, presentation “is the act of displaying this image, emphasizing and organizing
areas of interest”.
Often the proposed architecture of visualization applications contains elements of the
visualization pipeline, leaving parts out or combining parts; for example, the architecture
of an information visualization framework for the construction area proposed by Kuo et
al. (2011) consists of a bidirectional user interface with views and manipulators, a data
process layer with a view table, and a data processor, as well as a data storage layer.
2.4.5 Domain-specific visualization knowledge
As the generic visualization approaches are domain-independent, they require the inte-
gration of domain-specific visualization knowledge and conventions.
Component-based approaches treat visualizations as black box components. While they
are able to integrate the specific conditions that are dominant in a domain, they are
not capable of integrating domain-specific visualization construction knowledge. In con-
trast, approaches based on descriptive visualization specifications follow the white-box
paradigm. Existing implementations of this type operate on relatively simple tabular
data sets of manageable size. However, domain-specific information models are often
much more complex and extensive.
Gilson et al. (2008) incorporate domain-specific visualization knowledge into an ontology
mapping approach by adding a weighted matrix for the relationship between concepts
from a domain ontology and concepts from a visual representation ontology. Each visual
representation ontology describes a certain visualization technique, and the weighting
matrix must be collected for every visualization technique in every domain.
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Information visualization research often distinguishes expert from nonexpert users, but
this distinction refers to expertise in the general visualization area, and not in the subject
area where the visualization is to be applied.
Grammel et al. (2010) define information visualization novices as “those who are not
familiar with information visualization and visual data analysis beyond the charts and
graphics encountered in everyday life”. Their definition explicitly includes domain ex-
perts, but neglects their domain-specific visualization knowledge. The deficiencies iden-
tified for information novices are also restricted to aspects of the technical availability
to express the visualization construction algorithmically.
Dadzie & Rowe (2011) propose guidelines for link visualization. They distinguish tech
users and lay users, where tech users are those with detailed knowledge of semantic
data; lay users, on the other hand, include domain experts in the application fields.
Although domain experts are recognized as a special subcategory on account of their
deep understanding of structures and content in their domain, they are not treated as a
separate category of users in the guidelines.
2.4.6 Perception as the key—psychological attempts to under-
stand visualizations
Psychological views on visualizations attempt to understand and explain how internal
and external representations of the world work in general (e.g. Markman 1999). Visual
representations are then only a special form of external representations with a specific
kind of encoding. Since the construction of an internal representation from real-world
objects is based on the same perceptional mechanisms as the reconstruction from an
external representation, the question of how we visually perceive the world and structure
the knowledge about our environment is inherently connected to the understanding of
external visual representations, hence visualizations. Jeffery et al. (2013) suggests a
“bicoded” two-dimensional representation.
Psychological approaches analyse how well specific visual representations support a given
task. Wu et al. (2010) compare 2D and 3D views regarding how accurately specific
spatial situations can be understood and judged with the respective representations.
Thus, these studies help to construct or select appropriate visualization techniques.
Ware (2012) summarizes the current knowledge about information visualization with a
strong focus on perceptional issues.
User-centred analysis of visualizations such as that of Powers & Pfitzner (2003) regarding
search result presentation, focusses the cognitive load needed to decode and understand
a visualization and the facts behind it (Pfitzner et al. 2003). The load on these cognitive
processes can also be related to the utilization of other resources such as space and time
when evaluating visualizations. Baldonado et al. (2000) evaluate coordinated multiple
views and how the various resources, including cognitive efforts of the user, are balanced.
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2.5 Model-view-controller and generic mapping
The following paradigms and patterns from software development are not specific to
visualizations, but tackle a more general layer. These general approaches to mapping
can help to understand the special case of the creation of visual representations.
2.5.1 Model-view-controller
The term model-view-controller (MVC) refers to a software design pattern that decou-
ples input and output source code in object-oriented systems. As it operates on the
application level, the definition of the pattern is rather fuzzy and includes several shifts
in meaning (Fowler 2003). A common interpretation sees the controller as a broker be-
tween the model and the view, rather than as the input-handling part of the application.
This version is also adapted in BIM theory, which implicitly distinguishes between the
model and the view by concentrating on the model and excluding the final visual repre-
sentation. Liebich (1993) proposes the concept of “monitors” to generate different types
of visual representations (called “media”) that are clearly separated from the model.
However, this concept lacks an intermediary concept between model and view, such
that the knowledge of the visual representations must be implicitly contained in the
model. It also lacks the flexibility of multiple different visualizations by assuming a
determined visual representation.
Coutaz (1987) suggests presenter-abstraction-controller (PAC), a similar design pattern
that allows for the hierarchical combination of multiple such triades. The idea was
complemented with a formal specification by Markopoulos (1997) and readopted under
the name “Hierarchical model-view-controller” (HMVC) by Cai et al. (2000) and Greer
(2007).
2.5.2 Mapping
Generic mapping tools (e.g. Dozer contributors 2011) allow for the mapping of entire
object graphs according to given mapping rules. Frequently, they also facilitate the
declarative specification of the mapping rules. These tools are intended as libraries to
be used by programmers. Their use for the generation of visualization models would
require detailed knowledge of the data and graph structure. They are also weak in chang-
ing the structure of the models during mapping—for example, in reversing parent–child
relationships. On the other hand, domain-specific generic mapping tools, such as the
context-independent schema mapping language (CMSL; Katranuschkov 2000), do take
into account the specific requirements on the data side, but do not provide abstrac-
tions on the visualization side; essentially, they are aimed at intradomain mappings and
restrict their focus to domain-specific information retrieval.
Graph transformations are another generic mapping method. They can be used as
grammars, describing how a graph is built starting from an initial node. Triple graph
grammars are a special kind of graph grammars, consisting of a source, a target and
a connecting graph. Westphal & Rahm (2013) use triple graph grammars (TGG) to
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transform simulation models for automatic tunnel excavation between AnyLogic and
the Systems Modelling Language (SysML). Triple graph grammars are very specific
abstractions, which are hard to grasp intuitively without a computer science background.
While the idea of mapping is rooted in the functional programming paradigm, Nørmark
et al. (2008) investigate which object-oriented software patterns can express the concept
and how the object-oriented concept of visiting is related to the concept of mapping.
Fowler (2010) distinguishes two different approaches to mapping—an output-centred
and an input-centred approach.
2.5.3 Domain-specific languages
Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are light-weight programming languages with the syn-
tax and semantics restricted to domain-specific constructs and vocabulary. As opposed
to general-purpose programming languages, they are of limited expressiveness, but they
are easier to implement and to use by domain-experts (Dearle 2010; Fowler 2010; Ghosh
2011).
DSLs have been proposed as a solution to problems in the field of BIM in order to
formulate queries for building information models. Hartmann & Both (2009) suggest
a DSL for crossdomain analysis, Mazairac & Beetz (2013) propose BIMQL—a query
language for IFC, and Fuchs (2015) presents MMQL—a query language for multimodels.
2.5.4 Coordinated multiple views
Coordinated multiple views (CMV) are a method to combine multiple visualization
components and to realize a connection or coordination between the views based on
the data behind the components. Roberts (2007) reviews the state of the art in the
area of CMV. Boukhelifa (2003) and Boukhelifa & Rodgers (2003) suggest a dedicated
coordination model for CMV built from coordination objects.
Other similar approaches to combine multiple visualizations are worlds-within-worlds
(Feiner & Beshers 1990) or the concept of facets as suggested by Wilkinson (2005).
Boton et al. (2013) and Boton et al. (2012) suggest to use CMV to construct dashboards
for construction tasks.
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Data side
This chapter focusses on the left side of the visualization pipeline, the data side. Build-
ing information models form the input of the visualization process. It appears that
the evolution of building information models relates to the visualization pipeline, since
information models successively veered from the visual representations to semantically
explicit models. These models can be described formally by resorting to general data
modelling paradigms such as the entity–relationship model and the multimodel. The
data side of the pipeline also includes the first conversion step—the preprocessing. Fi-
nally, the data side can be analysed from a quantitative view.
3.1 Model
Building information models fuse model notions from architecture, engineering, and
computer science. They contain a digital representation of the future building and
its production process in an explicit form. The explication includes externalization,
structuring, and formalization. From a structural point of view, building information
models can be best described with entity–relationship models, which do mirror the non-
behavioural part of the object-oriented modelling approach and can, in turn, be described
formally by first-order logic. From a semantic point of view, building information models
contain heterogeneous information: the spatial description of the building in terms of
its geometry, temporal information, and abstract information without a spatiotemporal
reference.
3.1.1 Building information modelling as semantic explication
A general model definition dates back to Stachowiak (1973), where a model is a represen-
tation of something that is simpler than the original, but where both the representation
and the simplification follow from an intended usage of the model. This definition of a
model is connected to concepts of knowledge representation and semiotics, the theory
of signs and symbols used for external representation.
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There is a wide variety of different interpretations and applications of the concept of
models, three of which are relevant to building information models: the architectural
model, the scientific or engineering model, and finally the notion of a model in computer
sciences. It is central to some of the misunderstandings and difficulties in communication
that these three definitions and applications of the term “model” are inherently different.
At the same time, however, the three notions of a model are rooted in the same etymology
and bear some common meaning, which lays the ground for the interdisciplinary idea of
BIM.
Models in architecture, in engineering, in science, and in computer science trace back
to the psychological and philosophical idea that a mental representation of the world in
terms of concepts and relations between these concepts is the basis for thinking about
the world. These mental models are externalized in different ways, depending on the
purpose of the model in that discipline. While architectural models’ main purpose is to
anticipate the physical appearance of the building, the main purpose of scientific models
is to present an abstraction of the phenomena of the real world; engineering models
then use these abstractions to calculate and predict the properties and behaviour of the
planned artefacts. In computer science, finally, conceptual models of a problem domain
are used as a basis for computer applications in the domain in question.
In architecture, models are used to represent the planned building in advance, during
the process of its design and planning. Physical architectural models have been used,
traditionally focusing on the geometry of the building, although artistic approaches
also attempt to represent other qualities. These models are either working models that
serve the design process or presentation models that serve the communication of design
decisions. They are much smaller than the actual building, but congruently reflect
the geometry to a scale, neglecting the representation of other physical properties and
nonphysical aspects of the building.
While the architectural model is more concerned with the idea of abstraction—that
is, modelling by omitting irrelevant detail—scientific, engineering, and computer sci-
ence models trace back to the common idea of generalization. Generalization is the
extraction of concepts from real-world objects or processes. In contrast to abstraction,
generalization reduces complex issues by replacing multiple individual things with a sin-
gle construct. Heckel (2006) classifies generalization into conceptual and behavioural
types. He further specifies modelling as a two-dimensional process with the dimensions
of representation and generalization.
The notion of an information model, representing concepts and their relationships in
a semantic way, is used to denote a kind of model from the area of information tech-
nology. The following custom definition of a building information model focuses on
the characteristics of the digital building model and is based on the notion of explicit
semantics.
Definition 3.1. Building information models contain a digital representation of the
future building, its properties and its production process in a semantically explicit form.
The term “explicit information” is borrowed from knowledge engineering: explicit knowl-
edge can be produced from implicit knowledge by externalization, structuring, formal-
ization, and codification. According to Kimble (2013), through the conversion from an
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implicit to an explicit form, knowledge is transformed into information. In the context
of this work, implicit information is connected to the human perception of the world. By
imposing a structure and formalization upon the perceived impressions of the world, the
information previously contained implicitly in these impressions is turned into explicit
information about the world.
The semantic explication happens in different stages with increasing intensity: The first
explication level represents the information in a way oriented towards human perception.
This is the case, for instance, with continuous texts in a language based on phonetics.
In the area of visual representations, this level includes images organized according
to the raster paradigm. This also includes three-dimensional images with perspective
projections.
The second explication level uses a simple coding; this is still oriented towards percep-
tion, but is already structured according to some abstract principles. This level covers
vector graphics in two and three dimensions, as well as structured text, such as lists and
tables.
Finally, the third level of explication uses abstract structures geared towards mental
models. This aims at human thinking, not at human perception. This level includes
semantic information models such as BIM. The abstract data structures are object-
oriented. Although abstract, concrete objects, such as buildings and their geometry,
can also be described in this way. A geometric object, such as a cuboid, would not be
represented by its points and surfaces, but as an extruded rectangle with width, length,
and extrusion height.
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Figure 3.1: The geometry of a wall with increasing explication
Figure 3.1 shows the example of the geometric information of a wall represented with
increasing explication.
As far as the data characteristics are concerned, the maturity levels of BIM as used
in UK department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS), BIM Task Group (2011)
correspond to the explication stages described above.
It must be noted that, in computer science the term of an information model is dissoci-
ated from the term data model in slightly different ways: in one definition an information
model is a data model complemented with operations, in the other definition an infor-
mation model is a conceptual and implementation-independent data model (Pras &
Schoenwaelder 2003). Throughout this thesis, the latter distinction is constitutive for
the information model definition. However, the computer science use of the terms data
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and information model refer to the general structures common to all potential things to
be represented in a certain domain, whereas the representation of a specific set of things
is called an instance of that model. Affected by the model definitions in architecture and
construction, the term information model will be used in this thesis to denote a model
instance.
3.1.2 Contents of building models
From drawing to full-featured BIM
The development of building information models has followed the levels of explication
developed in Section 3.1.1. Traditionally, a planned building was visually represented as
architectural drawings in two dimensions on paper. With the digital revolution in infor-
mation technology, visual communication media were initially converted to their digital
counterparts—raster images in digital form—which are easy to reproduce, transmit, and
copy.
However, as planning information was also generated and processed with the help of
digital tools, vector formats carrying the information in a somewhat more explicit form
soon appeared in the construction area, together with the first CAD programs. Instead
of storing a final visual result like the rendered image, in the sense of the visualization
pipeline model, these approaches store the visualization model instead. Staying in two-
dimensional space, these vector-based approaches allow for the later manipulation of the
visualization model by working directly with visual objects.
The next step from working with two-dimensional vector-based geometry to directly
modelling in three dimensions was another obvious, yet momentous, development. It
led to a further convergence of the model in the computer to the conceptual model
during the construction design process. As the conceptual model serves the purpose of
an analytical model, anticipating the construction process and analysing and verifying
it in advance, the computer model was structured in a similar in vein, in order to carry
out these same analytical tasks with the added value of computational power.
Furthermore, instead of storing a static anticipated model of the finished building, by
including the process of construction into the model, temporal information was added
to the explicit model. More semantics followed, from material information and physical
properties and the function of the building elements, through responsibility and supply
information, to cost and risk information.
The levels of explication also correspond to the stages of the visualization pipeline.
While a scanned digital image corresponds to the rightmost stage of the visualization
pipeline—the rendered image—the information models of successive levels correspond to
intermediate steps of the pipeline further to the left. Thus, with increasing explication,
successively larger parts of the visualization pipeline are necessary to generate a final
visual representation.
Since the development of information models from simple digital 2D drawings to full-
featured building information models involves increasing explication levels, it can also
be historically correlated with the visualization pipeline. This development is illustrated
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Figure 3.2: Development of building information models in the context of the visualiza-
tion pipeline
in Figure 3.2. In the beginning of computer-aided construction design, planning, and
management, the information was implicitly contained in the drawing as the final ren-
dered image. With the development of BIM, the model was under constant development
towards explicitly modelled information, shifting the information model away from its
visual representation and leaving a gap which needed to be bridged by the visualization
pipeline.
To this date, the amount of information modelled explicitly is steadily increasing; new
semantics are added as new requirements determine the construction design process,
and new computational analytical methods are developed—for instance, energetic opti-
mization, which requires energetic parameters to be captured in the model or emergency
evacuation simulation, which requires potential emergency cases and evacuation capac-
ities. As can be shown with quantitative analysis, the amount of information involved
now exceeds the amount presentable in a single visual presentation. Thus, the first
step of the visualization pipeline—selecting and restructuring information prior to the
visualization process—has gained relevance.
Geometry
Due to the physical nature of the ultimate goal of building information modelling—
the final building—geometry provides an obvious possible universal basic structure to
arrange and localize all other information around the building. Geometry is the branch
of mathematics dealing with spatial questions. It is used to describe spatial properties
and relationships of the building and its parts. This includes properties such as shape,
size, and absolute and relative position.
Geometry not only includes the explicit mathematical description of the building and its
elements, in the sense of Euclidean space, but also the topological properties inherent in a
geometric description. The topological properties of space, and hence the description in
terms of the relative positions between objects, can also be used exclusively, especially in
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earlier phases of architectural design or when considering other nongeometric properties
as more relevant to a specific question. Geometric descriptions may also be completely
missing from a building model.
In the abstraction process of modelling, irrelevant detail is eliminated. This means that
the analogue nature of the world must be broken down into discrete parts, which are
taken to be characteristic of the continuous real-world correspondent behind the model,
and beyond which detail is ignored. There are two basic approaches for accomplishing
this abstraction for spatial aspects. One approach is based on a continuous raster of
pixels or voxels, and the other on the identification of characteristic points of objects.
These two geometric modelling paradigms, known as the raster and the vector-based
spatial models, are further described in Section 4.1.4. Building information models are
normally based on vector-based geometric descriptions.
Time
In a vector-based model as described above, temporal data consists of characteristic
points in time and identifiable periods of time defined by start and end points. Obser-
vations, measurements, and remarks in most cases refer to points in time—namely, to
those points in time at which they were made. Events also occur at points in time, while
processes span time periods.
Conversely, if a series of observations is made at fixed intervals, the time dimension is
based on a raster model. The information is then usually related to events in the periods
between these observation points. The exact location in time is abstracted depending
on the given resolution of the time dimension.
Building information models may contain multiple different time axes, such as an axis of
design time and an axis of construction time. Construction time, in the form of schedules
and progress reports, is managed in separate models and documents, and only recently
has been connected to the spatial building model.
Abstract values
Besides the spatiotemporal description of the planned building, all sorts of nonspa-
tiotemporal data can be attached to parts of the building: materials, physical properties
of materials, cost values, priorities, structural or energetic performance values, mainte-
nance cycles, manufacturers, consumption measurements, and much more. In advanced
building information models, these properties may be grouped and modelled as objects
similar to the building elements themselves. Also, additional abstract concepts can be
introduced to the model as objects independent of the geometric building model—such
as processes, individuals, or organizations. Some abstract values can be inferred from
the geometric description of the building elements, such as quantities.
Information beyond the spatiotemporal domain is often organized in dedicated models
and gathered in separate documents and databases, rather than being added as another
dimension to the model. However, in following the enumeration of the spatiotemporal
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domain (2D, 3D, 4D), the most important areas of information are sometimes enumer-
ated in a similar way: 5D with added cost aspects, 6D with added facility and energy
management information, and 7D with included safety issues, such as fire protection
and other building codes (Kensek 2014).
Structure and relations
Elements of the model may be connected by relations, for instance to mutually assign
spatial, temporal and abstract objects, but also to structure the model. Relations may be
contained in the model implicitly or explicitly. Spatial relations, such as the neighbour-
hood or containment of elements, can be deduced from the explicit spatial description.
Reasoning tasks can be based on these extracted spatial relations (see, e.g. Borrmann
& Beetz 2010). Also, temporal relations (such as before–after) denote an alternative
description to the explicit temporal location.
Relations form an essential means to explicitly structure the building information model
on a basic level, which is the topic of the next section.
3.1.3 Models of data structures
Entity–relationship model
The entity–relationship model was first introduced by Chen (1976) in order to unify
previous formal models of data structures, mainly targeting persistent data storage in
computer memory. It is today one of the canonical models for semantic data mod-
elling. It contains elements common to the object-oriented programming paradigm,
excluding behavioural and algorithmic aspects as well as inheritance. The extended
entity–relationship model adds generalization to the model, allowing for the expression
of supertype and subtype relationships between classes or objects.
Entity–relationship models can be represented as graphs with nodes and edges when
the relationships are binary relations only. There are numerous types of diagrammatic
representation for the entity–relationship model which are based on the graph view with
entity sets as nodes and relationship sets as edges.
Voß (2013) analyses the paradigms and patterns of structuring data and metadata using
phenomenological methods. He describes the paradigm of entities and connections as
“deeply rooted in most data structuring methods”. The paradigm is especially essen-
tial to conceptual modelling, although the assignment of concepts to either entities or
connections has severe consequences.
Object-oriented modelling
Object orientation is a paradigm in software development that aims at efficiently struc-
turing computer programs. Computer programs can be seen as algorithmic procedures
operating on data. Object orientation structures both the data and the procedures in
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a way that conforms to how humans represent the world. Both the data and the pro-
cedures are organized in data structures called objects. The procedures belonging to
an object are called methods and represent the behaviour of the object, while the data
structure is captured in attributes that represent the properties of the object. Attributes
refer to either primitive values or to other objects.
Objects are classified into types, both in terms of their values and their behaviour (e.g.
Liskov & Wing 2001). Most object-oriented languages use classes to implement types.
Objects that are instances of a class share a set of methods and a common structure
for data associated with the objects. Thus, classes are used to organize software both
in terms of the program logic and the program data and state, and also to implement
generalization. Thus the notions of type and class often coincide in object-oriented
languages.
Both generalization and the reuse of code are organized hierarchically, such that a set of
objects that are instances of one class are a subset of the instances of another class. These
classes are then called subclasses and superclasses and are related through inheritance.
A model containing objects and the relations among them establishes a network of
objects interconnected by relations. This can be seen as a graph with the objects or
classes as nodes and the relations between these as edges. This graph of objects is called
object graph. Diagrammatic representations of the class structure use this graph as a
basis for the notation and are used for the presentation of metamodels.
Entity relationship (ER) models—and in particular, extended entity–relationship models
with inheritance—do reflect the concept of object orientation regarding the data part.
However, they cannot describe the behavioural aspects of object orientation. In the
following, the behavioural aspects of object-oriented modelling are ignored. Objects are
treated as immutable objects and methods are only relevant in so far as they are free
from side effects—which means that they do not change the state of any object and
only convert input values to output values. This premise adopts part of the functional
programming paradigm.
Object relation modelling
Object relation modelling (ORM) is an alternative approach to data modelling that sets
itself apart from ER modelling. Halpin (1999), the main proponent of ORM, compares
the ORM approach to ER modelling based on the diagrammatic notations associated
with the ER model and different extensions to the original ER model. He elaborates on
the commonalities and few differences, which are rooted in the subtleties of the ER model
diagram variants he analysed, and not in the formal model of the original proposal.
The main difference between the ORM and the ER models is the claim that ORM is
attribute-free. That means that values are treated as objects and assigned to other
objects by relationships as well, similar to other compound objects. In contrast, in
the set-theoretic description of the original ER model in Chen (1976), attributes are
described as functions from an entity set to a value set. Thus, because in a mathematical
sense functions are relations with special properties, from a formal point of view they
are treated the same as relationship sets, which are modelled as mathematical relations
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among multiple entity sets. The similarity between attributes and relations, as well as
values and objects, is also reflected in the diagrammatic representation that employs
nodes for objects as well as for values, and edges for relationship roles as well as for
attributes.
Indeed, in the ER model, values and attributes are set apart from objects and relations.
Values belong to a value set while objects belong to a class; attributes are functions, as
opposed to relationship sets, which are arbitrary relations. Thus, attributes when treated
as relations are always binary one-to-many relations, because each object is assigned one
value for the respective attribute, but one value may be assigned to multiple objects for
the same attribute. Values are seen as atomic elements from which the model is built.
They do not occur in nonattribute relationships and they never form the domain of
attribute functions. Object relation modelling blurs these differences by treating values
as objects.
Another concept introduced by ORM is that of fact-based modelling. Fact-based mod-
elling is a bottom-up modelling approach which begins with sentences in natural lan-
guage, converts these to basic propositions, and then proceeds with a subsequent gen-
eralization. This approach to modelling is considered more natural and intuitive, and
thus more accessible—especially to people not from the sector of information technology
(IT) such as engineers. The equivalence of values and objects, and of attributes and
relationship sets, further contributes to this effect, because it simplifies the model and
accounts for a lack of knowledge regarding primitive data types.
Relational model
Weise (2006) models attributes as elements of objects in a set-theoretic sense. While
entities or objects in the ER model are atomic and do not consist of smaller elements, the
model of Weise does compose objects from attributes. He carefully states that attributes
are not sufficiently described by their value, but that the notion of an attribute does
include an attribute definition besides the value. The attribute definitions are also
expressed by means of all possible attribute values for a certain attribute definition, as
a property which, in turn, forms a class as an element.
Effectively, attributes in his definition are tuples made up of an attribute definition and
an associated value. Thus, an object is formed as a set of these tuples, yielding a math-
ematical relation from attribute definitions to values. While in the entity–relationship
model attribute functions collect tuples of objects and values for common attribute def-
initions, in Weise’s definition objects collect tuples of attribute definitions and values to
form a mathematical relation representing the object.
Weise’s approach is similar to relations in the relational model, in which data records
are represented as mathematical relations. These relations are often arranged as rows
in tabular form. A table header contains attributes that stand for attribute definitions.
Each row in the body represents a tuple of attribute values. A tuple can be seen as
an indexed set. In this case, the attribute definitions form the index. The index by
attribute values is exchangeable with an index of natural numbers represented by the
column number or the position of the value in the tuple. Unlike the mathematical
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definition of a relation as a set of tuples, a single tuple in the relational model is referred
to as a relation.
The fundamental difference in the abstractions provided by the relational model and
the entity relation approach is referred to as the object relational impedance mismatch.
This work will employ the mathematical terminology when using the term relation and
will use attribute functions in the sense of the entity–relationship model. Other for-
mal approaches to the description of data models also follow this route, such as the
research into type theory (e.g. Simons 2002) and applications for software verification
(e.g. Bradley & Manna 2007; referring to Oppen 1980).
3.1.4 Formal definition of information models
The following definition of an information model is described with predicate logic.
For knowledge representation, a decidable subset of first-order predicate logic called de-
scription logic is often preferred for reasons of computability. Description logic models
concepts, roles, individuals, and their relationships. For instance, the “attributive con-
cept language with complements” (ALC) description logic defines a signature of concept
names, role names, and individual names. Terminological axioms concern only the rela-
tions between concepts, while assertional axioms include individuals and roles. Concept
assertions relate individuals to concepts and role assertions relate individuals to roles.
Calvanese et al. (1998) show how entity–relationship models can be converted to a
general description logic. Since entity–relationship models allow for more than two
entities in a relationship, while description logics do not, relationships must be reified
for this conversion. Since the main concerns and intended usage areas of description
logic—namely, knowledge modelling, knowledge inference, and artificial intelligence—
do not fall within the scope of this work, there is no need to accept the limitations
of description logic, such as the restriction to binary predicates (two-variable logic).
Further, description logic accounts for metamodelling with terminological assertions
which are not necessary for the model developed below.
Entities and relationships
The elementary part of the entity–relationship model is an entity, an abstract represen-
tation of an object. Entities with common properties are grouped into entity sets such
that the objects are classified. For consistency in the following, the terms object (o)
and class (C) are used instead of the terms entity and entity set used in the original
proposal of Chen (1976), although these terms emphasize slightly different facets. Class
is also used in the Unified Modelling Language (UML, standardized in ISO/IEC 2012).
Definition 3.2. In the entity-relationship model associations between objects are de-
scribed as relationships and can be expressed as tuples of objects. Semantically similar
relationships are generalized to form a relationship set. Let R be an n-ary relationship
set defined on n classes C1, C2, . . . , Cn. Then R can be expressed as a mathematical
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relation, a set consisting of n-tupels of objects:
R = {(o1, o2, . . . , on) | o1 ∈ C1 ∧ o2 ∈ C2 ∧ · · · ∧ on ∈ Cn}
R ⊆ C1 × C2 × · · · × Cn
The objects are not only simply assigned to the relationship, they also take part in the
relationship in a certain role. The n-ary relationship set R has n roles denominated
by the position in the relationship tuple. Thus, in each tuple (o1, o2, . . . , on) ∈ R each
object oi is in the role rolei. Both the relationship tuples, as well as the list of roles, can
also be expressed as indexed families: {oi}i∈{1,2,...,n} and {rolei}i∈{1,2,...,n}. Likewise,
the common index can be replaced by using the roles or their names as an index directly.
Then any tuple r ∈ R can be replaced by a set of pairs of the role name and an object.
For a given n-ary relationship set n functions f1, f2, . . . , fn and n functions g1, g2, . . . , gn
be defined such that a function fi maps a given object o to the set of relationship tuples
in which o participates in the role rolei and a function gi maps a relationship set to the
set of objects, which occur in any of the relationships in the role rolei.
fi : Ci → P(R) with fi(o) = {r ∈ R | ri = o}
gi : P(R)→ P(Ci) with gi(Ri) = {o ∈ Ci | ∃r ∈ Ri : ri = o} (3.1)
These n functions fi and n functions gi can be combined to form n
2 functions gk ◦ fj :
Ck → P(Cj) with 1 ≤ k ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. These composite functions constitute
the set of possible relational attributes based on a certain relationship set. Usually
only a subset of these functions are of relevance in a given model, and thus modelled
as relational attributes. For a given n-ary relationship set it can be shown that the
composition of fi and gi for the same role rolei relates each object to a set with itself
as the only member:
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} ∀o ∈ Ci : gi(fi(o)) = {o}.
From this it follows that for each class Ci from a given n-ary relationship set R there are
n− 1 potentially interesting relational attributes resulting from concatenating fi and gk
such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n and k 6= i:
gk◦fi : Ci → P(Ck) with gk(fi(oin)) = {oout ∈ Ck | ∃r ∈ R : ri = oin∧rk = oout} (3.2)
Figure 3.3 illustrates an example from the construction domain with three related classes
of objects: walls, rooms, and surfaces. The classes and relationships can be described
as follows:
the class of walls : C1 = {w1, w2, w2}
the class of rooms : C2 = {a1, a2}
the class of surfaces : C3 = {s1, s2, s3, s4}
a tenary relationship set : R = {(w1, a1, s1), (w2, a2, s2), (w3, a1, s3), (w3, a2, s4)}
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w1
w2
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Figure 3.3: Example for tenary relationships between walls, rooms, and surfaces
For each class, two potential relational attributes can be deduced from the relationship
set:
the rooms per wall : g2 ◦ f1 = {(w1, {a1}), (w2, {a2}), (w3, {a3, a4})}
the surfaces of a wall : g3 ◦ f1 = {(w1, {s1}), (w2, {s2}), (w3, {s3, s4})}
the walls per room : g1 ◦ f2 = {(a1, {w1, w3}), (a2, {w2, w3})}
the surfaces of a room : g3 ◦ f2 = {(a1, {s1, s3}), (a2, {s2, s4})}
the walls per surface : g1 ◦ f3 = {(s1, {w1}), (s2, {w2}), (s3, {w3}), (s4, {w4})}
the rooms per surface : g2 ◦ f3 = {(s1, {a1}), (s2, {a2}), (s3, {a3}), (s4, {a4})}
It should be noted that, where there are more than two roles in a relation, these con-
catenated functions do not retain all the information of the original relationship set.
Thus, relationship sets with more than two roles (that is, with an arity higher than two)
are reduced to multiple binary relationship sets. However, this is possible if and only if
they are not in fourth normal form (4NF) (Teorey et al. 1986). Otherwise, relational
attributes can be formed without losing information by just using the functions fi with-
out resolution of the related objects to a concatenated function. This procedure results
in a single relational attribute per relationship set and class.
Definition 3.3. In the entity–relationship model, simple attributes are defined as func-
tions over objects (of a certain class) and value sets. The value sets form the range of
these functions, and so they reflect the type of the attribute. Let C be a class of objects
and V a value set for an attribute. Then an attribute function A is defined as
A : C → V with A(o) = v being the attribute value of object o.
In accordance with set theory the function A and its graph, the set of all ordered pairs
(o,A(o)) ∈ C × V are considered to be essentially the same thing (e.g. Pinter 2014), an
attribute function can be expressed similar to a relationship set:
A = {(o, v) | o ∈ C ∧ v ∈ V }or
A ⊆ C × V
Definition 3.4. Classes are defined as sets of objects which share the same roles in
relationship sets and which are in the domain of the same attribute functions. A class
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is then defined by a set Ac of attribute functions and a family Rc of relationship sets
with assigned role indices. An object ox is said to be of the given class if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(1) ∀A ∈ Ac ∃(o, v) ∈ A : o = ox,
(2) ∀(R, i) ∈ Rc ∃r ∈ R : ri = ox.
Definition 3.5. According to Definition 3.4, an object can be a member of multiple
classes. Each of these classes involves a subset of the attribute functions and relationship
sets which the object takes part in. The one class defined by all attribute functions and
relationship sets which an object takes part in is called the most specific class of the
object. Given a set of attribute functions A and relationship sets R the most specific
class of an object ox is defined by a subset of A and a subset of R together with assigned
role indices:
Ac = {A ∈ A | ∃(o, v) ∈ A : o = ox} and
Rc = {(R, i) ∈ R× N | ∃r ∈ R : ri = ox}.
It can be shown that the most specific classes are equivalence classes partitioning the
set of all objects into disjunct classes of objects.
The relational model as described informally in Section 3.1.3 is an orthogonal view of
the information model that does not use mathematical relations or functions to describe
attributes or relationships. Instead, the objects are defined directly as indexed sets
of their attribute values, with the attribute names as indices. This orthogonal view
reflects data sets structured as records and is used in the relational database model.
Weise (2006) adapts this latter view. Andrienko & Andrienko (2006) also point out
two different approaches in their functional view of data sets. The two views can be
converted into each other, as shown in the following example.
First, two walls w1 and w2 are modelled according to the ER model, with an attribute
function and a relation.
height = {(w1, 2.8), (w2, 3.1)}
material = {(w1,m1), (w2,m1)}
Then, these objects are converted to the relational model.
w1 = {(height, 2.8), (material, {m1})}
w2 = {(height, 3.1), (material, {m1})}
In a formal way, the conversion can be described as follows: According to Definition 3.4
a given class C is defined by a set of attribute functions Ac and a family of relationship
sets with assigned indices Rc. Each relationship set R and associated index i in Rc can
be converted to one or more relational attribute functions—either in the concatenated
form gk ◦ fi from Equation (3.2) or simply as the functions fi from Equation (3.1). Let
F be the union of the attribute functions and relational attribute functions—a set of
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functions describing the objects of class C. Then F can be indexed by an arbitrary index
set I, e.g. using attribute names as indices. Using the index I, each object o ∈ C can
then be expressed as an indexed set of associated values, relationships, or sets of related
objects
{Fi(o)}i∈I . (3.3)
This approach simplifies the object graph substantially and facilitates navigation in the
object graph along relationships, especially when relations are described directly with
references to the related objects. However, it is then difficult to keep inverse relationships
consistent. Further, the approach does not allow for the consistent representation of
complex relationship sets with more than two roles, and is instead restricted to binary
relationships or relationships that can be split into binary relationship sets. Otherwise,
relationships must be modelled as independent objects, the conversion of relationships
into objects is called reification.
To sum up, relationships in object-oriented models can be represented in two different
ways:
1. Relationships are modelled as separate objects. These models can implement the
whole range of possible ER models. Objects may keep a back reference to the
relationship object they take part in as an attribute.
2. Relationships are modelled implicitly by storing references to other objects as at-
tribute values. These models can only represent some of the possible ER models—
namely, those limited to binary relations or relations that can be converted to
binary relations.
The formal model presented here does not consider inheritance. A possible direction
to incorporate this aspect is given in Bayley & Zhu (2007). They describe a formal
approach to specifying class diagrams based on a subset of the UML specification. Al-
though their goal is to formally specify the design patterns from Gamma et al. (1997)
in order to facilitate reasoning about software design and design patterns, this formal-
ization is straightforward. Leaving out the behavioural aspects of the object-oriented
model, their formalization boils down to a set of classifiers (classes or interfaces) and
the relations between them, of the two types, association and generalization, defined
as mathematical relations. Attributes with class types are represented as associations,
which correlate with the concept of relationship sets as defined in the entity–relationship
model. Associations in this model are binary only. Roles are not identified by a role
name or identifier, but by their position in the relation.
Information model
Definition 3.6. An information model consists of a set O of objects, a set A of attribute
functions over these objects as defined in Definition 3.3, and a family R of relationship
sets concerning these objects as defined in Definition 3.2. An information model can
thus be described as a tuple (O,A,R) with
A = {A | A : C → V ∧ C ⊆ O} and
R = {R | R ⊆ C1 × C2 × · · · × Cn ⊆ On}.
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The domains C of the attribute functions are subsets of the set O of all objects in the
model and all objects related through the relationship sets also belong to the overall
object set O. On the contrary, the ranges V of the attribute functions, are arbitrary sets
of atomic values with no further relations or attributes, e.g. sets of numbers. Thus, for
a valid information model, these conditions will hold:
∀A ∈ A ∀(o, v) ∈ A : o ∈ O ∧ v /∈ O
∀R ∈ R ∀(o1, o2, . . . , on) ∈ R ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} : oi ∈ O. (3.4)
Beginning with a specific object, beyond accessing the properties of this object using
the attribute functions, the information model can be navigated by accessing related
objects and their properties. Following relations through the object graph is simplified
by converting the relationship sets to functions such as described in Equation (3.1).
Then, the relationship functions can be simply concatenated, and also an attribute
function can be concatenated as the last function to be applied.
The objects and relationship sets can be converted to a graph, if the relationship sets
are all binary, and hence consist of pairs of related objects. Then the definition of a
directed graph as an ordered pair G = (N,L), with a set of nodes N and a set of links L,
as ordered pairs of elements of N matches the object set and relationship set definition,
and graph theoretic approaches can be applied to the model.
Definition 3.7. An information model M is submodel of another information model
M∗, if it contains a subset of the objects, a subset of the attribute functions and a
subset of the relations of the other model. Thus, a model M = (O,A,R) is a submodel
of another model M∗ = (O∗,A∗,R∗) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) O ⊆ O∗
(2) ∀A ∈ A ∃A∗∈ A∗ : A ⊆ A∗
(3) ∀R ∈ R ∃R∗∈ R∗ : R ⊆ R∗
3.2 Multimodels
The information may be structured along certain subdomains, such as cost management,
scheduling, or defect management. This crossdomain information can be aggregated in
a structured way using, for example, multimodels. For this thesis, the multimodel
approach is applied in an adapted generalized form.
3.2.1 Multimodel concept
The growing amount of information captured in building information models requires
methods to structure information and the models holding them on an intermediate
level. Two contrary approaches intend to solve this problem: partial models as defined
by Willenbacher (2002) and multimodels as defined by Fuchs (2015). Both approaches
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act on the assumption that to express larger amounts of information, microstructures
according to the entity–relation model do not suffice and need to be supplemented by
macrostructures.
The concept of multimodels as described by Fuchs et al. (2011) defines elementary mod-
els as instances of a data model with a delimited domain. However, this definition does
not imply that the model is elementary in the sense of atomicity. Hence, the same data
might be modelled as one model or as several elementary models interlinked as one mul-
timodel. The concept of partial models as proposed by Willenbacher (2002) approaches
the problem top-down rather than bottom-up, but introduces a similar concept. In-
stead of linking several standalone elementary models into a multimodel, Willenbacher
decomposes a single information model into several submodels. These partial models
are specific to a certain planning phase and discipline.
According to these definitions, the domain boundaries of the elementary models can be
assumed to be well-defined along profession and task boundaries. More precisely, they
are inferred from the knowledge of established professions and the conceptual models
used for specific tasks.
This thesis is based on a generalized notion of multimodels as a way to structure large
information models. With this concept, content to be used in different parts of a visual-
ization can be separated. This content may be physically organized as multimodels and
originate from different sources, but it does not necessarily have to.
3.2.2 Multimodel levels
Multimodels can be classified into different levels according to the granularity of the
links. Level 1 multimodels link documents as a whole based on their metadata. Level 2
multimodels link documents to elements inside an information model, and level 3 mul-
timodels link between elements from multiple models. With subsequently finer-grained
links, the number of links increases and the linking intensity becomes stronger. Level 3
multimodels are the most generic model so far. In level 4 multimodels, explicit links
are replaced by equivalent rule sets describing how links can be generated, even when
elementary models change (Esfahani 2014).
Visualization documents bound to information models can be seen as and described
as multimodels with one of the elementary models being the visualization. In this
sense, current approaches to link visualizations to information models aim at level 2
multimodels, with final visual images linked to elements in information models, in order
to find, for example, detailed drawings for an element in the model, or to attach a
screenshot to an element, as in the BIM collaboration format (BCF).
Visualizations generated on the fly in software applications establish links between single
elements in the underlying information model and single elements in the visualization
and are thus similar to level 3 multimodels. The approach taken in this work tends
towards level 4, since the links are not listed explicitly, but described by rules. However,
dynamically generated visualizations transcend level 3 and level 4 multimodels in that
the rules do not only generate the links as such, but also the elements of the linked
elementary model, the visualization.
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3.2.3 Elementary model classification
Each elementary model of a multimodel is characterized by properties such as the au-
thor, the date of creation, the purpose, the domain, the level of detail, and the status.
Three of these properties—domain, level of detail, and status—are crucial for visualiza-
tion purposes. As the domain facet permits distinctions to be made between, say, costs
or building models, and the level of detail defines the structure of the model, the more
general status property subsumes all other model differences. This is a legitimate simpli-
fication, because in a multimodel visualization, it does not make any difference whether
two elementary models are created by different authors, serve a different purpose, or
contain data from different sources—such as from planning or from measurement.
The level of detail is relevant to visualization, because visualization may be funda-
mentally different for different resolutions of the data model. The level of detail does
not only affect the resolution of visualizations, but more generally the shapes used in
visualizations—a principle known in geovisualization as cartographic generalization.
The domain is relevant to visualization, because it determines the kind of information to
be represented in the visualization. There are several standardized schemata for different
domains, the most important being the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC).1 A German
schema for tender, bidding, awarding, and billing was adopted by the Gemeinsamer
Ausschuss für Elektronik im Bauwesen (Joint committee for IT in the construction sec-
tor) and named GAEB after the adopting organization.2 There are also other specialized
domain-specific standards, such as the construction operations building information ex-
change (COBie) for facility management, and general purpose standards that are also
used in the construction industry, such as the internet calendaring and scheduling core
object specification (iCalendar; Desruisseaux 2009) for schedules.
Based on these assumptions, the synthetic multimodel uses cases (Appendix, Section
A.2.2) were constructed. Each of these cases consists of a pair of elementary models
that can be distinguished by one of the three mentioned characteristics.
According to the suggestion of Fuchs (2015), a multimodel is constructed from elemen-
tary models by adding one or more link models to connect the elementary models. Thus,
multimodels may consist of an arbitrary number of elementary models of arbitrary types.
These elementary models may be connected by an arbitrary number of link models with
an arbitrary signature. Thus, besides the types of the elementary models, a multimodel
is characterized by the signature of the link models.
3.2.4 Formal definition of multimodels and partial models
By expressing multimodels formally as elementary and link models, it can be shown
that every multimodel can be joined to form a simple information model and that every
information model can be split into an equivalent multimodel. Thus, the multimodel
1 latest specification version IFC4: http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/specifications/ifc-
releases/
2 latest specification version 3.2: http://www.gaeb-da-xml.de
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is a generic method to structure huge information models and can be used beyond its
original intention on different scales, and also below the domain level.
Definition 3.8. A multimodel consists of a set of elementary models EM and a set of
link models LM. A multimodel with n elementary models and m link models can be
described as a tuple of these sets:
(EM,LM) = ({em1, em2, . . . , emn}, {lm1, lm2, . . . , lmm}) = ({emi}i∈{1,...,n}, {lmj}j∈{1,...,m})
Each of the elementary models emi constitutes a valid information model as defined in
Definition 3.6 and can thus be expressed as a set of objects, a set of attribute functions,
and a family of relationship sets.
emi = (Oi,Ai,Ri)
Valid elementary models are qualified by the restrictions from Equation (3.4).
Every link model is a k -ary relationship set similar to the relationship sets of elementary
models introduced in Definition 3.2.
lmj = {(o1, o2, . . . , ok) | o1 ∈ C1 ∧ o2 ∈ C2 ∧ · · · ∧ ok ∈ Ck}
lmj ⊆ C1 × C2 × · · · × Ck
As opposed to relationships in elementary models, relationships in link models are al-
lowed to span multiple elementary models. The restriction from Equation (3.4) thus
changes to
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} ∃(O,A,R) ∈ EM ∀(o1, . . . , ok) ∈ lmj : oi ∈ O.
Fuchs (2015) defines a proper multimodel with the link model set containing at least
one link model with at least one link, without further constraints on the structure of
link models. The following restrictions extend the definition to the structure of proper
link models: The objects in each role of a link model shall be members of the object set
of the same elementary model, but in each relationship of the link model there shall be
least one of the k related objects belonging to a different elementary model than all the
other objects in the relation. Hence, it should not be the case that all related objects
are from the same elementary model. Otherwise, that relationship set would fall into
the respective elementary model family of relationship sets, instead of the link model.
∀(o1, . . . , ok) ∈ lmj ∀(O,A,R) ∈ EM ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , k} : oi /∈ O (3.5)
Complementing and extending the proposal of Fuchs (2015), a multimodel can be joined
and treated as a simple information model. Conversely a simple information model
may be split into partial models using the paradigm of the multimodel. This way the
multimodel approach can be used as a generic method to structure huge information
models.
In order to join a multimodel (EM,LM) into a single model (O∗,A∗,R∗) several union
operations have to be carried out:
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1. Obtain the object set O∗ by joining the object sets of all elementary models:
O∗ = ∪{O | (O,A,R) ∈ EM}.
2. Obtain the set of attribute functions A∗ by joining all attribute function sets of
the elementary models:
A∗ = ∪{A | (O,A,R) ∈ EM}.
3. Obtain the family of relationship sets R∗ by joining all elementary model’s rela-
tionship set families and the link model relationship sets:
R∗ = ∪{R | (O,A,R) ∈ EM} ∪ LM.
In order to split a model M = (O,A,R) into n elementary models em1, em2, . . . , emn,
the following steps must be conducted:
1. Partition the object set O according to an equivalence relation Rsplit ∈ O×O into
n partitions O1, O2, . . . , On.
2. Partition each attribute function A ∈ A into n partitions A1, A2, . . . , An using the
partition function part. The partition function is defined such that each partition
Ai contains those object–value–tuples with the objects being from the respective
object set partition Oi, hence the resulting attribute functions are restricted to
the respective object set partitions.
Ai = A  Oi
Ai = part(A, i) = {(o, v) | (o, v) ∈ A ∧ o ∈ Oi}
3. Partition each relationship set R ∈ R into n partitions R1, R2, . . . , Rn, and a
reminder R0 using a partition function part. The partition function is defined
such that each object related through a relationship set Ri (except the reminder
R0) being in the object set of the corresponding elementary model emi.
Ri = part(R, i) = {(o1, o2, . . . , ok) | (o1, o2, . . . , ok) ∈ R ∧ ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k} : oj ∈ Oi
R0 = part(R, 0) = R\(R1 ∪R2 ∪ · · · ∪Rn) = R\R1\R2\ . . . \Rn
4. For every partition of O, collect the corresponding set of nonempty attribute func-
tion partitions and the corresponding family of nonempty relationship set parti-
tions to form an elementary model:
emi = (Oi, {part(A, i) | part(A, i) 6= ∅}A∈A, {part(R, i) | part(R, i) 6= ∅}R∈R).
5. If partitions of the relationship sets remain as reminders, then every such partition
forms a link model connecting the elementary models:
LM = {part(R, 0) | part(R, 0) 6= ∅}R∈R.
It can be shown that the multimodel MM = ({emi}i∈{1,...,n}, LM) is a proper multi-
model according to Equation (3.5) and that all elementary models emi are valid infor-
mation models according to the restrictions of Equation (3.4).
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3.3 Data preprocessing
The first step of the visualization pipeline, the preprocessing, is still located on the data
side. The preprocessing result, the prepared data, constitutes the input for the central
mapping step and thus the connection to the rest of the pipeline. The preprocessing
comprises filtering, enhancing, aggregating, restructuring the data.
3.3.1 Filters
The first step of the visualization pipeline is often called the filter, although filtering is
only one of the data-side transformations involved in it. The filtering step is essential
because, during this step, relevant objects are selected from the information model, as
well as the properties of the selected objects which will be encoded in the visualization.
Filtering in the context of BIM is a subject of ongoing research, such as the generalized
model subset definition (GMSD). Weise et al. (2003) distinguish filters operating on the
schema level from selections operating on the object instance level. This distinction is
meaningful, because object instances can only be evaluated at runtime, while schema-
level operations are independent of an instantiated model. Brunetti et al. (2013), for
example, base the matching of visualization components on static schema-level checks,
with additional dynamic checks carried out at runtime. As opposed to such component
approaches, in the scope of this thesis the visualization process is studied at the runtime
level, and thus schema level filters are not relevant.
Further, both Weise (2006) and Windisch et al. (2012) distinguish filters on different
levels of the information model: filters on the level of the model select submodels; on
the object level, single objects are selected; on the attribute level, property values are
selected. Higher-level filters are successively built from lower-level filters. This distinc-
tion reflects the application of filters in different stages of the visualization pipeline. In
the preprocessing stage, submodel selection is most relevant, while object and attribute
selection are needed in the later visualization mapping step.
3.3.2 Enhancing the data
The values to be mapped to visualization object properties are not always directly
present in the model as object properties that are immediately accessible, but instead
need to be gathered from several places in the object graph around the object in question.
They can be looked up by following the relations in the object graph as described in
Section 3.1.4.
One example of a rather complex issue that is essential to construction information
models, that needs a great deal of effort, and which lends itself to external handling, is
the extraction of geometry from IFC model data. Detailed examples for the extraction
of geometry from IFC models are described in Theiler et al. (2009) and Katranuschkov
(2000), among others. Geometry extraction is not a simple filter task for several rea-
sons: First, geometry may be expressed in different representations in the model—for
example, using boundary representation, parametric surface descriptions, constructive
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solid geometry, or extruded or revolved area solids. Second, the representations are built
from smaller elements according to their representation type—for example, boundary
representations are built from shells that consist of faces described by their borders as
polylines through vertex points. Third, geometric representations may be grouped and
positioned using coordinate systems and transformation matrices in arbitrarily deep-
nested geometric structures. For 3D visualizations, this geometric descriptions must be
normalized, which means that the transformations need to be resolved to refer to global
reference coordinates and surfaces have to be transformed to a unified triangulated rep-
resentation.
Another example of the need for enhanced data is the gathering of specification texts and
position numbers from GAEB files. The GAEB schema allows for different alternative
types of text—short and long, formatted and unformatted texts. To represent these
texts, they must first be extracted from a deeply nested structure. Formatting is carried
out with markup based on the hypertext markup language (HTML), which also must be
converted to a form compatible to the visualization model. Position numbers reflecting
the position of a specification item in the different levels of the hierarchical structure of
lots are not explicitly contained in the GAEB files. Instead, the native possibilities of
the inherently hierarchic data structure of the extensible markup language (XML) are
used to represent hierarchy by nesting. Each node contains only part of the position
number as a name, and the full position number must be built by concatenating the
partial position numbers from all parents of the item with the item itself.
3.3.3 Statistics and the aggregation of data
Hierarchical data may also be enhanced with statistical values, such as the number of
child nodes (node size), the position among the siblings, or the depth in the tree. Some
of these values can also be accessed locally from inside the mapping rule, but evaluating
them in advance and caching the results can improve efficiency of the mapping, such
that outsourcing statistics into a preprocessing step is beneficial in order to not rule out
these options.
Apart from transformations that yield results specific to the data object being mapped,
results may also be common to the whole set of objects applicable to a certain mapping
rule. These statistical values are characteristics for a whole set of objects, such as
minimum and maximum values, averages, deviations, sums, and so on.
3.3.4 Restructuring data
The access to data must be oriented towards the structure of the intended visualization.
In many cases, the structure of the visualization will follow the structure of the underly-
ing information in order to adequately represent this information and to make the data
understandable. In these cases, the parsed model can be used directly. However, there
are also cases where the data must be restructured to form an appropriate base for the
visualization mapping.
Using multimodels as a source, for instance, the visualization structure often follows the
structure of one of the elementary models, while additional visualization parameters,
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such as colour, are obtained from other elementary models—for example, the crucial
data for colour coding in a cost-control scenario might be obtained from the specification
of work and the bill of quantities, while for a progress control scenario, they would be
taken from schedules and progress reports. These values must be extracted, grouped,
related, and accumulated according to the elementary model forming the base for the
structure using the link model.
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Figure 3.4: Access structure for multimodels: Elementary models (left), link model
(centre), and grouped structure (right)
Figure 3.4 shows an access structure for a multimodel, which is generated by joining
elementary and link models. In doing so, one elementary model, e.g. the one containing
the underlying geometry, is used as key model, and all linked objects coming from
other elementary models are related to the objects of the key model. Therefore, the
multimodel container—as well as the elementary and link models that contain it—must
be parsed first; the link model must then be traversed, and for each object in the key
model, a grouped link object should be generated. All linked objects from other models
are assigned to this grouped link object. The access structure consisting of the grouped
link objects and the data structures of the elementary models coexist, such that the
relations between objects of single elementary model are retained and can still be used.
Data may also be fetched from multiple sources and assembled on the fly. Links between
different model parts may not be given explicitly but based on rules (see Esfahani 2014),
such that they need to be resolved dynamically in order to be utilizable by the mapping
rules.
Another example for carving an access structure out of data is the extraction of a
specific hierarchic structure. While some data models do explicitly suggest (or even
determine) a certain hierarchic structure, such as GAEB-XML and the many other XML-
based models, other data models are organized in a network structure and form a graph
that does not clearly define a single tree-like structure. Data structured like this can
potentially be accessed and understood by following different parent–child relationships.
IFC models, for instance, do contain different hierarchic structures, such as that of a hier-
archic spatial order, structuring the model from the overall confined space, through single
sections, storeys, down to rooms and zones in rooms. Another hierarchic structure is the
functional composition of building elements in a hierarchical order of functional systems,
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such as load-bearing structures and electrical or plumbing systems. Most object-oriented
data models also contain a structure of inheritance that forms a hierarchy. By imposing
a hierarchical data access structure upon the data, relevant parent–child relations are
identified and made accessible.
3.3.5 Formal definition of operations on information models
Filters correspond to the filter concept known from functional programming. A set of
objects is reduced to a subset using a unary predicate.
Definition 3.9. Given a set O of elements to filter and a predicate P, filtering is carried
out by determining the intersection of the set O and the truth set of P : {o ∈ O | P (o)}.
The calculation of statistical values corresponds to the folding concept known from
functional programming. A set of objects is reduced to a single characteristic value by
applying a folding function to it.
Definition 3.10. Given an ordered set O of elements to fold, a set of possible result
values V and a starting value v0 ∈ V , folding is carried out by applying a folding
function f : O × V → V successively to a tuple (oi, vi) ∈ O × V , where oi is the i -th
element in O and vi is v0 for the first iteration and the result of the previous iteration
f(oi−1, vi−1) for successive iterations.
Enhancing data adds attribute functions to the information model, while restructuring
data by imposing access structures adds relationships to the information model.
3.4 Quantitative view
Building information models can also be described from a quantitative point of view
by resorting to measurements from information theory. Relating these quantitative
measures to the respective measures of visualization models (as layed out in Section
4.4), which are restricted by the nature of human perception, allows for a quantitative
view of the mapping between the two sides of the visualization pipeline.
3.4.1 Foundations: Information theory
According to Gleick (2011), the revolution in information technology was driven signif-
icantly by the mathematization of information. The seminal work of Shannon (1998)
laid the ground for information theory by defining information as a measurable quantity
and by publishing a formula to quantify information.
The term entropy in information theory, also called Shannon entropy, is a measure of
of the information contained in a specific message. It is determined by the number of
specific ways the signs of an alphabet may be combined to form a message (see e.g.
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Cover & Thomas 2006). The measure is expressed as the logarithm of that number, to
permit operations addition, instead of multiplication.
For an alphabet with n different signs S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} and a probability pi of the
sign si appearing as a character in a message, the information content of one single
character of the message is
Hc = −
n∑
i=1
pi · log2pi.
The resulting value Hs is equal for every characters. For signs appearing with equally
distributed probabilities, this yields a probability p = 1/n for every sign and thus
Hc = −
n∑
i=1
1/n · log21/n = −1 · log21/n = log2n.
For a message with m characters, the content is the product of the length m of the
message and the information content Hc of a single character. For a message of size m
using an alphabet of n equally distributed signs, the information content is
H = Hc ·m = log2n ·m. (3.6)
Using these fundamental definitions, it is possible to specify the amount of information
contained in an instance of an information model. Since a visualization is also an en-
coding of information using a graphical sign set, these fundamentals can also be applied
to the visualization side later on. Because the visualization process can be seen as a
recoding of information, analytical methods from information and coding theory seem
appropriate for investigating the detailed characteristics of the visualization process.
3.4.2 Preparation: Different information models for equivalent
semantics
In order to quantify the amount of information in an information model, a model instance
can be treated as a message. The information content can then be calculated based on
the different messages or model instances that can be formed in the context of a given
schema defining the alphabet. With this approach, the model schema needs to be used
to evaluate the amount of information in a model instance.
A schema is the description of data structures and types. In the formal view of an
information model as defined earlier, a schema would contain a predefined set of attribute
functions with their respective value sets, a predefined family of relationship sets with
their arity, and a predefined set of classes (Definition 3.4) with associated attribute
functions and relationship sets with role indices. For the amount of information to be
calculated, only the most specific classes (Definition 3.5) are relevant.
The semantics behind the model schema are not considered in this approach. Thus, the
amount of information applies only to a specific description of a building, even when the
schema permits multiple different ways of describing the very same building. Although
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a schema should ideally not allow the same issue to be modelled in different ways, this
is not always the case. Most schemata support or encourage efficient modelling using
the most compact of several ways to describe a subject (Occam’s razor; Chaitin 2006),
but they do not always enforce it.
The following example of geometric representations in IFC illustrates the issue. The
example STEP code describes a simple geometry, a cuboid of size 500x20x250. First the
geometry is described using a boundary representation.
#1=IfcCartesianPoint([0,0,0]) #15=IfcPolyloop([#3,#4,#8,#7])
#2=IfcCartesianPoint([500,0,0]) #16=IfcBound(#15,.TRUE.)
#3=IfcCartesianPoint([0,20,0]) #17=IfcPolyloop([#1,#3,#7,#5])
#4=IfcCartesianPoint([500,20,0]) #18=IfcBound(#17,.TRUE.)
#5=IfcCartesianPoint([0,0,250]) #19=IfcPolyloop([#5,#7,#8,#6])
#6=IfcCartesianPoint([500,0,250]) #20=IfcBound(#19,.TRUE.)
#7=IfcCartesianPoint([0,20,250]) #21=IfcFace([#10])
#8=IfcCartesianPoint([500,20,250]) #22=IfcFace([#12])
#9=IfcPolyloop([#1,#2,#6,#5]) #23=IfcFace([#14])
#10=IfcBound(#9,.TRUE.) #24=IfcFace([#16])
#11=IfcPolyloop([#1,#3,#4,#2]) #25=IfcFace([#18])
#12=IfcBound(#11,.TRUE.) #26=IfcFace([#20])
#13=IfcPolyloop([#2,#4,#8,#6]) #27=IfcClosedShell([#21,#22,#23,#24,#25,#26])
#14=IfcBound(#13,.TRUE.) #28=IfcFacetedBrep(#27);
The second version uses an extruded area solid to represent the geometry.
#1=IfcCartesianPoint([0,0,0])
#2=IfcCartesianPoint([250,10,0])
#3=IfcAxisPlacement2D(#2,$)
#4=IfcRectangleProfileDef(.AREA.,$,#3,500,20)
#5=IfcAxisPlacement3D(#1,$,$)
#6=IfcDirection([0,0,1])
#7=IfcExtrudedAreaSolid(#4,#5,#6,250)
The boundary representation is much more verbose than the extrusion version. This
corresponds to a higher information amount for the verbose and a lower amount for the
compact version. It reflects the fact that the extrusion is able to express less different
solid geometries because it restricts the geometric properties just by its type and the
generalizations it makes.
Another source of retrieving different model instances with different amounts of infor-
mation is the repetitive description of similar objects. Some models contain multiple
objects with the same attributes—for instance, a series of columns with exactly the same
dimensions and material definitions. Instead of describing each of the similar objects
anew, a more compact way is to define the common attributes in a single object, which
is then referenced multiple times. Within CAD systems, this approach is called “work-
ing with blocks”. In an information theoretic sense, the replacement of multiple similar
objects removes redundancy.
When determining average amounts of information for certain building types, or when
comparing information amounts, the most efficient representation should be assumed—
both in terms of multiple representation possibilities and in terms of repetition. Effi-
ciency is defined in terms of compact representations, which may be contrary to efficient
data structures for the application of certain algorithms.
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To remove redundancy from the model, the following normalization algorithm can be
used:
1. Identifier (ID) attribute functions are removed or ignored for comparison, because
the ID does not reveal any information other than the identity of the object.
2. Objects of the same most specific class are compared based on the attribute func-
tions, and are considered equal if all attribute values are equal.
3. Only one object of each such equality class is retained.
4. References in relationships are replaced by the representative object from step 3.
5. If during this process multiple relationships in the same relationship set turn out
to refer to the same objects, then these relationships are considered as equal.
6. Only one such relationship can be retained in the relationship set.
The resulting normalized model M = (O,A,R) has the following property: Let o1 ∈ O
and o2 ∈ O be any objects of the normalized model. If they are not the same objects,
then they must differ in at least one attribute value.
o1 6= o2 ⇒ ∃A ∈ A : A(o1) 6= A(o2) (3.7)
Approximate calculation: Tree-based quantification
If the information model constitutes a treelike structure with a root node and subor-
dinated child nodes, information amounts can be recursively collected throughout the
model graph, starting with the root node. For each node in the object graph, the amount
of information is then calculated as the sum of its child nodes. Depending on the type of
each child node, part of the overall object’s information amount is calculated directly, or
else the procedure is applied recursively. For IFC, exemplary determination rules with
simplifying assumptions and with a more accurate method are shown in Table 3.1.
Some types of models are restricted to treelike structures, in which case this approach
is suitable. The structure of most models is a network structure that cannot be reduced
to a tree. IFC is an example of this type of model, where a tree is only one potential
view of a part of the whole structure. This approach will then only measure the amount
of information of all the objects and of those relations that are included in the tree
under consideration. By using minimum or maximum spanning trees, representative
information amount measures could nevertheless be generated for comparison.
3.4.3 Alphabet-based quantification
A more precise approach values the attributes of an object and the relations between
objects separately. One possible approach to an estimated quantification of the infor-
mation amount is to treat the model as a message and every object in the model as a
sign of the message. According to Equation (3.6), the information content of the whole
model would then be the product of the information content of a single object and the
size of the model, measured as the object count. The information amount H carried by a
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data type
determination with simplifying
assumptions more accurate determination
simple
type
data type size (real 64bit, int
32bit . . . )
additional range, actual occurring
values only, based on empirical
evidence
defined
type
underlying data type size additional restrictions from type
definition
select
type
tree of possible types, equally
distributed nodes
statistical distribution of types
enumeration equal distribution assumption statistical distribution of values
entity type information (specific
subclass out of an inheritance
tree) and sum of attribute
information content
statistical distribution of types
Table 3.1: Information content assumptions by IFC data type
single object consists of the information amount of its attributes Ho and the information
amount of its relations Hr:
H = Ho +Hr.
The calculation of the information amount refers to the size of an alphabet, which
contains all possible signs and limits the amount of valid messages. The range of possible
objects in information models is restricted by a schema. A schema defines what objects,
attribute functions, and relationship sets constitute valid information models. In its
explicit form it can be seen as a supermodel where each concrete valid information
model is a submodel according to Definition 3.7. Let O∗ be the set of all possible
different data objects according to a schema. A model then contains a subset of these
objects, O ⊆ O∗. Since each possible object is a sign in the alphabet, the number of
possible different objects is the size of this alphabet. Each single object then carries
information about the amount of
Ho = log2|O∗|.
LetR∗ be the set of all possible relationship sets on O according to the schema. Then the
model contains a subset of those relationship sets, R ⊆ R∗. Again, for each relationship
set in R∗, its information amount can be calculated as
Hr = log2|R∗|.
It remains to count the sets of potential objects O∗ and of potential relationship sets
R∗.
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Counting potential and actual objects
Since the most specific classes form partitions of the set of potential objects O∗, the size
of O∗ is the sum of the sizes of all those classes. Thus, in the following each class is
counted separately to be summed afterwards. The number of possible objects of a class
is first calculated using the fact that the set of possible objects is the crossproduct of
their attribute value ranges. Thus, the number of possible objects is the product of the
number of possible attribute values.
Suppose the set C∗ contains all possible objects of a class. By the definition of a class
(Definition 3.4), the objects share the same set Ac of attribute functions. If a schema
restricts valid objects in a class only through the specification of allowed value sets,
then all possible objects can be enumerated by forming the Cartesian product of the
indexed family of the value sets of these functions. From the indexed family of attribute
functions {Ai}i∈I with Ai ∈ Ac the indexed family of value sets can be constructed as
{Vi}i∈I with Ai : C → Vi, such that
C∗ ∼
∏
i∈I
Vi.
Since the number of elements in a Cartesian product is |A×B| = |A| · |B|, the number
of potential objects is
|C∗| =
∏
i∈I
|Vi|.
The calculation of this huge product can be facilitated using logarithms:
log2|C∗| =
∑
i∈I
log2|Vi|.
Since the object order does not contribute to the amount of information, the number of
possible permutations must be considered, based on the number of actual objects in the
model:
Given the normalization carried out in Equation (3.7), each of these objects of a class
can occur only once in the model. Let C be the set of actual of objects of a schema class
C∗ in the model: C = C∗ ∩ O. Since this is a subset of the set of all possible objects
(C ⊆ C∗), the number |C| of different objects of a class occurring in the model must be
in the range 0 ≤ |C| ≤ |C∗|. Depending on this number, the information content carried
by the objects of a class can be calculated based on the number of different selections
for this number of objects, and is
log2
(
|C∗|
|C|
)
=log2
|C∗|!
|C|! · (|C∗| − |C|)!
=log2|C∗|!− log2|C|!− log2(|C∗| − |C|)!.
Since this formula involves large factorials, Stirling’s approximation can be used for the
calculation:
n! ≈
√
2πn(
n
e
)n.
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Taking property value information into account
An even more precise approach takes not only the actual objects in the model into
account, but also the actual values of the attribute functions.
First, the amount of information is calculated for each object separately:
• Type information and the information content of the attributes are added up.
• Attribute information is determined as for every message; enumerations are selec-
tions of a set of possible values.
• Type information is determined as a selection from possible types (and hence is
the same for every type).
The information content is then summed for all objects in the set O :
• Assume that the n = |O| objects in the set O yield an overall information content
of amount H.
• The number of distinguishable potential object sets with this much information is
2H .
• Since object order is not important, this number is divided by the number of object
permutations n!.
• This is equal to subtracting log2n! from the sum of the information content H.
It can be shown that the resulting information content will always be a positive number.
Counting potential and actual relations
Each relationship type in a schema requires objects of certain types in its roles. The
number of possible assignments for these roles can be calculated from the number of
possible objects of the respective classes in the model.
A relationship set R defined on schema classes C∗1 , C
∗
2 , . . . , C
∗
n is a subset of the Carte-
sian product
∏
i∈I C
∗
i according to the Definition 3.2. The total number of possible
relationships in the set is
|
∏
i∈I
C∗i | =
∏
i∈I
|C∗i |.
Again the calculation can be facilitated by logarithms.
A relationship set contained in a model is further restricted to the objects actually
contained in the model. Each role of a class C∗i in the relationship set R of a model with
the object set O can only be filled by objects of C∗i ∩O. Thus, an upper bound on the
relationship set in the subset partial order is given by R∗ =
∏
i∈I C
∗
i ∩O and its size is
|R∗| =
∏
i∈I
|C∗i ∩O|.
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Similar to the amount of information of objects of a class in the model, the amount of
information of relationships of a certain type can be calculated as
log2
(
|R∗|
|R|
)
= log2
|R∗|!
|R|! · (|R∗| − |R|)!
= log2|R∗|!− log2|R|!− log2(|R∗| − |R|)!.
List and set type roles require slightly different calculations for the number of possible
assignments. Let n =| C∗ ∩ O | be the number of possible objects to fill a specific role
of class Cˆ*. Then for list type roles, where position matters, there are
n∑
i=1
n!
(n− i)!
possibilities of assigning objects. For set type roles, where position does not matter, this
number is
n∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
.
This numbers are based on the assumption that the schema does not restrict the sizes
of the lists and sets.
3.4.4 Critical discussion of the quantification approach
The approaches listed above successively refine the calculation of the information amount
and converge on the final value by stepwise lowering of the upper bound.
The first approach builds directly on an alphabet analogy. This analogy only holds
if the same object (with the same attribute values) can occur multiple times in the
model. Under the assumption of eliminated redundancy, this is not the case. Further,
as opposed to a message made up of signs, the order of objects listed in a model does
not change the meaning of the model. Thus, the information amount calculated this
way is an overestimation. By considering the actual objects, and also the actual values
in the model, the amount of information can be calculated more precisely.
However, the quantification approach is still a very rough draft involving several sim-
plifications. There are multiple ways to calculate the information amount, and further
work is needed to explore the limitations of a quantitative approach. Further, the quan-
tification approach was not applied to specific schemata, and was thus not tested with
an implementation.
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The multidimensional space of visual perception comprises spatial, temporal, and colour
dimensions, which appear as properties in the objects of the visualization model. These
dimensions of the visualization space are interchangeable. Based on these preliminary
considerations, and the propositions of Euclidean space, an object-based visualization
model similar to the information model on the data side can be deduced and described
formally.
Simple visualizations can be combined to make more complex ones, and similarly, com-
plex visualizations can be successively broken up into simpler parts. As the information
model on the data side, the visualization model can be placed in the context of the visu-
alization pipeline: The postprocessing step further transforms the visualization model.
Finally, the amount of information which can possibly be encoded into a visualization
model is restricted by an upper limit, which is explored using a quantitative view at the
visualization model developed before.
4.1 Model
As the visualization model is located at the very right side of the visualization pipeline,
it can be best understood by rolling the pipeline up from behind. In this section, the
dimensions of the visualization space are explored from the tail of the pipeline and a
formal model is deduced.
4.1.1 Decoding information: the visualization pipeline from
back to front
While the visualization pipeline model describes the process of encoding information
into a visual representation, the process of reading a visual representation can be seen
as the inverse—a process of decoding visual information. It follows similar steps, but in
the reverse order as shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Perception of visualizations as a reversed visualization pipeline
Starting with the image of the visual representation on the retina, perception processes
the stimuli of light receptors in the area to gain complex colour impressions for certain
points in the image, and proceeds to identify visual objects, their borders, shapes, po-
sition, and sizes. This first step can be seen as the reconstruction of the visualization
model from the raster-based image—the inverse of the rendering process.
These objects are then correlated, compared, and processed in order to extract the ab-
stract information from the concrete visual objects. This can be seen as restoring the
prepared data model with the information contained in the visualization. As visualiza-
tions are generated to communicate specific information, the purpose is fulfilled if the
decoded information equals the preprocessed data model used to generate the visualiza-
tion. If not, the intentions of the author of the visualization are obviously missed.
In the last step of the decoding process, the extracted information is embedded in a wider
context of prevalent information, enriched with meaning, and transformed into knowl-
edge. There are similarities to the inverse of the first step of the visualization pipeline,
where the information was excluded so as not be contained in the visual representation,
and the information to be included was restructured. Now in the decoding process, the
information is also restructured, and information not contained in the visualization is
incorporated. But despite this similarity, the process can hardly be seen as the inverse,
because the original raw data or the associated information cannot be restored.
4.1.2 Dimensions of the visualization space
The space of visual perception is of multidimensional nature. The dimensions correspond
to different properties of the objects in the visualization. These properties can be clas-
sified as spatial (position, shape, size), in terms of colour (hue, saturation, brightness),
and time (point in time, duration of visibility).
Our visual perceptual system is based on a laminar principle: photoreceptors are ar-
ranged on an area, the retina. Although our environment is three-dimensional, this
inherently two-dimensional system suffices to give orientation. We have no direct sense
for the third dimension of our surroundings, but instead access this dimension by other
means—by decoding perspective projection, by moving in space and changing the view,
and by decoding depth-indicating colour and blurring information. This is why visual
presentations work on two-dimensional media, such as on flat surfaces, displays, and
sheets of paper. These visual media can simulate the third spatial dimension by evoking
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the same stimuli as the three dimensional world would. Psychological research under-
stands the internal representation of three-dimensional space as bicoded two-dimensional.
Two planes are coded separately and differently: the plane of motion and orthogonal
planes of vision (Jeffery et al. 2013).
The colour-related dimensions of the visualization are based on the three different types
of photoreceptors found in the human visual system. However, the perceptual process in
the human brain merges the stimuli of these three sources. To recognize the proportion
of the base colours that correspond to these receptor types is not very intuitive and
requires training, as well as knowledge of chromatics. Thus, these three base colours
cannot be seen as three independent dimensions.
However, the three types of photoreceptors are reflected in colour models that describe
colours as located in three-dimensional colour spaces—as in the RGB and HLS models.
RGB (red, green, blue) refers to the main wavelengths registered by these photoreceptors.
HLS (hue, luminance, saturation) is a model which is more intuitive and can be derived
from the RGB values. If it is required to encode multiple values into the colour property
of visualization objects, then breaking colour values into these three dimensions is better
suited to human perception than the receptor colour values of red, green, and yellow
(see, e.g. Ware 2012).
Colour is often described as the “third dimension of print” or the “z variable of an image”
(Bertin 1981). However, it can not be seen as an independent dimension like the spatial
x and y dimensions or the time dimension since, for a given point in the space–time
continuum, there can be only one colour value, while the other dimensions allow for the
existence of multiple values within their range. This is similar to y-values in function
plots or z-values in elevation profiles, which are sometimes called 2.5-dimensional (Coors
& Zipf 2005).
The time dimension was not available in traditional paper-based visual representation
methods. Only with the appearance of media capable of displaying moving images did it
become technically possible to use the dimension of time. However, the earliest moving
image media, such as cinema and television, were only used in arts and entertainment.
Those early moving image media allowed only the broadcasting of information in one
direction and required the images to be preproduced in a costly manner. Their use for
one-time communication in the setting of the production of buildings as unique products
was not efficient. With the broad distribution of digital media, it has become reasonable
to produce animated visualizations from a personal computer.
Beyond this, the possibility of interactivity has extended the use cases for animated
visual representations and has added to the attractiveness of time-based media. While
animations and interactive visualizations share the use of the temporal dimension, they
differ in the way they locate the changes in time: animation changes are bound to
specific points in time and duration, whereas interaction changes are triggered upon
the occurrence of events in the activity of the user, such as clicking a mouse button or
pressing a key on the keyboard.
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4.1.3 Trade dimensions
The authoring of visualizations involves choosing which dimensions are to be used for
the encoding of particular information. Depending on this choice, different visualizations
may be generated for the same information. Thus, if the information exceeds the capacity
of one dimension, the dimension can be substituted by splitting the information and
showing part of it in a different dimension.
The dimensions of the visualization space can also be substituted during perception.
While these substitution processes take place during the reception phase, they are in-
tentionally introduced when authoring and generating the visualization. When, for
instance the area of the visualization exceeds the field of view, the recipient can wander
across the visualization space to watch different parts of the visualizations. Time is thus
traded for space. In digital media, panning resembles this method.
On a different scale, the trading of visualization space and time is used to compensate
for a heavily restricted capacity of the colour dimension: To trade time for colour, frames
of a few different colours are shown at a very high frequency. To trade space, very small
neighbouring areas are shown with a few different colours. Both methods yield a merged
colour, if the frequency or density render the individual colours indistinguishable, thus
extending the resolution of the colour dimension. On a larger scale, above the resolution
barrier of the distinguishable, the time or space dimension can still be used to encode
other information.
Figure 4.2: Substitution of visualization dimensions to compensate for the lack of the
third dimension
Dimensions are also replaced in order to represent the third dimension, which does
not exist in visual representations. There are several methods, each using a different
dimension for substitution: camera walks around the object, exploded views or cross
sections, and colour scales indicating depth. These substitution methods are shown in
Figure 4.2.
While the dimensions are seamlessly interchangeable, they differ in the efficiency of
perception and ease of interpretation. For instance, information distributed in time is
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often judged to be more difficult to interpret than information distributed in display
space (e.g. Balakrishnan et al. 2007), which allows for better comparison between
parts of the visualization. However, there is no general, task-independent opinion in
the literature; Pfitzner et al. (2003), for example, claim that animations may on the
contrary support the identification of differences.
4.1.4 Visualization models: Continuous space versus object-
based models
There are two fundamentally different ways to model the spatiotemporal aspect of vi-
sual representations: raster-based and vector-based abstractions. Raster-based models
divide the spatial and temporal dimensions into cells of equal size and describe a visual
representation by assigning colour values to these cells. Vector-based models, on the
other hand, describe objects by their position and extension in space and time. These
two models differ in the paradigm they use to break continuous space and time into
discrete model elements.
These paradigms correspond to the fundamentally different kinds of basic representation
types known from the field of knowledge representation: spatial and featural represen-
tations (Markman 1999). The raster-based model is also described as a field or coverage
approach to spatial modelling, while the vector-based model can be referred to as a
feature- or object-based view of spatial issues (Coors & Zipf 2005). Raster models de-
scribe space in an extensional way, while vector models use an intentional approach
(Bartelme 2000).
Vector-based models can be converted to raster-based models using sampling or render-
ing, while raster-based models can be converted to vector-based using interpolation or
vectorization. These conversions generally imply a loss of information.
Each model lends itself to different algorithms that can operate efficiently on their own
particular model. For instance, Bartelme (2000) points out that raster models are better
suited for intersection, neighbourhood, or overlap identification, while vector models are
more efficient for coordinate transformations, translations, rotations, and scaling. Mark-
man (1999) notes from a knowledge representation view that structured representations
imply computationally intense processing operations, though they better match cogni-
tive models than unstructured representations. Mitchell (1996) identifies the geometric
axioms of design models as crucial to the potential outcome of an architectural design
process.
The raster-based model is closer to human perception, and is consequently used for most
display devices. The vector-based model is closer to human cognition and is consequently
used for the visualization model in the pipeline. During the final step, this model is
converted by rendering to a raster-based model. Conversely, when a user reads a visual
representation, the first step is to recognize features in the image (e.g. Ware 2012) and to
identify objects. This can be seen as the reconstruction of a vector-based visualization
model behind the image. Primitive visualization objects are also called “marks” in
information visualization (Bostock & Heer 2009; Card & Mackinlay 1997).
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Visualization objects may take many different forms, but text is often treated as a special
kind of visualization object. Dadzie & Rowe (2011) distinguish text-based tools from
visual tools for linked semantic data. Card & Mackinlay (1997) point out that “controlled
processing” is necessary for text recognition, as opposed to “automatic processing”,
which is sufficient for other visualization objects. Larkin & Simon (1987) distinguish
sentential from diagrammatic representations, the former consisting of a one-dimensional
array of words, and the latter being objects arranged in two-dimensional space. However,
text carries visualization properties, such as colour or size, and is often arranged in two
dimensions, just like every other visualization object—for example, in tables or in tag
clouds.
4.1.5 Formal definition of a visualization model
Definition 4.1. Similar to the definition of an information model, a visualization model
consists of a set O of objects and a set A of attribute functions over subsets of O. A
visualization model can thus be defined as a tupel of these two components:
(O,A).
Let T be the set of possible points in time during the presentation of a visualization and
R2 or R3 be the Euclidian coordinate spaces of the 2D area or the 3D space available
for the visualization. Then a visualization model can be transformed to a subset of this
space and time using an expansion function
Exp : O → P (R2 × T ) or
Exp : O → P (R3 × T ). (4.1)
For a nonambiguous visualization model, there must be no overlapping pairs of visual-
ization objects. Thus, it must be that:
∀o1 ∈ O ∀o2 ∈ O : o1 6= o2 ⇒ Exp(o1) ∩ Exp(o2) = ∅. (4.2)
The expansion E of an object set O is the union of the result of applying the expansion
functions from Equation (4.1) to each single object:
E = ∪o∈O Exp(o) ⊆ R2 × T or
E = ∪o∈O Exp(o) ⊆ R3 × T. (4.3)
Again, the definition is able to host a wide range of potential visualization models. It
is agnostic about the semantic meaning of the attribute functions employed. It assumes
that, in a valid visualization model, for every visualization object, the values of the
geometric attribute functions consistently describe the space it occupies in the visual-
ization, without underspecification or overspecification. For every visualization object,
its indexed set of attribute values as described in Equation (3.3) can be correlated to a
unique subset of R2 × T or R3 × T .
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Given this assumption, all spatial properties—like size, orientation, and the spatial re-
lations between objects, such as neighbourhood, connection, and overlap—can be de-
rived from the description. This is why, in contrast to the definition of an information
model (Definition 3.6), there is no family of relationship sets for the visualization model.
Adding relations to the model would introduce overspecification and thus potential in-
consistencies. However, topological relations can serve as input for layout algorithms,
such as for Circular Cartograms (Dorling 1996). In such cases, relations replace attribute
functions; the values of the attributes, and thus the final geometric definition, are then
determined by the layout algorithm, as described in Section 4.3.1.
The following sections highlight different types of attribute functions found in visualiza-
tion models.
Geometry
Similar to the geometry of building elements, the geometry of visualization objects can
be described based on a mathematical model. Abstract geometric entities are subsets of
the two- or three-dimensional Euclidean spaces E2 or E3. Solid models are a special case,
where these subsets are bounded, closed, regular, and semianalytic (Requicha 1980).
There are different ways of representing geometry as a data structure. A representa-
tion scheme defines a relation between subsets of Euclidean space and representations.
Boundary representation is a common representation scheme: in this, individual vertices
are connected to define edges, which are composed to define faces. In 3D models, faces
then define object boundaries. An alternative model to describe geometry is construc-
tive solid geometry (CSG). With CSG, objects are built from primitives using Boolean
operations. Yet another model defines the geometry of visualization objects with pa-
rameters. Different representation schemes for 3D solid models are described in detail,
for examples, in Chang (2014), Shapiro (2002), Requicha (1980).
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Figure 4.3: Different ways to represent the geometry of an L-shaped profile
Figure 4.3 shows an example of different representation schemes for a 2D geometry: An
L-shaped profile can, for instance, be represented as a set of six points forming a polyline
of six segments as its boundary. It can also be represented as the Boolean subtraction
of two rectangles. Finally, it can be represented by naming its shape, the position of its
anchor point, and the width and length of its legs, or even by specifying the ratio of these
numbers as form parameters. Lossless conversion between different representations is
not always possible.
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In 3D visualization, boundary representation is usually used and utility classes allow the
specification of primitive geometric objects using a set of parameters, such as box, cone,
cylinder, sphere—as for example in Java3D (Bouview 1999) and X3D (ISO/IEC 2013).
In information visualization, derived properties—such as size, orientation, position of
the centre, and shape—are used to describe visualization objects (e.g. Bertin 1981).
Some authors also define relations between objects as properties (e.g. Pfitzner et al.
2003).
Time
Time can be represented by two out of the three following attribute functions: start
time, end time, and duration. The three possible pairs of attribute functions can be
converted unambiguously and uniquely.
A visualization model occupies a certain area of the display space for a certain period
of time. This spatiotemporal bounding box of the visualization model can be used to
combine nonoverlapping visualization models. Conversely, a visualization model can be
divided into smaller parts along division planes in space and time.
Colour, value, and texture
These properties of visualization objects are also described by attribute functions. Value,
colour, and texture are subsumed as variables that describe state of the visualization at
a specific location and time.
Bertin (1981), in contrast, subsumes value (darkness on white background) and size as
a z-variable of two-dimensional images, whereas colour, texture, orientation, and shape
are differential variables because they are not ordered. Here, size and shape are classified
as derived spatial variables.
4.2 Complex visualizations
Simple visualizations can be combined to make more complex ones using three different
combination methods: Overlay, layout, animation, and events. Applying the combina-
tion methods recursively yields a hierarchic structure of the visualization. This allows for
complex visualizations to be successively broken up into simpler parts, and conversely
more complex visualizations to be built up from simpler ones.
4.2.1 Visualization combination methods
Structured representations are a fundamental method of cognitive processes. According
to Markman (1999), when compound representations are built from primitive elements,
those primitive elements are “grounded”, which means they are connected to the repre-
sented world. For visual representations, this means that sets of primitive visualization
objects can be combined to form compound visualization objects.
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Compound visualization objects are positioned in space and time, just like primitive
visualization objects. The compound objects define a scope for their parts, and so the
position of the parts is defined locally. Technically this is achieved by establishing a
local coordinate system that allows for relative positions.
With a fixed coordinate system, the overall space–time extension of the compound ob-
ject can be deduced from the individual objects; its size property thus depends on the
positions and sizes of the composed objects. Alternatively, the local coordinate system
can include flexible scaling, such that the size of the composition can be fixed and the
composed objects are fit into the available space–time.
A special case of arranging compound objects is to use their bounding boxes to avoid
overlaps. Inversely, the compound objects can be decomposed by cutting space–time
into slices along the dimensions, and using the resulting space–time partitions as the
local context for compound objects. These partitions then have a fixed size and demand
a flexible scale. Unlike with free arrangement of compound objects with fixed scale and
unpredictable size, overlaps and empty spaces are controllable as shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Arranging compound objects in space–time with bounding boxes: Overlap-
ping case (left) and nonoverlapping case (right)
Based on the used dimensions of the visualization space, the following four combination
methods can be distinguished: overlay, layout, animation, and events. With the overlay
method, the objects and attributes of multiple visualization models are simply joined
assuming they refer to a common context. Overlay does not use defined scopes in any
dimension, but merely combines primitive visualization objects and attributes in the
same scope. This method does neither allow to adjust the details of the combination
nor does it enable control of potential overlaps according. Overlaps occur, when two vi-
sualization objects occupy the same part of the visualization space and time as described
in Equation (4.2).
In contrast, the other methods allow to place the visualization parts that are to be
combined in space and time. With these methods, it is possible to avoid overlaps, and
hence prevent ambiguous visualizations. To this end, the combination methods establish
defined scopes for each visualization part and organize these contexts against each other.
The methods differ in the dimensions that are employed for context creation: the layout
method uses the spatial dimensions, while the animation and events methods use the
temporal dimension. Both the animation and events method coordinate the visualiza-
tion parts in time, but while animation uses a predefined schedule for the coordination,
events allow for dynamic coordination depending on the occurrence of given events such
as user actions. Since combinations by animation and events result in substantially
different compound visualizations, even though they use the same dimension of time,
they are treated as different.
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4.2.2 Applying combination methods hierarchically
Hierarchical structures are a proven way to handle complex issues. They are used, for
example, in structuring complex issues in outlines, in memorizing things, in reading
complex graphics, and in creating classifications and taxonomies. Psychological studies
have confirmed the limited capacity of human cognition of around seven entities in
immediate memory. They concluded that to process more complex or larger amounts of
information, groups of entities must be recoded into chunks (Miller 1955).
Hierarchical structures can be found in visualizations—for example when navigating
across different levels of detail (“overview, filter, detail”, Shneiderman 1996), or when
laying out grid lines or axis ticks on different levels of detail. Because breaking something
down into smaller pieces can be done with similar methods to combining the smaller
pieces into larger units, hierarchical organization principles apply both to the perception
and the interpretation of visual representations, as well as to the process of constructing
visualizations.
With hierarchical structures, complex visualizations can be repeatedly broken into
smaller more manageable parts using the combination methods described above. A
visual representation is then constructed by recursively applying the combination
methods identified above, thus nesting visual representation parts and creating a
hierarchical structure.
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Figure 4.5: Hierarchical nesting of the combination methods
Figure 4.5 illustrates the application of the combination methods in a hierarchical man-
ner as a tree. Although there could be arbitrarily many children per node, each level
in the illustration combines only two visualization parts, yielding a binary tree. Each
subtree represents a valid and simpler visualization. The example in the figure consists
of two subtrees combined by Interaction, so the visualization represented by the first
subtree is shown initially and then replaced by the visualization represented by the sec-
ond subtree when a specified event occurs. The child visualizations are again composed
of two parts respectively.
In order to increase control over potential overlaps, the overlay method is only applied
to combine leaf nodes, not on higher levels of the combination hierarchy. Technically,
overlays just allow for the arbitrary logical grouping of visualization objects, which does
not ensure any spatial or temporal structure in the visualization. Its use on higher levels
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would not contribute to structure in the visualization and should be replaced by other
space or time partitioning combination methods, if possible.
The right-hand side of Figure 4.5 shows the tree laid out as nested rectangles, successively
breaking a given area into smaller parts. Effectively, this kind of diagram yields a special
kind of a tree map with nested combination methods alternately arranged in vertical
and horizontal direction. The overlay is arranged in the third dimension, and because it
is only applicable on the lowest level, this arrangement does not mask relevant structure
in the resulting image.
4.2.3 Systematic nesting case evaluation
Goal of the systematic nesting case evaluation
The different visualizations emerging from the hierarchical nesting approach were evalu-
ated by systematically nesting each method into each other method. Simple examples of
visualizations structured according to these cases reveal the potential of the approach.
By using a systematic analysis of nesting cases, it could be verified whether a hierarchi-
cal structure using the proposed combination methods is able to account for all possible
visualization cases.
Although not all use cases prove to be equally evident, it can be seen that all of the
nesting cases are reasonable, and that only the full space of potential nesting cases
unlocks all options to build complex visualizations. On the other hand, by sorting
common visualizations into the matrix, it can be shown that the approach is able to
produce all required visualizations. However, it is not possible to demonstrate the ability
of the nesting approach to produce all possible visualization, since potential unknown
visualizations cannot be enumerated.
Systematic evaluation procedure
The systematic analysis was carried out by nesting two combination methods in each
case, running through all possible ordered pairs of combination methods. Since the
overlay was only applied to the leaf nodes, it was omitted from the matrix. The resulting
combinations are shown in Table 4.1, with the outer combination method in rows and
the inner combination method in columns. Since the overlay method is only applied to
combine leaf nodes, it does only appear as a column, not as a row in the table.
Each nesting case consists of a tree with a minimal number of leaves. Both the depth
of the tree and the arity of each node are kept minimal, while still producing useful
visualizations. Figure 4.6 shows an absolutely minimal tree with a depth of two and
three leaves. The minimality requirement was not interpreted strictly, but as a trade-off
with the goal of finding reasonable and commonly known visualization examples. In the
appendix, Section A.3.7, the examples for the cases are shown and explained in more
detail.
Using the tree map approach shown in Figure 4.5, the sample visualization for each case
is converted to a format suitable for print. This implicates that time-based combination
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Table 4.1: Systematic nesting of two combination methods
I
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Figure 4.6: Tree with minimal number of leaves
methods are replaced by compensatory representations. Animation steps and event
results are therefore laid out in the image area, instead of in time. Although not to be
confused with the layout combination method, the resulting similar appearance confirms
the interchangeability of the visualization dimensions, as described in Section 4.1.3.
4.2.4 Formal description of the combination methods
Two visualization models M1 = (O1,A1) and M2 = (O2,A2) can be combined by
forming the union of their objects sets and merging the attribute functions into a common
attribute function set A. The simplest way to merge A1 and A2 is to form their union.
The combined model M is then
M = (O1 ∪O2,A1 ∪ A2).
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However, if two attribute functions A1 ∈ A1 and A2 ∈ A2 are know to denote the same
attribute on the semantic level, their graphs can be merged into a single attribute func-
tion, instead of including two separate attribute functions in the merged visualization
model.
Since every attribute function in A1 and A2 describes exactly one corresponding at-
tribute, for every model there is a function sn between the attribute semantics Sn and
the attribute functions An. The merged set of attribute functions is then
{s1(s) ∪ s2(s) | s ∈ S1 ∪ S2}.
Even though the original models Mv1 and Mv2 might have been unambiguous according
to Equation (4.2), their combination may introduce ambiguities. A method to ensure
unambiguous combinations is to use bounding boxes. A bounding box is defined by the
minimum and maximum values of the dimensions in the expansion of a visualization
object. For a two-dimensional visualization model, the bounding box is derived as
follows.
From an expanded object set E according to Equation (4.3), the extension in each
dimension can be extracted as
X = {x | (x, y, t) ∈ E},
Y = {y | (x, y, t) ∈ E} and
T = {t | (x, y, t) ∈ E}.
In three-dimensional space with E ⊆ R3 × T this would read as
X = {x | (x, y, z, t) ∈ E},
Y = {y | (x, y, z, t) ∈ E},
Z = {z | (x, y, z, t) ∈ E} and
T = {t | (x, y, z, t) ∈ E}.
The functions min and max assign the minimum and maximum value to a totally ordered
set. For a given set X these functions are defined such that
∀x ∈ X : min(X) ≤ x
∀x ∈ X : max(X) ≥ x
Using these functions, the bounding box BB is then defined as
BB = (min(X),max(X),min(Y ),max(Y ),min(T ),max(T )).
The bounding-box-based combination method can be applied to any dimension of the
visualization space and is shown here for the dimension X in a two-dimensional visual-
ization model.
An offset function with an offset δx maps space–time onto itself such that the image is
shifted by δx in x direction:
Offset : R2 × T → R2 × T with Offset(x, y, t) = (x+ δx, y, t).
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With a choice of δx = max(X2) − min(X1) or δx = max(X1) − min(X2), it results
that min(X1) ≥ max(X2) or max(X1) ≤ min(X2) respectively, such that there is no
overlap.
While the combination method overlay does not involve an offset function, layout is
based on an offset function in the x- or y-direction, and animation and interaction are
based on t-direction offset. Offset functions are chainable.
The cases on the diagonal of Table 4.1 (Animation–Animation, Interaction–Interaction,
and Layout–Layout) have the special property that the outer and inner combination
methods use the same dimension. Thus, the offset function could be replaced by a
single offset function of the same type and the nesting becomes a pure matter of giving
structure to the visualization description.
4.3 Visualization postprocessing
Similar to the premapping transformations on the data side, where data objects are
modified before the mapping, postmapping transformations modify visualization objects
after their generation.
4.3.1 Layout
Prominent examples of such postmapping manipulation are layout algorithms, which
adapt the spatial properties of the visualization objects in relation to each other. Al-
gorithms such as spring-force-directed layouts or the Wordle tag cloud layout algorithm
(Feinberg 2010; Viégas et al. 2009) rely on a rough initial placement of objects to apply
a successive refining positioning that takes other objects’ placements into account.
These transformations are similar to the data side transformations in that they may
be local to a single visualization object or involve and affect a whole set of visualiza-
tion objects. Layout functions might operate on an underspecified visualization model
augmented with a family of relationship sets. Then, layout functions generate explicit
spatial attributes such that the given relationships are satisfied.
Doing so, the visualization model is shifted further left towards the middle of the vi-
sualization pipeline, containing a more abstract description of the visualization, which
contains the intention of the visualization, rather than the specific appearance.
4.3.2 Rendering
As the very last step in the visualization pipeline, rendering is not centrally relevant to
the topic here. However, the appearance of the final visualization is heavily influenced
by the parameters of this last step. Thus, the configuration of the rendering step must
be included in a visualization description.
In this step, the visualization model is transformed into a matrix of pixels with colour
values which can then be transferred to an output device to be shown at a specific
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point in time during the visualization runtime. During this process, the visualization
objects lose their identity and become a set of nearby pixels of similar colour. In the
reverse process of decoding the visual representation, these pixels must be recognized as
belonging together and forming a visual object of a certain colour, position, and shape.
During this step, the position, shape, and colour of the visualization objects are first
projected onto the visualization area, and then the projected objects are rasterized. In
both 2D and 3D visualization models, projection determines the section and the scale of
the visualization model to be shown. In 2D rendering, colours are usually not changed
during this transformation process, but in 3D rendering they are an essential means of
retaining a limited part of the third dimension. By simulating the reflection of light
from surfaces and its transmission through the atmosphere, object colours are changed
as they would appear under certain view conditions. Human perception is then able to
decode the depth and tilting angle for the surfaces of the objects.
Wilkinson (2005) describes this last step in the pipeline as a mapping from an underlying
graph-theoretic space to the Euclidean physical space represented on the page.
Well-established 3D rendering methods like raytracing combine projection and the ras-
terization in a clever way: each pixel in the projection area is first unprojected in order
to find its origin. Further to identify the colour of that respective pixel, the light sources
are reflected onto the unprojected point.
4.3.3 Interaction
In general, every step of the visualization pipeline is parametrized, and is thus both a
candidate for configuration through the visualization pipeline as well as for modifica-
tion through interaction at visualization runtime. For the last step of the visualization
pipeline, the parameters that need to be configured and changed concern mainly the
details of the projection, such as the type of projection (parallel versus perspective), the
position and orientation of the projection plane, and the direction of the vectors defining
the projection.
Changing these parameters interactively during runtime yields familiar navigational
features such as zoom, pan, and orbit. Ziemkiewicz & Kosara (2009) call these type
of interactions trivial interactions, as opposed to nontrivial interactions that change
the parameters of the mapping itself, and not only the view of the static visualization
model. According to Ziemkiewicz, nontrivial interaction is a criterion for information
visualization, as opposed to other types of visual representations.
Trivial interactions need not be specified each time for each visualization representation.
Typical interaction types should be predefined and available to select from. Also, for the
initial configuration, sensible defaults should be predefined, which could by overridden
by the selection of parameter settings on the level of a visualization specification, or
globally at the level of the visualization runtime.
Nontrivial interaction, on the other hand, requires user input, such as selection from the
visualization model. User actions like pointing and clicking are carried out in the final
rendered representation and must be related to the visualization model by inverting the
rendering process—that is, by restoring the pixel coordinates of the render area from
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the screen coordinates of the pointing device and by unprojecting the coordinates to
identify the visualization object.
4.4 Quantitative view
Similar to the quantification of information in the data model, the approach from in-
formation theory allows for the quantification of information that can be encoded on
the visualization model side. Let p be the number of pixels and c be number of dif-
ferent colours each single pixel can potentially have. Then the encodable amount of
information H will be
H = log2c
p = p log2c.
This is similar to the reasoning in Equation (3.6), when setting the size n of the alphabet
to the number of different colours c and the size m of the message to the number of
pixels p.
Some simplified examples using the different dimensions of the visualization space illus-
trate this: For instance, one bit of information can be encoded visually by colouring the
whole area black or white. Using only one black square of 8 different sizes on a white
background, three bit of information may be encoded. Using black dots in a raster of
4x4, each being either on or off and thus forming patterns, 16 bits may be encoded.
Using a raster of 4x4 pixels, each coloured in grey scales of 8 different tones, it is possi-
ble to encode 48 bits of information. With the addition of time to the scenario and by
painting the entire area either black or white for 125 ms, three bits can be encoded each
second. Doing the same for every pixel in a 4x4 raster yields 48 bits again.
The encodable quantity of information is restricted by technical factors, as well as by the
limits of perception and cognition. The technical limits include the size and resolution
of the presentation device in terms of space, colour, and time. The problem associated
with the limited space of the visual representations in digital media is called the “screen
real estate problem” (Carpendale & Montagnese 2001). Although visual perception and
the resources needed for visual representation are also limited with nondigital media,
such as paper-based media, the problem became more evident with digital media.
Given an absolute size of the visualization area w · h and the display density s, the
number p of pixels in the display area is p = w · h · s2. Thus, as density, size, and the
number of colours c have upper bounds due to technical and perceptual restrictions,
there is also an upper bound for the number of pixels, the number of encodable values,
and thus for the encodable amount of information
H = p log2c = w · h · s2 log2c.
The upper bound of the amount of encodable information, given the technical and
perceptual restrictions, can be estimated as follows:
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Definition 4.2. Let wd and hd be the width and height of the available visualization
area, and wh and hh the width and height of the human field of view (FOV) in the plane
of the screen device. Further, let sd be the spatial resolution of the device, and sh the
spatial resolution of human visual perception under the given conditions. Finally, let
cd be the number of different colours that the device can display, and ch the number of
different colours that perception can differentiate under the given conditions. Then the
maximum encodable amount of information is
H = min(wd, wh) ·min(hd, hh) ·min(sd, sh)2 · log2(min(cd, ch)).
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Figure 4.7: Field of view (FOV) and device screen
With this definition, the amount of information depends on the device parameters
wd, hd, sd, cd and on the parameters wh, hh, sh, ch determined by human perception and
the environmental conditions (see Figure 4.7). Average, typical values are sufficient for
a rough estimate of the order by which information amounts in building information
models and in visualization models differ. Further research into the selection or con-
struction of task-specific and situation-specific visualization components could build on
the quantitative approach, using different values to adapt the visual presentations.
The following average values are taken from standard device specifications and the lit-
erature on human perception (Ware 2012):
This estimation involves two strong simplifications: first, perception is idealized as uni-
form across the visual field and across the colour spectrum; second, interdependencies
between visualization dimensions (Ware 2012) are ignored in this approach.
This method can be extended to include the time dimension: Let td and th be the
temporal resolution of the device and of human vision respectively. Further, let d be
the available duration. Then the number f of frames to encode information is f =
min(td, th) · d. Based on the maximum amount of encodable information without using
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parameter value comment
wd 39 cm = 15.35 in desktop screen with 19 inch diagonal
hd 29 cm = 11.4 in desktop screen with 19 inch diagonal
sd 94 ppi standard desktop screen resolution
cd 2
32 true colour 32 bit
wh 57.7 cm = 22.72 in field of view with full colour awareness 100
◦ × 60◦,
50 cm distance from screen
hh 119.2 cm = 46.9 in field of view with full colour awareness
sh 0.44 cm = 0.17 in 0.5
◦ with optimal contrast sensitivity
ch 2.4 million according to the standards of the International
Commission on Illumination (CIE)
Table 4.2: Estimated parameters for calculating the encodable in-
formation amount in visualizations
time H according to Definition 4.2, the amount of encodable information with using
time Ht can then be computed as
Ht = f ·H = f · p · log2c = log2cfp.
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Visualization mapping
The central mapping step in the visualization pipeline joins the outer parts described
in Chapters 3 and 4. To create a visualization means to set the properties of objects
in the visualization model so that they reflect the information to be encoded, and the
visualization conveys that information. First, a simple model of this process, is developed
informally and formally, resorting to the models developed in the previous chapters and
connecting them. To achieve more complex mappings, the multimodel approach from
the data side is connected to the combination methods of the visualization model.
The broader view at the pipeline and the border steps reveals that filters recur in the
different stages, not just on the data side.
From a quantitative view, visualization can be seen as the distribution of information
in visualization space. While Chapter 3 presented a quantitative measure of the in-
formation in building models and Chapter 4 looked for an upper limit of what can be
represented, this Chapter targets ways to determine an optimal distribution of given
information in a given visualization space. Finally, domain specific languages are a way
to describe the visualization process and particularly the mapping step.
5.1 Mapping as the core of the visualization pipeline
On a higher level, mappings can be characterized based on the dimensions of the in-
formation model space and the dimensions of the visualization model space. The most
common, but also most trivial mappings are yielded by wiring similar dimensions on both
sides, such as spatial building information to spatial visualization parameters, or tempo-
ral building information to temporal visualization parameters. However, mappings can
have various other shapes.
On a lower level, an input-centred mapping approach selects objects and their proper-
ties from the information model and creates respective objects with the corresponding
properties in the visualization model. This process can be specified by rules. The basic
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mapping process is complemented with premapping and postmapping passes that trans-
form the information model prior to the mapping and the generated visualization model
after the mapping, respectively.
Animated and interactive visualizations can be represented as changes in the initial vi-
sualization model. These changes can also be described by transformations rules. In this
case, the rules do not necessarily create new visualization objects, but can also operate
on existing ones. In order to access information model content from these updating rules,
the relation between elements in the visualization model and the information model part
they were created from must be tracked and resolved.
Finally, the formal model connects the value and object sets of the information and
visualization models with value and object mapping functions. Together, these mapping
functions constitute the mapping rules and describe the generation of the visualization
model.
5.1.1 Mapping as a central step that warrants modularity
The central mapping step is the crucial part of the visualization pipeline. While the
filter step on the left side is confined to the data side and the render step on the right
sight is confined to the visualization side of the model, this central step connects the
two sides and actually generates the visualization model.
Both of the outer sides of the visualization pipeline have been subject to independent
research, which has also yielded tools, libraries, and frameworks focusing on these top-
ics. On one hand, research has focused on the data side and studied how information
can be extracted from the input data. In a wider sense, this also includes converting
input data into different formats, performing statistical analysis, and preparing data for
visualization purposes in other ways. On the other hand, independently from the input
data processing, other studies have looked at the construction of the visualization model,
optionally specifying it in a descriptive way, and the rendering of the final visualization.
Each side can be used as an entry point to approach the pipeline, applies different
paradigms to the analysis, and thus offers a different view of the visualization process.
While the data-centred approach transforms data as far as possible, with the aim of
ensuring that the creation of visualization objects for each record becomes a trivial
mapping task, the visualization-centred approach builds the visualization first, and only
subsequently requests data as it is needed for the information in the visualization.
By focusing on the mapping step as the essential part of the visualization process, the
two bordering steps and their associated theories can be integrated in a holistic view
of the pipeline. The mapping as an intermediary step also fosters greater modularity
by offering the possibility to integrate existing implementations of the bordering steps.
Brunetti et al. (2013) develop a modular approach to the data state reference model
that tackles all three transformations in their own right.
However, the boundaries between the different steps in the pipeline are not strictly
defined, and the lines are drawn differently in the literature. Because of this, modular
approaches that black-box the singular modules need very clearly defined boundaries and
interfaces. For instance, the boundary—and thus the interface—between data access and
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mapping can be anything from raw data to the visualization model, depending on how
exactly work is divided between the data access and the mapping step. In the extreme
case, the data accessor only parses the data and leaves everything else to the mapper.
In the other corner case, the data accessor preprocesses the data to such an extent that
the mapping becomes trivial.
An example for the latter approach is the design model of Tory & Möller (2004). They
base their visualization taxonomy on the data characteristics of the design model, in-
stead of the type and structure of the input data. They define the design model of
the visualization as the assumptions about the data made by the visualization. This
design model can be located directly before the mapping step, with the data filtered and
prepared to the maximum extent possible, such that the mapping becomes trivial.
An alternative to a fully modular pipeline is to use a well-defined design model in Tory’s
sense as an interface between only two types of components (instead of three) that can
be combined, matched, and mixed: prepared data accessors and prepared visualization
configurations, both optionally parametrized.
5.1.2 Diversity of mappings
The following summarizes the content classification on both sides of the visualization
pipeline.
On the data side, as described in Section 3.1.2, the following classes of information can
be distinguished:
• 3D building geometry, potentially preprocessed for 2D presentation
• construction processes and schedules
• abstract values assigned to building elements, spatial structures, and construction
processes
On the visualization model side, the following dimensions are available, depending on
the visualization medium, as described in Section 4.1.2:
• 0..nD elements in nD space: position, shape, size / projected onto 2D space
• colour
• time: animation or interaction
While the visualization dimensions are restricted both in the number of available di-
mensions and in the value spaces of each dimension, the dimensions on the building
information side are constantly growing. Thus, during the mapping process, informa-
tion must be reduced.
Most common visualizations use a direct mapping of spatial building information to
spatial visualization parameters, as shown in Figure 5.1. Due to the two-dimensional
nature of visualizations, the third dimension is usually substituted by one of the re-
maining visualization parameters (see Section 4.1.3). Temporal information is mapped
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Figure 5.1: Conventional mapping of spatial properties
to the time dimension of the visualization, and material information is represented us-
ing colour. The colour parameter is also used for additional abstract values, yielding
so-called choropleth maps.
Such direct mapping from a certain type of building information to the very same type
of visualization parameter ensures an intuitive understanding of the resulting visual-
izations. Pfitzner et al. (2003) even state that “taking users beyond their everyday
understanding of physical objects” may be counterproductive. However, this approach
has multiple problematic implications.
First, direct mapping can only convey a small part of the information contained in
building information models—that of the physical appearance of the planned building.
Strict application of direct mapping leads to photorealistic images. Lohse et al. (1994)
found in a visualization classification study that photorealistic images, despite having a
high density of information, are classified as conveying the least amount of information
by the participants. This is assumed to be due to the missing guidance for attention,
compared with more abstract kinds of visualizations.
Second, analytical tasks often transcend the simple depiction of a single state of the
world. Instead, these tasks involve information occupying the same dimensions multiple
times, in different versions, or on different abstraction levels. Thus, complex thinking
can hardly be supported by trivial mappings.
Further, with direct mapping, the visualization parameters are rapidly exhausted. With
only colour and annotation left, it is hard to show more than two additional nonspatial
properties in spatial context. The visualization may become overloaded and difficult to
perceive. This is especially cumbersome when trying to visualize a correlation between
several nonspatial properties.
Finally, spatial visual properties, especially the size of objects, have great influence on
the perception of the visualization. Whenever there is a large difference between the
size of an object and its importance regarding the represented facts, its interpretation
will be error-prone.
One possible solution to these problems is to fully or partially refrain from using the
direct spatial and or temporal mapping in order to free up visualization parameters
for abstract value encoding. Tauscher & Scherer (2011) have explored the potential of
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anamorphic maps using the size of objects for such a nontrivial encoding; see the use
case example in Section 6.3.3.
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Figure 5.2: Mapping of data and visualization dimensions in an adjacency matrix
The bipartite graph representing the mapping between the classes of building informa-
tion and the classes of visualization parameters shown in Figure 5.1 yields characteristic
patterns for certain types of visualizations. In Figure 5.2, the graph is represented as an
adjacency matrix to mark the example visualization cases in an iconic way. This type
of icons is used to illustrate the example visualizations in the Appendix, Section A.3.
5.1.3 Mapping model
In Tauscher & Scherer (2012), the following essential concepts of visualizations are de-
duced from specific representative visualization examples in a bottom-up way:
• 2D and 3D graphical objects
• timeline for animation
• selection and interactive navigation concepts
• a graphical element registry for crosscomponent communication
These required generic model parts deduced from the prototypical implementations are
then synthesized to form a comprehensive generic model. Thus, the concepts mentioned
above are included in the generic model.
Basic mapping model
In order to create the visualization model, units of data must be converted to graphical
elements. There are two different approaches to this task: an input-centred and an
output-centred approach (Fowler 2010). The first approach traverses the input model,
applies transformations for each element during traversal, and finally assembles the
created visualization elements in the visualization model. The output-centred approach,
on the other hand, first builds the visualization model, traverses the prebuilt model,
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and configures the visualization elements according to given mapping rules. In practice,
these approaches can be mixed, and as long as the mapping rules are factored out clearly,
implementations preferring one approach to the other might be exchanged transparently.
Grammel et al. (2010) observed how people construct visualizations under laboratory
conditions, and found that they equally frequently start the construction process with
either data selection or a visualization template.
The output-oriented approach relies on efficient methods to specify and fetch precise
information from the data model, while the input-oriented approach needs methods to
traverse the input model and to match mapping rules to single elements. The model pro-
posed here uses a mixed approach with an input-centred approach on the level of simple
mappings and an output-centred approach in the construction of complex visualizations
by combination of simpler parts.
Mapping specifications and patterns
The mapping is described as a set of explicit mapping rules. Each mapping rule spec-
ifies a transformation from information model objects matching certain conditions to
visualization objects. With the mapping conditions and the mapping transformation
consolidated in a mapping specification, the approach conforms to the generic object-
oriented mapping pattern, as shown by Nørmark et al. (2008).
In the most basic case, the central mapping step performs a 1:1 mapping of semantic
units of the data model to graphical elements of the visualization model.
However, the mapping may also require the construction of multiple objects in the visu-
alization model from one object in the data model (1:n), or may include the properties
of multiple data objects into the construction of one single visualization object (m:1).
For example, when creating labelled bars for a bar chart, one data item is mapped to
two visualization objects: the label and the bar. This 1:n mapping case can be realized
by declaring two different mapping transformations with the same condition. For the
m:1 mapping case, the combination of the data accessor must prepare data objects in
such a way that all the required related data objects are reachable from the matched
objects.
For these more complex cases, the homomorphic, transitive and grouping mapping pat-
terns defined by Katranuschkov (2000) are required, in addition to simple and functional
equivalence mappings; see Figure 5.3.
Homomorphic mapping patterns allow for the mapping of different associated data model
elements to visualization model elements with an according reference. For example,
building element geometry and cost values are located in different parts of the data
model and are related to each other with some kind of reference—the process of mapping
these parts of the data model to a shape object and a colour object in the visualization
model, which are accordingly referenced, requires such a homomorphic pattern.
Transitive mapping patterns collapse chained references between different objects into
properties of the same object. An example is the chained reference from a building
element with geometry to a cost element, which is folded into a simple reference in the
visualization model.
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Figure 5.3: Mapping patterns by Katranuschkov (2000)
Colours in most visualization models are not modelled as simple properties of visual-
ization model elements. Instead, they are modelled as separate objects, which could
be shared among several visualization elements. Colour scales are therefore an example
of reusable graphical elements, in particular if they are of a categorical nature. This
is an example of a grouping mapping pattern. To achieve the use of shared graphical
elements, the mapping process must be extended by a preliminary construction step for
these shared elements that are then referenced during the main mapping phase.
Value mapping
Once elements of the data and the visualization model are correlated, the values of
their properties can be correlated as well: Value mapping functions establish a relation
between selected value sets in the information model and value sets in the visualization
model. These functions are sometimes also called scales—as in Dewar (2012): “a scale
object is a function which maps from the data domain onto a range of pixels”. However,
the term scale is also used to describe how the values of a variable are distributed or
how they “vary” across the domain of that variable. A scale in this sense describes the
range of values in an observation or measurement. Because the latter definition of a
scale is tied to the measurement or observation method used to obtain the values, it is
called a scale of measurement or a level of measurement.
Scales may be metric (cardinal) or categorical (nominal or ordinal). Metric scales can
be distributed differently—for example, their gradients may be linear or logarithmic.
For instance: status information with few values, such as ‘open’, ‘started’, ‘blocked’,
‘finished’, and ‘cleared’, makes up an ordinal scale, while price information with cent
precision defines a proportional scale.
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Since visual parameters have different scales of measurement from a perceptional point
of view, the scale of measurement of the input data can be used to suggest appropriate
visualization parameters for encoding. The scale of the attribute to be presented and
the scale of the chosen visualization parameter should match. If level of measurement
and resolution of the scales correspond on both sides, information can be mapped and
represented completely; otherwise, either the information can only be represented partly
or the visualization parameter will not be fully used.
Information visualization uses scales of measurement as an essential data type charac-
teristics: Card & Mackinlay (1997) distinguish nominal, ordinal, and quantitative data.
“Intrinsically spatial” and “geographical” variables are further subclasses of quantita-
tive data. Tory & Möller (2004) refer to Ware (2012) and Card et al. (1999) regarding
data characteristics and list the following criteria to describe the type of variables:
scalar/vector/tensor, discrete/continuous, and nominal/ordinal/interval/ratio.
Partial rules and default values
Rules are evaluated in order. Subsequent rules matching the same objects may either
generate multiple visualization objects, or they may override each other. With partial
rules and an overriding mechanism, visualization objects can be defined in an accumula-
tive way. Thus the visualization specification can be structured, e.g. by bundling those
parts of the mapping specification that are repeated in multiple rules.
A well-known example for rules with an overriding mechanism are cascading style sheets
(CSS), used in web design to describe the look and formatting of markup documents.
CSS uses selectors as conditions for the rules to be applied. If multiple selectors apply to
an object in the document, then the rule with the most specific selector takes precedence.
Mapping process
Premapping and postmapping steps may optionally be required. Premapping steps are
needed to extract the general properties from the model, which are either aggregated
over a substantial part of the input data or are needed for each element. This step is
required due to the fact that the mapping rules otherwise rely on self-contained semantic
units. Postmapping steps rely on the main graphical objects being already generated
and operate independently of the data. Layout algorithms are an example.
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Figure 5.4: Multipass mapping process
This concept can be extended to a multipass mapping process with more than two passes
following each other, depending on the resources generated previously.
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The full mapping cycle consists of the following steps, for which see also Figure 5.4:
• zero or more premapping passes to precompute statistical values, operating on
data only
• one mapping pass generating and assembling visualization objects from data
• zero or more postmapping passes to adjust or lay out generated visualization ob-
jects, operating on visualization objects only
Due to the local scope of the mapping rules, the visualization model needs ways to gener-
ate, hold, and provide additional values and objects across the local scope of the mapping
rules. This concerns aggregated values from the data object, as well as pregenerated
reusable visualization objects.
5.1.4 Animations and interactions
In this section, the incorporation of the time dimension into the mapping model is
discussed. Although temporal properties of visualization objects can be represented
with the model developed so far, specific model elements for time allow for a more
coherent and more efficient description of temporal aspects in the model.
Update mapping: Incremental change
To reflect the time dimension in the mapping model, a naive approach would generate
several instances of the whole model that reflect the state of the model at certain points
in time and are rendered successively. For most time-based animations, this approach
introduces a redundant overhead, such that an incremental approach shows a signifi-
cantly better performance in terms of memory and is commonly used in visualization
models.
To realize this in the generic visualization model, it is not only possible to specify a
single initial state of an object, but also to add changes to this initial state. Change
specifications are similar to mapping rules, as they also map data objects to visualization
objects. Unlike mapping rules, they do not create new visualization objects, but instead
operate on existing visualization objects. Previously instantiated visualization objects
are thus necessary. These mapping specifications are intended for deferred execution
activated by triggering events.
During the mapping stage, these changes are collected in a global timeline and event
pool. Once the visualization model is built, the timeline can be played back or events
can be received, leading to the execution of the changes. Changes may be shared among
several visualization objects that are supposed to behave in a similar way.
Example 1: Feedback by highlighting, view-internal single-object interaction
Highlighting objects according to their selection can be seen as a special case of a colour
scheme, though a very simple one that consists of only two colour coded states: a
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deselected (default) and a selected state. However, applying new colour scales to the
whole model over and over is wasteful of resources. An update-oriented approach seems
to be a more appropriate solution, especially for locally limited changes, like highlighting
and unhighlighting individual elements upon a click.
The same change objects are constructed during the mapping stage for interactive visu-
alizations as during the mapping stage for animated visualizations. However, instead of
attaching these change objects to a certain point of a global timeline, they are attached
to a certain user action event and executed once that event occurs.
Example 2: Brushing, crossview interaction
Brushing is a visualization technique, where related visual objects are highlighted simul-
taneously.
In contrast to the case of feedback highlighting, the brushing interaction involves at least
two graphical objects, potentially in different views: one that triggers the update event
and another that receives the update changes. In order to realize this kind of interaction
in the visualization model, a relation between the generated graphical objects must be
established based on the relation of the underlying data objects. Boukhelifa (2003)
conceptualizes this relation as independent coordination objects that may be shared
among several views.
This relation can be established either during the generation of the update-triggering
graphical object, during the generation of the change-receiving object, or even divided
between these partial processes. The latter is the most flexible approach, and requires
event objects to be fired by the triggering graph object and handled by the change-
receiving object. Using a generic approach of this type also allows the mapping model to
be extended for updates triggered from external data-model events and for notifications
about user interaction to be passed to an external model.
Dispatching events and resolving the path between the source and target
visual objects
Feedback by highlighting is limited to the single object that is the target of the triggering
event, as well as the target of the updating change at the same time. In this way, the
specifications of the trigger and update can both happen during the mapping of the
initial state of the object in the visualization model.
In order to realize the event handling, the visualization objects must be backtracked
to their underlying data objects, and further to other visualization objects generated
from related data objects. Thus, it is necessary to keep the relation between data and
graphical element in memory. Figure 5.5 shows how the required depth of resolution
depends on the relation of the visual objects affected by the interaction.
Similar categorizations according to resolution depth can be found in other proposals;
for example, the architecture of the framework in Kuo et al. (2011) divide the “manip-
ulators” that handle user interaction into those on the level of single views and those
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Figure 5.5: Required resolution depth for different kinds of interaction on one ore more
visualization elements and data objects
on the crossview level. Crossview level manipulators use the view table, whereas single
view manipulators act directly on the view level.
By retaining the relation between the selected information model subsets, on one hand,
and the relation between the visualization objects and the respective information snippet
used in the mapping for the creation of the visualization objects, on the other hand, it
is possible to derive relations among the visualization objects, even in different parts of
the visualization and generated from different but interlinked data sets. These relations
can in turn be used to dispatch events without bothering the user who creates the
visualization specification with the explicit definition and registration of observers or
listeners.
5.1.5 Formal definition of the mapping process
In the mapping process, the information model and the visualization model side are
connected with the goal of creating a visual representation from selected elements of the
information model.
Mapping rules
A mapping rule specifies how to convert a subset of the information model (OD,AD,RD)
as defined in Definition 3.6 to graphical objects in the visualization model (OV ,AV ) as
defined in Definition 4.1. These rules are defined by the following three elements:
• value mappings vm ∈ VM ,
• value choices vc ∈ V C, and
• an object mapping om.
A value mapping establishes a relation between a value set Vd in the model data to be
presented and a value set Vv in the visualization model. The relation must be bijective,
hence an invertible function in order to be able to present all values unambiguously and
in a unique way.
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Definition 5.1. Let Vd be a value set in the model data (the range of an attribute
function) and Vv the value set for a visualization attribute. A value mapping vm is a
relation from Vd to Vv, vm ⊆ Vd × Vv.
For a complete mapping of the values, it is required that all data values have a cor-
responding visualization attribute value. For the mapping to be coherent, it should
be exactly one corresponding visualization attribute value. Otherwise the visualization
could be confusing.
∀vd ∈ Vd ∃!vv ∈ Vv : (vd, vv) ∈ vm.
A mapping with values in the visualization value set that do not correspond to any
attribute values in the data model is ineffective, because it displays elements with no
information to be conveyed. Thus, for each visualization attribute value, there must be
a corresponding data attribute value. For an unambiguous mapping, it is required that
every value used in the resulting visualization must correspond to exactly one value in
the data model. Otherwise the inverse process of decoding the visualization would not
be possible in a unique way.
∀vv ∈ Vv ∃!vd ∈ Vd : (vd, vv) ∈ vm.
Hence, each value mapping vm ∈ VM must be a bijective relation.
Definition 5.2. Value choices are functions which specify how to select values for given
data objects. A value choice vc assigning values from the value set Vd to a subset Cd of
objects in Od can be expressed as
vc : Cd → Vd with Cd ⊆ Od.
The simplest case of a value choice is an attribute function Ad ∈ Ad. More complex
cases navigate the object tree by combining specified relational attributes as defined in
Equation (3.2) before applying an attribute function. Finally they might apply statistical
functions as described in Definition 3.10 to selected values in order to retrieve the final
value.
Definition 5.3. An object mapping om is a logical function from a subset of Od to a
subset Ov of the set of potential visualization objects O
∗
v , defined as
om : Cd → Ov with Cd ⊆ Od and Ov ⊆ O∗v .
Together these three elements form mapping rules. These rules are built by successively
defining the values of visualization object attributes depending on values selected from
specified data objects. The value mapping must be preceded by the selection of values
from the information model and the correlation of the respective data and visualization
objects.
Definition 5.4. A mapping rule consists of an object mapping om according to defini-
tion 5.3, a set VC of value choices according to Definition 5.2, and a set VM of value
mappings according to Definition 5.1 and can be described as a tuple of these elements:
(om, V C, VM).
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Figure 5.6: Resulting attribute functions in the visualization model
Figure 5.6 shows how an object mapping, a value choice and a value mapping work to-
gether to form an attribute function that contributes to the set Av of attribute functions
in a visualization model. A single attribute function Av ∈ Av results as a concatenation
of the given mapping functions.
Av : Ov → Vv
Av = vm ◦ vc ◦ om−1
Notes on implementation and the rule term
The notion of a rule used here differs from that employed in other contexts.
In logic, rules are known as inference rules. These are functions converting expressions
in a calculus of formal logic into other expressions. In propositional logic, these inference
rules are truth-preserving, and as such capture general logical laws about how a set of
true propositions implies another proposition. They can thus be used to prove or dis-
prove assertions using a set of propositions taken as given. In knowledge-based systems,
inference rules are also used to conclude or prove new facts from captured facts. The
inference rules to be applied are chosen by a so-called inference engine or business rule
engine. The rules are sometimes also called business rules.
Formal grammars have a different notion of rules, called production rules or rewrite rules.
These rules are functions that specify how the symbols of a grammar can be transformed
to new symbols. Together with the set of terminal and nonterminal symbols and a start
symbol, the set of production rules defines a grammar. Terminal symbols cannot be
replaced by another symbol, and so they do not appear on the left side of a rule on their
own. The set of terminal symbols is called the alphabet of the grammar. By applying
the rules recursively, beginning with the start symbol, all symbols of the grammar can
be generated and traced back to a concatenation of terminal symbols. Grammars are
classified according to properties of the production rules, such as the kind, combination,
and order of symbols (terminal or not) allowed to appear on the right and left side of
the rule.
Visualization techniques
A visualization technique is a specific way of generating a visual representation from
given information model input. Using the visualization pipeline model, a visualiza-
tion technique can be described by specifying the transformations for each step in the
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pipeline. A visualization technique is actually an instantiation of the pipeline, consisting
of detailed definitions describing how to execute each step, by specifying what to select
from the information model, how to map the selected submodel to a visualization model,
and how to present the resulting visualization model.
Definition 5.5. In terms of the formal model, a visualization technique is described
as a tuple consisting of a filter F, a set MR of mapping rules as defined in Definition
5.4, and a presentation specification P :
(F,MR,P ).
A presentation specification P is specified as a set of properties of the presentation.
The filter F is a predicate on the objects of an information model. The overall filter
condition is applied before and in addition to the conditions of the individual mapping
rules. It can be used to avoid duplicate conditions inside of the rules or to narrow the
search space in advance. When left out, a default overall filter condition can then be
obtained using the union of the truth sets of each single condition.
5.2 Complex mappings (multimodel visualization)
Multiple simple visualization techniques can be integrated to form a complex visualiza-
tion technique. The operation of integrating two techniques consists of a top-down part
and a bottom-up part. In the top-down part the given input data is disassembled by
selecting subsets for each of the simple visualization techniques and for the coordina-
tion of the subsequent assembly of the visualization techniques. The bottom-up part
combines the visualization parts resulting from the basic visualization techniques using
a coordination model.
The methods to construct complex visualization techniques can be classified, typical
classes identified are: Interaction, Embedding, and Blending. These integration meth-
ods contribute differently to the distribution of information in visualization space across
dimensions. Since different dimensions correspond to different human–computer interac-
tion (HCI) resources, the integration methods also employ the HCI resources to varying
degrees.
The integration methods can finally be applied recursively to construct even more com-
plex visualizations.
5.2.1 Visualization technique integration
The construction of more complex visualization techniques from simpler ones is based on
the approach to complex structures on the data side described in Section 3.2 and on the
model of complex visualizations described in Section 4.2. From the given information
model, multiple submodels are extracted. Each of these is used to generate a part
of the visualization. These parts are then joined to form the final visualization. The
combination of the single visualization parts may be guided by a dedicated coordination
model, also selected from the original information model.
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Figure 5.7: Visualization technique integration
Figure 5.7 shows how two visualization techniques vt1 and vt2 are integrated to form a
complex visualization technique vt.
An integration method is characterized by the following properties:
On the data side:
• whether the selection of submodels is independent or guided by a coordination
model
• whether submodels are needed or whether some visualization parts are data-
independent
On the visualization side:
• the dimension in which to integrate (combination method to be used)
• whether the specification of each subvisualization is full or incremental
Regarding the mapping:
• whether the position in the chosen combination dimension is independent or guided
by a coordination model
• whether the coordination model also serves as input for a set of visualization
objects
• whether the visualization techniques (simple or complex) are reused across subvi-
sualizations
Since visualization techniques encompass the whole visualization pipeline, the integra-
tion of visualization techniques can be seen as two parallel pipelines that join at a certain
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Figure 5.8: Integrating two visualization techniques at different levels in the pipeline
point during the process to produce a single visualization. Depending on the stage in
the pipeline at which the join occurs, different patterns emerge, as shown in Figure 5.8.
These patterns represent three different integration methods.
First, it is possible to represent each elementary model in one independent “view” (top
of Figure 5.8). The visualizations are interlinked on the view level. A second more
integrative approach employs independent visualization models that are joined in one
view (center row of Figure 5.8). The most integrative approach is to blend two elemen-
tary models by mapping onto a single visualization model (bottom of Figure 5.8). If
the integration is carried out in the data selection and restructuring stage, the resulting
visualization technique is not a complex, but just a single simple visualization technique.
Figure 5.9 shows another simplified view of how different elementary models with
their respective visualization models might be integrated into a combined visualization
method. The integration methods are described and discussed in more detail in the
following subsections.
5.2.2 Integration methods
The different points where the two visualization pipelines tie in to each other result in
fundamentally different characteristics of the integrated visualization and thus consti-
tute different integration methods: Integration by interaction, by embedding, and by
blending.
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Independent visualizations interlinked through interaction
This type of integration preserves the original visualizations and connects them through
interaction. The two elementary models are mapped onto two independent visualization
models and rendered in two separate views. User input in one of the views produces a
synchronized effect (e.g. viewport properties or highlighting) in the connected one. The
principle is illustrated in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Visualization integration by interaction
This type of integration allows the user to navigate autonomously, showing and high-
lighting distinct parts of the models through mouse clicks or other input devices. The
integrated visualization might also work without user interaction and traverse the models
in two coordinated views, according to a preproduced choreography. In any case, what
is needed is a visual medium with access to the users’ view time—hence, an animated
medium.
A dedicated research area for this visual integration method exists in the field of infor-
mation visualization. They call the visualizations resulting from this type of integraton
coordinated multiple views (CMV). A comprehensive overview of the state of the art is
given in Roberts (2007). As a part of their work on context-aware UIs for 4D applica-
tions, Boton et al. (2013) describe a metamodel of how to apply coordinated multiple
views to construction tasks (see also Boton et al. 2012).
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The implementation of flexible systems for this kind of visual integration requires proper
encapsulation of the single views and their behaviour. Boukhelifa & Rodgers (2003)
study how the update operations can be formally described. Andrienko & Andrienko
(2003), studying visual analytics in a spatiotemporal context, state that coordinated
multiple views do not scale well to large data sets, because interactive applications are
constrained by the responsiveness of crossview highlighting of objects.
The coordination of multiple views is mostly handled on the level of the graphical user
interface (GUI), rather than on the visualization level. Another approach to enable
the integration of different data sources in visualizations at the user interface level is
the mash-up approach. Flexible mash-up frameworks like CRUISe (Pietschmann 2009)
allow the encapsulation and description of generic user interface components, but also
of special visualization components.
Primary visualization annotated with secondary visualization model parts
With this type of integration, the elementary models are mapped to two independent
visualization models, but these models are finally rendered into one view. Often, the
two original visualizations do not play equal roles, with one of them instead acting as
host visualization and embedding parts of the other visualization as annotations into
this primary visualization.
As an example, cost data is represented by a bar chart, and an isometric drawing is
used to represent geometric building data. Two versions of this combination are shown
in Figure 5.11: The example on the top uses the bar chart as the host and annotates it
with embedded isometric representations, whereas the example on the bottom uses the
isometric view as the host and annotates it with embedded bar charts.
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Figure 5.11: Visualization integration by embedding
When the primary visualization model does not contain any dedicated graphical objects,
but merely serves as a positional reference frame, this concept is called “small multiples”
(Roberts 2007), “worlds within worlds” (Feiner & Beshers 1990), or “facets” (Wilkinson
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2005). Wilkinson distinguishes the concept of facets from the concept of annotations;
the integration method described here spans both concepts. The former focuses on the
secondary visualizations, while the latter is based on a primary visualization model with
its own graphical objects and a strong relevance in the overall visual representation.
Those occurrences of the embedding integration method where the positional reference
frame is merely a sorted order form the borderline to the interaction integration method.
Primary visualization enhanced by visual attributes from a second model
This type of integration maps both elementary models into a single visualization model
that is then rendered into a single view. The integration in the visualization model can
happen on the level of visualization objects or on the level of visualization attributes.
When applied on the attribute level, this method uses one elementary model as the
primary and its visualization mappings to create the visualization objects. Information
from the secondary elementary model is then employed to set additional visual attributes
as shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Visualization integration by blending
This integration method relies on appropriate visual attributes being free and available
in the host visualization model—for example, colour, position, or size. These attributes
may be free for assignment either because they are unused in the host visualization or
because they were selectively released. While the first case requires a low density of
information in the original visual representation, the latter relies on a certain amount
of irrelevant information, which can be abandoned in favour of the subsequently inte-
grated information. The most evident candidate for this kind of integration is the colour
attribute, but there are also visualizations with unused size attributes (such as most vi-
sualizations for categorical values) and attempts to partially abandon the size attribute
without dismissing too much information, see the use case in Section 6.3.3.
When applied on the object level from both elementary models, visualization objects
are created in the visualization model during mapping. In contrast to the embedding
method, a local scope does not necessarily need to be established for the mapping from
each of the elementary models. Instead, the visualizations can also be combined by
overlay, as described in Section 4.2.1. Overlap-free integration with local scopes for the
mappings, on the other hand, is a border case, which can also be expressed with the
embedding method using two separate visualization models.
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5.2.3 Human–computer interaction resources
In Tauscher et al. (2011), prototypical implementations of the three integration meth-
ods were applied to synthetic multimodel cases (see Appendix, Section A.3.3). These
were analysed and discussed, among other aspects in terms of the human–computer in-
teraction (HCI) resources needed. HCI resources are employed to allow for the proper
interaction between user and computer. They include the requirements for the medium
or system which produces the visualization, as well as the resources expected on the user
side.
It was shown that different integration methods stress different kinds of HCI resources.
While integration by interaction requires more time to explore the visualization, integra-
tion by embedding requires more display space. Integration by blending, on the other
hand, stresses the user’s cognition and ability to read the image.
Varying HCI resource utilization is connected to the varying immediacy of emphasis on
the correlations between the integrated models. From this point of view, the integration-
by-interaction method requires the greatest mental effort of the user to correlate the
models, because correlations in different time slots are harder to realize than in different
areas of space. Correlations are most evident when graphics are near to each other
in time and space, as this is achieved with integration by blending. This is confirmed
by psychological studies on, for example, the precision of spatial judgement when 2D
information is presented in either a 3D context view or in separate 2D views (Wu et al.
2010).
The different HCI resources are not independent; there does exists a relationship. Thus,
an optimal usage must balance the resources. Baldonado et al. (2000) claim that there
is a need for space–time resource balancing when designing multiple view systems. They
counterbalance computational time and interaction time for view updates against the
space needed for several views. The idea of a resource balance can be extended to include
the mental effort needed to read the visual presentation.
Cognitive overhead is produced to correlate graphics which lie far apart and to distin-
guish graphics that are very close (in time or space). An optimal compact distribution
in time and space minimizes cognitive overhead for a certain amount of information.
Cognitive effort rises when visualization methods use a more than optimal amount of
time and space to distribute information, but also when time and space resources are
limited such that information is packed more densely than optimal.
5.2.4 Hierarchically nested visualizations integration
In Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, hierarchical nesting was applied on the level of visualization
combination methods. By applying the same principles to the integration methods, this
approach can now be extended to visualization techniques. By including methods for
the application of hierarchical nesting strategies in the framework and the visualiza-
tion specification, users of the framework are allowed and encouraged to organize their
visualization descriptions in a hierarchical way.
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The insights into hierarchical structure have been incorporated into research on user
interfaces and have led to the pragmatic introduction of hierarchic modularity into the
model-view-controller (MVC) pattern. The concept of hierarchic modularity is orthog-
onal to the monolithic layers of the MVC model and splits these layers into smaller,
more manageable chunks. Coutaz (1987) proposes a respective implementation model,
presenter-abstraction-controller (PAC). Later work has built upon this with a formal
specification (Markopoulos 1997), reformulated the idea under the name hierarchical
model-view-controller (HMVC; Cai et al. 2000), and compared and harmonized differ-
ent approaches in patterns (Greer 2007).
Further inspiration is borrowed from scene graph models (for organizing 3D scenes in a
tree-like data structure) and from event models in document object model (DOM), first
standardized in DOM Level 2 (Pixley 2000). In these models, an event is dispatched
through a hierarchical model structure by handing it successively through the tree, either
from the root to the leaf or the other way around. Each node on that route can handle
the event if a respective event handler or listener is defined and is able to intercept the
event handling.
Since the information used for mapping in a subcomponent of the visualization is derived
from the information of the parent components’ background information, the relation
between several child component visualization objects can be established by mediation
through the parent component. Events are dispatched following this relation across
visualization components, and thus the relation between visualization objects does not
need to be explicitly established.
5.2.5 Formal definition of complex mappings
Given two visualization techniques vt1 and vt2 for two elementary models data1 and
data2, a new visualization technique can be constructed by integrating these two vi-
sualization techniques. In this way, the existing visualization techniques can be used
to reveal new visualization techniques for complex information models. To do so, the
elementary visualization models resulting from applying the visualization techniques to
the respective elementary models are used as partial visualizations, and combined as
described in Section 4.2. The combination of these visualization models in visualization
space–time may either be informed by predefined values or determined dynamically by
values from the information model, similar to the positioning of single visualization ob-
jects in space and time. In the latter case, we call the informing values coordination
model. Such an additional submodel allows to parametrize the combination of the two
visualization models.
A complex visualization technique is thus specified by the following components:
• a set of tuples of a predicate and a visualization technique (simple as defined in
Section 5.1, Definition 5.5 or complex as defined here)
• a combination specification consisting of the combination method and combination
parameters to combine visualizations as described in Section 4.2
• optionally, a predicate for the coordination submodel
• optionally, shared presentation attributes
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Section 4.2.3 evaluated cases for the nesting of different visualization model combination
methods (Table 4.1). In the earlier analysis, the focus was on the specific visualization
model combinations, but behind each case lies an entire complex visualization technique,
of which the visualization combination is just one part. Analysing the cases in terms of
the other specification parts, it can be seen that many complex visualization techniques
reuse partial visualization techniques across combination method applications. That
is, the same visualization technique is applied to information submodels and then the
resulting similar visualizations are combined. This affects both simple and complex
visualization techniques.
For example, in the Animation–Animation case V7.5, the same complex visualization
technique is applied to the overall combination of all visualization groups and to each
subgroup of child visualizations, which in turn all use the same simple visualization
technique. This results in a tabular visualization structure, where both the rows and
the columns share commonalities, such that the parent–child relationship is symmetric
and could also be transposed. In order to prevent redundant specification of visualization
techniques, they must be reusable in the context of a visualization specification.
5.3 Filters throughout the visualization pipeline
The reference model of the visualization pipeline allocates the filtering together with
other methods of data preprocessing to the first stage of the visualization process, up-
stream of the generation of the visualization model, and hence before the central mapping
step. However, in a configurable and interactive version of the process, filter operations
may also be applied at other positions of the pipeline: during the mapping and during
visualization runtime.
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Figure 5.13: Location of filter processes in the visualization pipeline
The diagram in Figure 5.13 shows the localization of filter operations in the course of the
visualization pipeline. Filtering during preprocessing corresponds to the filter operations
in the original pipeline model. In addition, the application of filters is also necessary
during mapping in order to make the mapping process configurable via mapping rules.
Finally, filters can also occur at visualization runtime, if the visualization to be con-
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structed is of an interactive nature and dynamic filters that are not know at mapping
time need to be applied.
The application of filters during data access and preprocessing allows the selective read-
ing of data into the model at the very beginning. This way, the parsed data can be
constrained to relevant information only, even before the mapping process starts. This
allows for optimizations of later data access and for a memory-efficient implementation.
The application of filter methods during mapping allows for the rule-based construction
of the visualization model. Conditions are an essential part of mapping rules: they
determine which parts of the model a particular mapping rule is applicable to. In the
second stage of the pipeline, filters appear as the evaluation of these conditions.
For many scenarios, the first two types of filter application are sufficient. In order
to understand filter application in the last stage of the pipeline, the runtime of the
generic component must be differentiated from the runtime of the visualization. The
first includes the execution of the mapping rules and the generation of the visualization
model. During the latter, the visualization runtime, the visualization is shown to the
recipient and the user can interact with the visualization, if applicable.
The evaluation of filter criteria at visualization runtime may be required when filters
are complex, consist of concatenated invocation, and are only composed during runtime.
Further, the late evaluation of filter conditions may be necessary when the visualization
contains complex interactions or animations. Without runtime filters, large parts of
the visualization would have to be constructed ahead, even though they might only be
needed much later or never.
Although the visualization pipeline is a procedural model, it is still static in the sense
that it was formulated with noninteractive visualizations and their direct generation
in mind. Two additions to this view of the visualization process render this model
insufficient and force its extension: the configurable creation of the visualization and
interactive features of the visualization.
Together, filters on all levels represent the assumptions made about the input data and
can be used for model checking and matching of visualization techniques to information
models.
5.4 Quantitative view
A quantitative view of the mapping process joins the quantitative analysis of the data
side as described in Section 3.4 and the quantitative analysis of the visualization side
as described in Section 4.4. Further, the amount of information which can possibly be
encoded into a visualization model is not only restricted by an upper limit, but instead
there is an optimal distribution in visualization model space across dimensions, for a
given amount of information in the input data as concluded in Section 5.2.3.
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5.4.1 Quantitative view of the mapping
As the amount of information that can be captured through visual representations is
rigorously limited by human perception, the process of creating a visualization by map-
ping can be seen as involving the selection of appropriate subsets of information and
the distribution of these in the available visualization space and time such that relevant
relationships are retained in the structure of the visualization.
Creating visualizations in this way follows a divide-and-conquer approach. The whole
amount of the available information is subsequently split into smaller parts which are
then distributed across the parts of the visualization. The splitting is achieved using the
multimodel approach from Section 3.2 and the distribution is based on the combination
methods from Section 4.2.
Using the pieces developed in earlier chapters, a quantitative view of the whole process
can answer the following two questions: First, given a visualization technique and an
input information model, how much information can be conveyed in the resulting vi-
sualization? Second, given an information model, what is an optimal distribution in
visualization space?
5.4.2 Covered submodel
As it is difficult to quantify the amount of information contained in a model (Section 3.4),
it is also difficult to quantify how much of this information is included the visualization.
It is even more difficult to make a statement about how much of the information is
conveyed to the user in the final visual representation, because visualization objects may
not be visible, despite being part of the visualization model. Quantitative statements
about visualization techniques would be an interesting subject for further investigation.
For a first approach, the following simplifying assumptions can be made: an object is
included in the visualization technique if it is contained in any mapping rules’ object
mapping, or if it is passed during the following of relations. A relation is included if
it determines a visualization object or is followed inside a value choice. Finally, an
attribute value is included if it is used in a value mapping. Based on these definitions,
from the input model M∗, a submodel M according to Definition 3.7 can be determined,
covered by a visualization technique vt.
Definition 5.6. Given an information model M∗ = (O∗,A∗,R∗), we can determine the
covered submodel M = (O,A,R) for a specific visualization technique vt. Let covered be
a function that assigns to each potential visualization technique vt the covered submodel
M that results when vt is applied to M∗. Then a set VT of visualization techniques
covers the space of the original model M∗ if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) ∀o∗ ∈ O∗ ∃vt ∈ V T : covered(vt) = (O,A,R) ∧ o∗ ∈ O
(2) ∀A∗ ∈ A∗ ∀(o∗, v∗) ∈ A∗ ∃vt ∈ V T : covered(vt) = (O,A,R) ∧ ∃A ∈ A : (o∗, v∗) ∈ A
(3) ∀R∗ ∈ R∗∀r∗ ∈ R∗ ∃vt ∈ V T : covered(vt) = (O,A,R) ∧ ∃R ∈ R : r∗ ∈ R.
It can be assumed that, for every information model, there exists a set VT of visual-
ization techniques, such that the whole model space is covered. VT is considered to
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be an established set of methods to visually encode the information of a specific model.
Such sets of visualization techniques that can be shown to cover information models of
a specific domain, represent the visualization knowledge of a specific profession and for
specific tasks.
5.4.3 Optimal distribution corridor
As shown in Section 4.4, perceptual and technical limits restrict the encoding in terms of
density and size in every dimension: If the density of the encoded information is greater
than can be distinguished, the decoding cannot take place in a unique way. This means
the required injectivity of the decoding relation is not given. If the density is too low,
the elements of the visualization can be distinguished and decoded, but problems may
arise with interpretation, because the elements of the visualization lie too far away from
each other to be correlated and compared. An upper bound also exists in terms of the
size of the encoded value range.
Taking into account the variance in human perception, both between individuals and
according to the situation, there is no sharp difference between perceptable and imper-
ceptable encodings, but rather a continuous gradient. An increasing density of infor-
mation does not immediately lead to an unreadable visualization, because the higher
density can be compensated for with increased cognitive effort. Also, a density which
is too low can still be used to draw conclusions with increased cognitive effort. There
is, however, an optimal corridor of both density and size that allows cognitive effort to
be minimized. This corridor is the target of good visualization construction and ideally
lies within the range of technical possibilities.
The goal of the construction of an optimal visualization for a given amount of informa-
tion would then be to distribute information in the visualization space such that the
corridor of optimal cognitive efforts is met in all parts of the visualization and for all
dimensions. Pfitzner et al. (2003) and Powers & Pfitzner (2003) identify “the cognitive
load a visualization places on the user as a major dimension that has not been ade-
quately explored in visualization research”. They also propose restricting visualizations
according to our perceptual limitations.
5.5 Description with a Domain Specific Language
The semantic model of the visualization process can be seen as a schema which needs to
be instantiated in order to create a specific visualization. Instead of implementing this
instantiation in a hard-coded way, it can be generated by a script written in a domain-
specific language (DSL) to inform a generic implementation of the visualization model.
The DSL script then acts as a configuration for the visualization process.
The semantics of a visualization specification DSL follow from the model of the visual-
ization process. The concept of the mapping model, as well as the concepts regarding
the data and visualization side, must be reflected as keywords in the DSL. The syntax
of the DSL, on the other hand, depends on how the DSL is implemented. While an
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external DSL can make up its own syntax, an internal DSL is bound to the syntax of
the host language.
5.5.1 Definition and benefits of a DSL
Dearle (2010) defines a DSL as “a mini-language, dedicated to a specific problem do-
main”. In a similar vein, Ghosh (2011) describes a DSL as a programming language
“targeted at a specific problem”. He further states that DSLs are on the abstraction
level of the problem domain, rather than on the more detailed abstraction level of the
solution domain. In particular, DSLs leave out the implementation details of the solu-
tion.
According to Fowler (2010), DSLs are defined by the following four properties: they are
executable by a computer, they are near to human language, they have limited expres-
siveness, and they have a strong domain focus. Further, Fowler (2010) lists four benefits
of DSLs that can be translated to the employment of DSLs in building information
visualization:
• Improving development productivity : First, frameworks or libraries to handle visu-
alization issues in BIM software increase the efficiency of application development.
The DSL then facilitates the inclusion of multiple task-specific visualizations in
the application, as well as their reuse.
• Communication with domain experts: A visualization DSL allows architects and
engineers to be involved as domain experts in the visualization creation process.
• Change in execution context : One example is to move logic from compile time to
runtime. By doing so, visualization techniques captured with a DSL can be used in
different applications that support the DSL without recompiling these applications.
Thus, a DSL is a precondition for visualization exchange among applications.
• Alternative computational model : Since DSLs follow a descriptive approach, they
foster alternative models of computation that might not be imperative.
Hartmann & Both (2009) advocate for the use of DSLs to express information model
queries in order to perform crossdomain analysis. They demonstrate how this helps to
abstract away complexity from domain models (such as deep relationship structures in
IFC) and to bridge different domains using their semantic overlaps. Other examples of
DSLs in the area of information retrieval from building information models are BIMQL
(Mazairac & Beetz 2013) and MMQL (Fuchs 2015).
5.5.2 Semantics of the DSL
Fowler (2010) describes a DSL as a thin layer on top of a semantic model. Semantic
models in this definition are object models that represent the same subject as the DSL
describes. The classes, attributes, and relations in the object model form a schema
which is instantiated by populating it from the DSL script.
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According to the definition of a DSL in Fowler (2010), the semantics of the DSL are
inherently contained in the semantic model. Thus, the terminology of an appropriate
DSL can be deducted from the concepts of the visualization mapping model, as described
in the previous sections on the steps of the visualization pipeline. These concepts are
then reflected in the terminology of the DSL.
The main concepts, and thus keywords, that are to be contained in the DSL are derived
from the models developed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
Information model
Object types, attribute names, relation types, and role names must be available in the
DSL from the information model.
Mapping
The following keywords are needed to describe the central mapping step:
• rule: A mapping rule defines the relation between elements of the data and el-
ements of the visualization. The visualization elements are specified in terms of
their type and the values of their properties. In order to set these properties, the
mapping rule can access properties of the related data element.
• condition: Conditions define the scope of the mapping rules. They act as filters,
narrowing the input data to a subset, which the respective mapping rule is then
applied to. They are specified in terms of the type of the data elements that the
rule applies to and in terms of additional conditions that the data objects need to
fulfil.
• initial/update: Mapping rules may have two different roles: On one hand (in the
“initial” role), they define how the visualization elements are created. On the
other hand (in the “update” role), they define how to change previously created
objects. Changes may be triggered by events or by the advance of time.
• partial : A rule matching the same objects as a previous rule may either generate
new objects or extend a previous rule and modify the previously generated objects.
• data/visual : These keywords are used to access the properties of data and visual-
ization elements inside of the mapping rule. During the application of the mapping
rule , the respective data and visualization elements are made available under these
names.
• space/part : The visualization space may be subdivided into spatial parts. The
“part” keyword is used to group and relate rules to the respective spatial parts.
Visualization model
On the visualization model side, visualization object types and attribute names must be
included in the DSL.
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Depending on whether the visualization is set up to be 3D or 2D only, either all the
visualization object types, or only those in the 2D subset, are available. 2D visualization
objects may also be used in a 3D setup if rendered as an overlay.
The following objects where implemented: polyhedron, polyline, rectangle, Bézier curve,
and text. The list is not exhaustive, and this work does not cover the ontological analysis
of visualization vocabularies, such as done by Voigt & Polowinski (2011).
View (postprocessing)
The following parameters configure the final presentation step:
• view : This section specifies general rendering properties for the visualization
model.
• projection: Allows to choose between isometric or perspective projection mode,
defaults to perspective.
• direction: This keyword denotes the camera view direction vector, defaults to
(-1,-1,-1) to view from top-north-east towards the origin.
• zoom: This parameter defines the distance of the camera from the model, given as
a percentage of the distance that shows all of the model (scale to extent), defaults
to 1.
In general, a visualization framework processing the DSL should provide sensible defaults
wherever possible, in order to allow the user to concentrate on the essential parts of the
specification.
To further compress and simplify the DSL, keywords may be left out under certain
conditions. The rule keyword may be left out if there is only one single rule, such that
there is no need to mark and enumerate multiple rules. The initial keyword may be left
out if there are no updates and no conditions to differentiate from the mapping itself.
A framework may also provide statistical functions that aggregate values over sets of data
elements. These functions should also be exposed through the DSL. Simple visualizations
can be realized without statistics; they must strictly limit their calculations to the values
that can be accessed in the local scope of the rules. However, while not prohibited,
calculating statistical values inside mapping rules may lead to inefficiencies during the
rule application, because the same statistical value may be calculated anew each time the
rule containing the calculation is applied. Thus, the use of statistical functions should
be encouraged.
In the case of external DSLs (Section 5.5.3), further semantics can be borrowed from the
host language, such as mathematical operators for arithmetic and equality operations.
5.5.3 Syntax
Fowler (2010) distinguishes two types of DSLs: external and internal DSLs. While
external DSLs have a standalone syntax that is independent of the host application
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implementing the semantic model to be instantiated by the DSL, internal DSLs are tied
to the host application’s language and use only a subset of that language.
Internal DSLs are easier to implement and integrate with the main application. Fur-
ther, they allow for the uncomplicated reuse of functionality such as arithmetic and
logic operators or mathematical functions. Finally, they facilitate the writing of DSL
scripts, because editors with syntax highlighting and code completion are likely to be
available. A drawback of internal DSLs is that their syntax is limited to the host lan-
guage. While users familiar with the respective language benefit from the similarities,
this benefit vanishes for users not proficient in programming in general or in the selected
host language.
On the contrary, external DSLs allow for a free definition of grammars oriented towards
the needs of the target audience. For nonprogrammers, these grammars would tend
more towards the natural spoken language than towards formal precision. This kind of
language can also be emulated with the careful design of internal DSLs’ application pro-
gramming interfaces (APIs). One technique used towards this goal is method chaining,
where concatenated method calls with their arguments are designed to form natural lan-
guage sentences. Such APIs, whose designs tend towards natural languages, are called
fluent APIs. These APIs are easier to apply intuitively and to memorize for users with
the respective domain knowledge.
The syntax of external DSLs is commonly described using production rules written
down using Backus-Naur-Form (BNF)—see, for example, Parr (2007). Since internal
DSLs are restricted to the syntax of the host language and a predefined set of functions
and literals, they can alternatively be specified by enumerating the allowed subset of the
host language plus the predefined functions and literals forming the language semantics
using the common host language’s API documentation features. An internal DSL can
also be specified in BNF, which helps to realize, clarify, and communicate the structure
of the language, as Fowler (2010) points out. Further, it allows to clearly document
which language features are borrowed from the host language and allowed in the DSL.
5.5.4 Formal specification of the DSL proposal
In the following a DSL is proposed that is sufficient to cover a wide range of the concepts
introduced in previous chapters. At the same time the language is thoroughly restricted
in its expressiveness, for instance it does not yet allow for the inclusion of external filter
or query languages. The format of the below specification conforms to an extended
BNF version with these extensions: ? for optional elements, + for repetition, and * for
optional repetition. Nonterminal symbols are lowercase while keywords are in uppercase.
The restricted language gains flexibility by allowing for constructs of the host language
to be embedded. These elements are not terminals, but their further specification follows
the specification of the host language, such that the above DSL specification terminates
with these symbols. In this proposal, Groovy is used as the host language and further
specification for these symbols has to be taken from the Groovy language specification
(e.g. König 2007). Table 5.1 shows the respective symbols and their semantics in the
host language.
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<boolean groovy> groovy expression that evals to boolean, has data variable in its binding
<groovy code> groovy code, has data and graph variable in its binding
<dtype> data object type (Java type)
<vtype> visualization object type (Java type)
<event> groovy identifier upper case
<time> groovy positive integer
Table 5.1: DSL terminals which are further specified in the host
language
<layout> ::= LAYOUT { <condition>? <part> <part>+ }
<animation> ::= ANIMATION { <condition>? <part> <part>+ }
<events> ::= EVENTS { <condition>? <part> <part>+ }
<overlay> ::= OVERLAY { <ruleset> <ruleset>+ }
<part> ::= <layout>|<animation>|<events>|<overlay>|<ruleset>|<rule>
<ruleset> ::= RULESET { <rule> <rule>+ }
<rule> ::= RULE (<dtype>,<vtype>) { <condition>? <initial> <partial>* <update>* }
<condition> ::= CONDITION { <boolean groovy> }
<initial> ::= INITIAL { <groovy code> }
<update> ::= UPDATE (<event>|<time>) { <groovy code> }
<partial> ::= PARTIAL { <groovy code> }
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system
As a proof of concept, the models developed in the previous chapters were translated into
a prototypical software system. Given a building information model and a visualization
specification as an input, this system creates a concrete visualization. For standalone use,
the system may also act as the visualization runtime, otherwise it may be integrated into
other applications. Apart from implementation issues, this chapter covers also aspects
of system employment and exemplary use case scenarios.
6.1 Implementation
The architecture of the visualization mapping runtime leverages several well-known soft-
ware design patterns, such as builder, abstract factory, and delegation (Gamma et al.
1997). By using abstract components on the data access side, as well as on the visual-
ization side, a modular architecture is achieved, which can account for different building
information model types as well as for different visualization model types.
A Java-based implementation provides a crossplatform local framework with reasonable
performance and high compatibility with other academic developments. Visualization
models are implemented with a more strict abstraction, while on the data side, different
model types must be specifically addressed by the configurations. Geometry extraction
and query functionality is delegated to external libraries. Configurations were first
implemented as compiled Java classes and then replaced by specifications written in
a Groovy-based DSL.
In contrast, a client–server implementation needs to focus on how to distribute function-
ality between the client and the server to balance data transfer and computation load,
in order to achieve optimal performance. The implemented browser-based demo only
supports a fraction of the functionality contained in the Java implementation.
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6.1.1 Architecture of the visualization mapping runtime
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Figure 6.1: Generic visualization component configurable using visualization specifica-
tions
The diagram in Figure 6.1 shows the concept of a generic visualization component ac-
cording to the model developed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5: The component receives the
information model to be visualized and a visualization specification determining the
configuration of the mapping process. Different visualization specifications produce dif-
ferent visualizations from the same information model and different building information
produces different instantiations of the same visualization description.
In Section 5.1.3, a three-step mapping process was devised to handle a mapping spec-
ification given as rules. The architecture of the component follows this procedure and
allows for the integration of existing libraries for data access and visualization presenta-
tion. Following the builder software design pattern, the mapping is driven by a director,
which uses the following components to fulfil the mapping task:
• visualization factory and visualization builder : These abstract components encap-
sulate different visualization models, the creation of visualization elements (fac-
tory), and their composition (builder).
• data accessor : This abstract component allows unified access to different data
input models.
• a collection of mapping rules: This is the actual configuration for the visualization
mapping consisting of class and property maps, implementing the object and value
mappings from Section 5.1.5. This component is inspired by general mapping
frameworks.
The UML diagram in Figure 6.2 shows how these concepts are related.
The main mapping algorithm carried out by the director successively processes the
following steps:
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Figure 6.2: UML diagram visualization mapping
1. Initialize the visualization builder.
2. Iterate over the data elements via the data accessor. For each element, do the
following:
• find matching mappings based on their conditions
• construct visualization elements using the provider obtained from the visual-
ization factory
• apply property mappings
• pass the result to the visualization builder
3. Finish the visualization builder.
The data-related steps are covered by data accessors, which are responsible for reading
the input data and providing an iterator over the selected data elements. In addition
they may sort, index, transform, and further enhance the data. The visualization-related
steps are covered by the visualization builder and factories. They are responsible for
the construction and assembly of the visualization model.
The data accessors, as well as the visualization builders, are interchangeable modules
working towards a modular system. They wrap the functionality of existing external
libraries to adapt it to the framework’s interfaces and make it fit into the architecture.
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Data preprocessing
Filter engines evaluate the conditions occurring during the several stages of the visual-
ization process. They identify matching sets of objects with their attribute functions
and relationship sets from the information model. Optionally, they may also control the
parsing of the data in order to optimize memory usage.
Some statistical values can be derived from within a mapping rule by collecting val-
ues and applying aggregation functions. In other cases, the values required from the
information model exceed the local scope of the mapping rule and must be calculated
outside of the rule and in advance. Even if the local scope suffices, it is advantageous
to outsource these calculations: mapping specifications are smoothed out, duplication is
avoided (both in terms of the specification and execution), and reusability is facilitated.
With external statistical value calculation, the results must be made available in the
context of the mapping rule. One way to achieve this is to attach the statistical values
to the objects as enhancements. A different implementation variant would delegate the
calculation to a statistics engine which might cache results.
Visualization postprocessing
The visualization factory and builder are abstract interfaces to be filled with concrete
implementations while creating and assembling model parts for specific 2D or 3D scene
graph libraries. Since the final presentation and rendering is delegated to external li-
braries, the implementations are again wrappers around those libraries.
Each specific visualization implementation ideally facilitates the concepts of the under-
lying visualization or scene graph library effectively to the benefit of the performance
optimizations in the respective library. For instance, many scene graph libraries contain
animation features that should be used instead of a custom solution. However as only
selected concepts are adopted in the generic model, trade-offs may need to be made.
Apart from the visualization construction, most visualization or scene graph libraries
contain methods to resolve the screen position of the pointing device to the visual objects
rendered at this place. These methods must be wrapped in a generic event manager that
is also responsible for dispatching the events further to the related data objects.
Modularity
Figure 6.3 shows the modular architecture of a generic visualization component. There
are three variable ends of the central mapper component: the kind of input data and
thus the data accessor to be used, the environment into which the visualization com-
ponent must be integrated and thus the visualization model to be used, and finally the
visualization configuration.
Ideally, in a modular architecture, these components are independently interchangeable.
This can be achieved by providing abstractions that can be filled with matching im-
plementations. The components only depend on the abstract modules. Further, the
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Figure 6.3: Generic visualization component modular architecture
dependencies between the modules are minimized and only realized on the level of the
abstract modules.
When an existing implementation is to be wrapped in a concrete module, the abstract
module must accommodate all the relevant functionality from this specific existing imple-
mentations. This leads to problems when the functionality of multiple implementations
is not equivalent. There are two different approaches to solve this problem: Either the
abstraction is restricted to the smallest common subset of the functionality in different
implementations, or groups of implemented subsets are marked with flags, which can be
used by the framework to adapt to the availability of certain concepts and features—for
example, whether a visualization library supports 3D geometry or interactive visualiza-
tions.
As shown in Chapter 3, there is more differentiation on the data than on the visual-
ization model side. Also, there are more dynamics and ongoing changes regarding the
contents on the information model side, as opposed to the visualization model side. In-
formation models are not only adapted to national standards, but are also combined
in multimodels—both areas that are currently under development. Thus, the approach
with abstractions and wrapped implementations to decouple the visualization mapping
description from the used implementations is more difficult to apply on the data side of
the mapping than on the visualization side.
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Without these abstractions, visualization descriptions would be specific to a certain im-
plementation and not portable across different implementations of the same information
model type. As far as IFC is concerned, there is a standard way to access STEP data,
defined in the standard data access interface (SDAI, ISO 1998b). This standard was de-
fined to smooth out implementation details and is implemented for different languages—
for example, in the Java SDAI (JSDAI) library for Java. However, SDAI carries some
burdens from STEP which are not needed for IFC—such as multiple inheritance—and
there is no IFC-specific adaptation. Moreover, STEP and SDAI are restricted to the
building model and not applicable to other domains.
Several recent approaches have dealt with the compatibility of schemata and interfaces
based on ontologies. Voigt & Polowinski (2011) develop an ontology for visualization
models, Brunetti et al. (2013) take the whole visualization pipeline into consideration
and apply ontologies to the interfaces of modules, and Kadolsky et al. (2014) use
ontologies to consolidate heterogeneous building information data.
Although the data side of the visualization pipeline is difficult to abstract as a whole,
aspects of the data access and transformation process can be factored out into indepen-
dent modules. Examples of such aspects that recur across different models and have
a crucial impact on performance include general querying and 3D geometry handling.
With such aspects factored out into modules, the data side produces a lower level of
modularity than the visualization side.
Relation between data and visualization objects
The relation between data and visualization objects is needed for the application of
updating mapping rules. Since updating mapping rules are not applied immediately,
but only upon a predefined event, they must be connected to the event that triggers
them. The triggering event may originate from user interactions with reference to other
visualization objects.
The observer pattern, one of the behavioural patterns described in Gamma et al. (1997),
is dedicated to exactly this objective. It simplifies the synchronization of objects while
maintaining a loose coupling between these objects. There are objects in two different
roles involved in this pattern: a subject that triggers a notification and an observer (or
listener) that reacts to the event. In order for the observer to receive the notifications, it
must be registered, either with the observed subject itself or with an independent event
manager. The notifications may include details about the event, or the observer may be
responsible for obtaining these details on its own by querying the subject.
The relation between data and visualization objects is implicitly established when cre-
ating the visualization objects from the respective parts of the information model. The
framework keeps a registry of these relations in order to later dispatch events in in-
teractive visualizations. By additionally using the data relations from the information
model, the framework can register the respective observers during the mapping, and
thus explicit registration in the visualization specification is not necessary.
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Mapping rules implementation
In practice, object mappings are specified as conditions defining the subset of objects to
be mapped and the class of the visualization objects to be generated.
The condition is essentially a logical predicate specifying which objects in the information
model the mapping rule is applicable to. The application of the mapping rule is preceded
by the evaluation of the condition. The truth set of the predicate is then used to generate
respective visualization objects and to deduce their respective attribute values through
value choice and value mapping.
Each mapping rule specification is typed, which means that it maps input objects of a
certain class to visualization objects of a specific class. This means that it is possible to
rely on the existence of attributes of the input object and of the visualization object to
be created, and to read and set these attributes inside the mapping specification.
Further, the class of the input object is used as a selection criterion accompanying the
condition to specify the input objects to be selected from the information model for the
application of the respective mapping rule. The class of the visualization object is used
to construct a corresponding object prior to applying the mapping specification.
The preconstructed object should be fully instantiated, with all required parameters set,
such that a mapping specification omitting values for required attributes still ensures the
construction of valid visualization objects. Instead, sensible default are preset, which
could also be configured for the whole visualization specification, or for part of it. Such
partial mapping rule definitions are also used to update rules to change existing objects.
6.1.2 Java application implementation
The framework has been implemented as a modular local Java application.
General description and technology choices
The choice of Java as a language is based on the following reasons: First, Java allows
for the development of crossplatform applications. Second, it is widely adopted for
academic software for the very same reason. In the research area of building information
models, there already exist several projects and libraries written in Java, or written in C
and wrapped for Java, such as BIMserver,1 OpenIFCTools,2 and M2A2 and the MMQL
engine (Schapke & Fuchs 2012). By resorting to Java, the framework can import existing
libraries, and also contribute to the extension points of other frameworks.
The restriction to a local application allows for the performance requirements to be
tentatively relaxed. It is thus possible to attempt to work with large real-world model
data even in the early experimental phase, while excluding performance optimizations
1 Open Source Building Information Modelserver, TNO: http://bimserver.org/
2 Open IFC Java Toolbox: http://openifctools.org, http://ifctoolsproject.com, not main-
tained anymore
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from the scope of the thesis. Performance in big data visualization, particularly on
the web, is a current research topic, also addressed specifically in the AEC area (e.g.
Varduhn et al. 2011).
Modularity
As discussed in Section 6.1.1, the framework resorts to external libraries to parse BIM
data. These are wrapped in order to expose a common access interface and to provide
data preprocessing beyond simple parsing. In the Java application, the following data
access components were implemented:
• simple link-centred multimodel access
• grouped multimodel access
• GAEB access using the Eclipse Modelling Framework3(EMF) with or without
hierarchy analysis
• EMF-based IFC access with or without external geometry analysis and with or
without external hierarchy analysis
• EMF-based access to quantity take-offs
• EMF-based access to schedules
• iCalendar schedules
The visualization models to be created during the mapping are also included from exter-
nal libraries. Following the abstract factory pattern (Gamma et al. 1997), the visualiza-
tion objects are created using an abstract factory, which is implemented by a concrete
factory, providing the glue to the existing library by calling respective constructors.
The following visualization model components have been implemented:
• Draw2D: creates Eclipse Draw2D models
• Java2D: creates Java2D scenes
• Java3D: creates Java3D scenes
• Text: creates text output, for debugging
The classes used in the mapping process are based on generics to ensure type safety
while exchanging data accessors and visualization builders and factories transparently.
The use of generics in mapping rules further enables editor support during the creation
of configurations.
Configurations
Configurations were first implemented as Java classes and compiled in advance. A
command-line interface (CLI) allows for the selection of precompiled configurations,
3 Eclipse Modelling Framework: http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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their application to specific input data, and the display of the final visualization. In
a second step, the setup was made more flexible by allowing for the compilation of
configurations at runtime and finally by adding a domain-specific language interpreted
at runtime.
The Java application and its invocation are documented in Appendix Section B.1. The
implemented configurations are listed and described in detail in Appendix Section B.3.
Geometry extraction and spatial queries
Since building geometry plays a prominent role in building information modelling, as
well as in building visualization, and since the extraction of geometry from building
information models is a complex task, a dedicated module for this aspect is appropri-
ate. For instance, BIMserver includes external geometry extraction engines as extension
points. Thus it allows for the integration of external performance-optimized libraries to
handle geometry, such as IFCEngine,4 and IfcOpenShell.5 BIMserver even stores the
extracted geometry in the database to avoid the repeated conversion of geometry data.
A similar caching method might also be useful for other data preprocessing operations,
but the need is most obvious for geometry.
BIMserver can be integrated in different ways. The preferred way uses standardized
remote APIs6 to build an infrastructure of various equal services (e.g. BIM data service,
visualization service etc.; see Berlo 2014). The current implementation of the data
accessor, however, resorts to embedded integration. It only uses the parser, the EMF
module, and the geometry engine from BIMserver.
Apart from extracting geometry for 3D visualization, geometry also plays an important
role for spatial queries. The querying functionality itself falls under the responsibility of
filter integration, as covered in the next section, but in order to use geometric constraints
for the selection of model elements or submodels, filter modules would resort to the
same geometry engine used for geometry extraction. This poses an increased challenge
to modular design and the integration of external libraries.
Filter integration
Current research and development efforts in the field of building information models are
founded on the growing amount and complexity of information captured in these models
and the increasing difficulty of handling these data. Consequently, the research work
revolves around how to query building information models, how to target and access spe-
cific information inside of the models, and how to specify information requests. Ongoing
efforts lead to a variety of approaches, definitions, and prototypical implementations,
yielding a rich pool of software to build upon, but without established best practices,
common approaches, and agreed standards.
4 STEP Toolbox to generate 3D geometry from IFC files: http://rdf.bg/ifc-engine-dll.php
5 the open source IFC toolkit and geometry engine: http://ifcopenshell.org/
6 BIM Service interface exchange (BIMSie): http://nibs.org/?page=bsa_bimsie
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BimFIT BimQL MMQL GPath
Input data parsed JSDAI
model
parsed EMF–
IFC model
model file parsed java model,
entry object
Filter
specification
method calls QL-code QL-code attributes and
methods
Output data list of JSDAI
entities
parsed EMF–
IFC model
result table list of Java objects
or primitives
Concatenation - internal and
external
internal internal and
external
Table 6.1: Characteristics of various filter libraries and approaches
Since filtering plays an important role throughout the whole generation process and life-
time of configurable interactive visualizations, these developments should be integrated
in the generic visualization component. A recent survey (Tauscher 2013) showed that
filter approaches are very heterogeneous. Existing filter libraries were reviewed with a
focus on their architecture and interfaces. For this review, generic filter libraries and
query languages (XPath, GPath) were taken into account, as were domain-specific ones
targeted at building information models (BimFIT, MMQL, BimQL).
• BimFIT: The filter framework developed at CIB, TU Dresden, consists of a set of
“base functions” (Windisch et al. 2012; Wülfing et al. 2012), which operate on a
JSDAI model. The filters are specified through method calls and return arrays of
JSDAI model elements.
• MMQL: The Multimodel Query Language developed at CIB, TU Dresden, allows
for the filtering of multimodels. Query specification is carried out using a custom
DSL (Fuchs et al. 2011) inspired by the structured query language (SQL) for
relational databases. Requests are sent to the Multimodel Assembly and Analysis
Platform (M2A2, Schapke & Fuchs 2012), which must be able to access the models,
and which returns Java objects in a custom table format.
• BimQL: Using the SQL-like BIM Query Language, IFC models can be queried
(Mazairac & Beetz 2012, 2013). BimQL operates on IFC-EMF models, which are
also used in BIMserver. A complete valid IFC-EMF model is returned.
• XPath / GPath: These two generic filter approaches can be applied to arbitrary
XML data (XPath, e.g. Bongers 2004) or Java object graphs (GPath, e.g. König
2007). The returned results have the form of XML nodes and attributes, or Java
objects and primitives respectively.
Table 6.1 summarizes the commonalities and differences of the filter approaches. First,
the APIs were analysed in terms of the input data, the mode of query specification,
and the form of the output data. In most cases, input data is required in the form of a
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parsed model. Only the MMQL engine takes responsibility for parsing the models itself,
because multimodels may contain different types of elementary models with different
parsers. For the filter specifications, there are two options: either a specification using
method calls of a general-purpose language or a dedicated Query DSL. There are three
basic result forms: a valid reduced model, a list of objects in the original model, and a
list or table of attribute values. This corresponds to the three different types of filters
described in Weise (2006): model filters, object filters, and attribute filters.
Second, it was investigated whether queries can be concatenated, and hence whether it is
possible to build complex queries from simpler individual queries. Internal concatenation
means that the concatenation is carried out inside of the filter specification, while in
external concatenation, the result of one query can be used for a new query. The most
flexible approaches allow both types of concatenation. In order to allow for external
concatenations, the input and output data must correspond such that the output of
one query can be used as the input for another query. Internal concatenation can be
achieved in a more flexible manner with code-based filter specifications, but is not limited
to this type of filter specification. Method-call-based internal concatenation is limited
to chaining.
To allow for the integration of these different filter libraries, the heterogeneous APIs
are wrapped in interfaces of different types. Generics are used to ensure that the right
type of input data is passed to the filter and that the right type of filter is used for the
different places in the pipeline.
Limitations
The prototype implementation is limited in functionality: Only selected visualization
objects were implemented. Also, the full scope of the drafted DSL is not supported.
Update mappings are limited to discrete changes and do not allow for continuous up-
dates. Spatial queries have not yet been implemented. Finally, optimizations have not
been considered to any great extent.
Since the creation and editing of building information models through visual representa-
tions is excluded from the scope of the thesis, the input information model data should
be immutable. Even further extensions and developments, including editing features,
would need to protect the model from unintended modifications of the model introduced
through the visualization descriptions. However, the prototype application does not yet
enforce this restriction.
6.1.3 DSL implementation
As described in Section 5.5.3, there are two main ways of implementing DSLs: internal
and external. The prototypical implementation uses an internal DSL. The main reasons
for this decision are the higher flexibility available when language constructs are not
formally defined and the better tool support available (namely, editors, highlighting,
and autocompletion).
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Based on the choice of Java for the general implementation of the framework, and the
Java virtual machine (JVM) as the respective runtime, the use of Groovy (König 2007)
as a host language was an obvious choice. Groovy runs in the JVM, integrates seamlessly
with Java, and adds many language constructs (“syntactic sugar”) to Java, which make
it suitable for internal DSL implementation: script classes; syntax for list, map and
range literals; optional parenthesis, dots, and semicolons; named arguments; and more.
These syntactic features facilitate the creation of DSLs with fluent interfaces (Dearle
2010).
As a first step towards a DSL, customized colour scales were added to visualization
configurations, which were otherwise statically implemented. These colour scales can
be specified by implementing an interface and passing the implementation source code
to the visualization configuration as an additional parameter. The source code is then
interpreted at run time. Apart from using a general purpose programming language in
an interpreted way, this first rudimentary DSL benefits from the syntactic simplifications
in Groovy: simplified getters and setters, injected imports, and dynamic typing.
Groovy supports the functional programming paradigm with closures, denoted by en-
closing curly braces. Closures can be used as anonymous functions, can be assigned to
variables, and may be passed as arguments to other functions. This way, a dedicated
function can use a given function as parameter, apply it to each element in a set and
collect the results in a new set. Closures are then used as anonymous functions to map
and fold selected data elements. In the prototype, anonymous functions are for example
used for statistical functions aggregating values over sets of data elements or to apply
layout functions to generated visualization elements.
Curly braces are also used in Java and Groovy to denote code blocks. The examples
in Tauscher & Scherer (2014), however, use the white-space indentation familiar from
Python. On one hand, this produces especially compact code, while on the other hand,
it is similar to the indentation used in outlines and may be more accessible to domain
experts, who are not familiar with nested brackets and other programming language
idioms, but are likely to have written a hierarchically structured document with indented
outline.
In general, variables are declared with local scope. However, sometimes it is necessary
to calculate and specify values accessible outside of the local scope of a specific rule.
Also, the visualization specification may be parametrized, such that it uses global values
that are set to a fixed valued through a preceding configuration. To prevent misuse and
accidental overwriting of values, all such globals are final, which means they can only be
assigned a single one-time value. Globals are indicated by using capital letters. Further
language features of the host language can be used without restrictions: e.g. common
mathematical operators for arithmetic and equality operations; literals for numbers,
strings, lists, and maps.
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6.1.4 Client–server implementations
Distribution of functionality between client and server
In client–server applications, the computational workload is divided between two differ-
ent software applications and often also between different computers. The client provides
the user interface and thus allows interaction with the system, while the server is fur-
ther away from the user—often physically, but in any case such that the user cannot
interact directly with the server, but only through the client. The server-side part of
the application is called the backend, while the client-side part is called the frontend.
In adapting the visualization pipeline model to a client–server architecture, it is obvious
that the server will be located on the left side of the pipeline, the data side, while
the client will be located on the right side of the pipeline, the final image part. How
exactly the pipeline, and thus the workload, is best distributed between the two sides
is not obvious, and in fact there are several models that lead to different architectural
consequences in the client–server application.
Dividing the workload between client and server essentially means cutting the pipeline
into two parts, one for the server and one for the client. The visualization pipeline con-
sists of an alternating chain of four different data structures and three transformations.
Depending on where the cut is made, the communication between client and server will
involve different content. Each of the four data structures can potentially be commu-
nicated between the client and the server side. The three transformation processes are
then allocated to the server or client side, such that the server carries out all trans-
formations necessary to produce that structure, while the client is responsible for the
remaining transformation steps towards the rendered image.
The following possible distributions result from this view:
1. Raw data is communicated and all processing is done on the client side.
2. Preprocessed data (filtered, enhanced, and restructured) is communicated, while
mapping and rendering are carried out on the client side.
3. The visualization model is communicated; preprocessing and mapping are done on
the server side, and rendering is performed on the client side.
4. Final images (or tiles) are communicated; all processing is done on the server side
All of the aforementioned possible distributions are used in practice: With distribution 1,
the server only acts as data storage. Clients can do various processing with the data, in-
cluding visualizations. An example is the checkout of models from file servers, document
stores, or project rooms in order to view them using a custom client. In distribution 2,
the server does some preprocessing of the data, but still leaves the visualization model
creation to the client. An example is the checkout of specific prefiltered or restructured
data from a model server. Examples of distribution 3 are JavaScript libraries built upon
the Web Graphics Library (WebGL), such as the three.js and scene.js models, which
are prepared on the server side and then transferred to a client to be shown using the
respective client-side library. Distribution 4 is used for remote desktop services or in
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tile servers, where visualization parts are prerendered and transferred as tiles, e.g. in
geographic information systems such as Google Maps and Open Street Map.
BIM servers may support different distribution models depending on their architecture
and API. For example, the BIMserver from TNO can be used with distribution scenarios
1, 2, or 3. For distribution 1, a full model checkout from the BIMserver must be done.
For distribution 2, queries can be used. Finally, the concept of a serializer can be used
for the distribution scenario 3, although it is not the original intention of serializers
to provide model transformation. The chart serializers based on the RAW framework
(Caviglia et al. 2013) follow this route.
Performance issues: Potential bottlenecks
The different work distributions for visualization in client–server settings imply different
consequences regarding the resulting performance and the requirements of the environ-
ment, in terms of both hardware and software. First, the computation load is distributed
differently, changing gradually from a low server–client ratio in distribution 1 to a high
ratio in distribution 4. Thus, the processing power required for server and client sides
is different. This difference corresponds to the notion of thin clients versus fat clients.
Second, the communication channel must accommodate different throughputs—that is,
the kind and amount of data to be exchanged is different for every case. While distribu-
tion 1 requires the whole input data to be transferred, distribution 2 is more lightweight,
as only a prefiltered subset is transferred. Distribution 3, on the other hand, increases
the amount of data to be transferred, as the visualization may contain additional visual
objects for explanation or grouping, or may have a redundant encoding.
These performance characteristics determine the hardware requirements placed on the
client and server side. One general goal of client–server solutions is to lower the re-
quirements on the client side by shifting resources towards the server side. In this way,
applications become accessible to a greater range of different clients, including mobile de-
vices. Another advantage is that computational load on the server side can be scheduled
independently and ahead of actual requests, such as preprocessing and storing triangu-
lated geometry. Also, client–server solutions provide a basis for concurrent and central
access.
The performance characteristics (computational load distribution and exchanged data
structure and amount) are not only determined by the distribution of work in the client–
server architecture. Instead, they also depend on the specifics of the models—the build-
ing information model as well as the visualization model. An interactive visualization
showing, for instance, different parts of the model successively may perform better work-
ing with the entire information model, instead of repeatedly fetching the same informa-
tion from the server. Otherwise, a visualization of multiple models for comparison may
benefit from a preprocessed model of the differences.
There are also trade-off situations, such as the localization of data preprocessing oper-
ations. While filter operations reduce the amount of data to be transferred, statistical
enrichment, interpolation, or the conversion from parametrized to triangulated geome-
try representations may increase the amount of data. The trade-off is then between the
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reduced computational load on the client-side and the increased communication band-
width. In a trade-off situation, clients can also be served differently, depending on their
capabilities and the current connection.
One drawback of distributions 3 and 4 is that the connection between visualization
objects and the original data is lost, or must be maintained across the client–server
communication channel. There are approaches to this, such as provisioning (data or
visualization) models on both sides or connecting and communicating via IDs as prox-
ies. The dispatching of events may then also require cross-client–server communication.
Distribution 4 alone is not suitable for 3D visualization models, but may complement a
distribution 3 solution, providing prerendered parts of the 3D scene. This technique is
used in games, for example. Also, the semantic context is lost and must be compensated
for, similar to distribution 3.
The issue of distributing the visualization pipeline between the client and the server goes
beyond the scope of this work. Optimal distributions must be determined based on the
specific conditions of the case. Mixed distributions and caching methods are potential
topics for further research, such as initiated by Varduhn et al. (2011). Adding configura-
bility changes the picture slightly: the configuration, or in other words the visualization
specification needs to be entered or stored on either the client or the server. Depend-
ing on the chosen distribution of the visualization pipeline, parts of the configuration
must be transferred to the respective other end. The storage or input location for the
configuration should be chosen such that transfer costs are minimized.
Sample browser-based implementation
An initial rudimentary version of a client–server-based viewer was implemented at Open-
BIMweek 2011. The developed WebGL-Threejs-Viewer7 does not yet support config-
urable visualizations, so a fixed visual representation is encoded instead. Regarding
the distribution of the visualization pipeline between client and server, the viewer fol-
lows distribution 3, creating the visualization model on the server and transferring the
ready-made visualization model to the client. As the viewer is based on BIMserver, it
is implemented as a serialization plugin. The serialized visualization model conforms to
the visualization library used in the client—that is, the three.js library.
An extension to configurable visualization generation would hardly be possible with the
current implementation as a serialization plugin. According to the BIMServer API,8
serializers can only receive a limited set of parameters, namely: identification of the
model, its version, and optionally a query on the model. For instance, the RAW frame-
work from Caviglia et al. (2013) was reimplemented for server-side use with ProtoVis
instead of D3.js.9 Custom serializers produce specific visualizations as scalable vector
7 WebGL viewer for BIMServer based on the three.js library: https://github.com/opensourcebim/
WebGL-threeJS
8 BIM service interface exchange (BIMSie) API: http://buildingsmart.github.io/BIMSie/
9 experimental BIMServer charting project: https://github.com/lirmont/BIMserver/tree/
master/Charting
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graphics (svg). However, this approach is based on hard-coded visualization configura-
tions on the server side, that is, one serializer for each configuration. It also sets aside
the central idea of the RAW framework: the manual wiring from data to preconfigured
visualization components.
A better implementation would use the more current service architecture promoted for
BIMserver as “Federated BIM” (Berlo 2014). The approach consists of a decentralized,
distributed systems of loosely connected services communicating through events. BIM-
server itself is then just one of many services—namely, a “BIM data service”. Other
services register with a project stored on a BIMserver instance and receive access tokens
for models in this project. The visualization pipeline could be modelled as a chain of
services with the BIMserver carrying out the first step, a visualization service doing the
mapping step, and finally the client responsible for the last step of the pipeline. The
visualization service would fetch the BIM data from BIMserver, create the visualization
model, and send it to the client. Essentially, this approach would divide the visualization
pipeline into three different nodes, rather than into only one server and one client. The
service approach could even be extended further by encapsulating more functionality
in services, such as triangulation. The result would then lean towards a more modu-
lar solution combined with a distributed architecture, as is promoted under the term
microservice architecture (Lewis & Fowler 2014; Newman 2015).
The BIMsurfer10 project takes an intermediate route, as it loads part of the data from
BIMserver in the native (IFC) format or via direct API calls. The rest of the data, and
in particular the geometry, is fetched via a serializer in premapped form conforming to
the visualization library used in the viewer (scene.js). Otherwise, the mapping is done
on the client side (assigning colours and materials, and so on). In this way, BIMsurfer
leverages the functionality of the geometry engine linked into BIMserver.
6.2 Visualization DSL and system employment
Configurable visualization descriptions allow domain experts to create and work with
reusable visualizations specific to certain tasks and input data characteristics. Visu-
alizations assume specific HCI resource needs and model prerequisites which can be
matched to the task and data characteristics. This way the benefits of a configurable
visualization system can be unlocked. Some application areas can particularly benefit
from configurable visualizations—namely, communication, education, exploration, and
experimentation.
Since visualizations are only one aspect of typical tasks, the full potential of the approach
can only unfold when integrated into applications with a broader scope. Integration
happens on different levels: on the level of the information models, on the level of
viewers, and on the level of the DSL.
10 Open source WebGL viewer for IFC models: http://bimsurfer.org/
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6.2.1 Creating and selecting task-specific visualizations
Applicability of integration methods
In Tauscher et al. (2011), it was found that integration methods differ not only in
terms of their main HCI resource usage (Section 5.2.3), but also in terms of the re-
quired implementation effort and the applicability to a certain amount and structure
of data. Further, a visualization specification places requirements on the visualization
environment, such as 3D capabilities or support of interaction. By providing a generic
visualization framework, the implementation effort is ruled out as an influential criterion
for the choice of a particular integration method, because the integration methods are al-
ready implemented in the framework. When a DSL is used, the specifications of different
visualizations require equal effort, independent of the chosen integration method.
The framework thus allows for the decisions in the visualization creation process to be
based on qualified criteria beyond short-term practical considerations. These criteria
are the available HCI resources, as well as the structure and amount of information to
be visualized. Both criteria depend on the task to be carried out with the help of the
visualization and the circumstances of the task appearance. In this way, the selection of
appropriate integration methods (in the process of specifying a visualization) becomes
task-specific.
Vice versa, the necessary HCI resources and the amount and structure of the data can
also be extracted from ready-made visualization configurations as their characteristic
properties. These can then be stored as metadata and be used to automatically match
tasks with their surrounding conditions to appropriate visualizations using these charac-
teristic properties. The matching algorithms can then be complemented with ontology
or knowledge-based methods, such as proposed by Voigt et al. (2012).
In Tauscher et al. (2011), first rough conclusions for the appropriateness of the integra-
tion methods were made on the basis of the semantic type of the links in multimodels—
that is, on how elementary models are related to each other, whether they are of different
versions, of different levels of detail, or of different domains. These model relations are
directly reflected in the information model structure, and thus have an effect on the
selection of appropriate integration methods.
Model prerequisites
As an example, hierarchical edge bundle visualization, a visualization method described
in Section 6.3.2, can only apply to a certain information structure. The use case is
constructed around interlinked multimodels, but a similar structure can be established
through submodel selection, as described in Definition 3.7 and Section 3.2.4. However,
the model must as a prerequisite contain at least two different hierarchic classification
systems. Moreover, the model structure needs to provide independent links connecting
the leaves of the hierarchic structures. As a further requirement, for the visualization
to be applied efficiently, equal levels of detail are required for the elementary models
involved.
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In general, model content and structure requirements, such as normalized level of detail,
can either be established by a preprocessing step in the visualization process, or it
must be assured that the model fulfils the conditions from the beginning. First, if
preprocessing is required—for example, to normalize the level of detail after determining
the appropriate depth—either the model needs to be changed to contain only those
levels and also to group the links accordingly, or else the data access module must be
configurable to provide this kind of customized access on the fly. Second, when the
model is required to conform to a certain structure from the beginning, model checking
can be preposed to visualization mapping, in order to prevent uncontrolled failure during
visualization rule application. The filter conditions for all stages represent a substantial
part of the assumptions about the data made by the visualization technique. Warnings
about empty result sets can guide the process of matching specific information models
and visualization techniques.
Windisch et al. (2012) distinguish filters on the schema level from those below the schema
level (e.g. class and object level). Accordingly, the model prerequisites of visualization
configurations can be categorized as metalevel or domain level, depending on the type of
filters they use or the kind of assumptions they make about the data from which they are
generated. While visualizations specified on the metalevel can apply filters only based
on the structure or general characteristic of the data, visualizations on the domain-level
can also use filters on the basis of domain-specific properties. Dadzie & Rowe (2011)
similarly separate tools that require knowledge of the data structure and domain from
those that do not.
However, filters only capture the requirement that objects with certain properties exist.
To represent model prerequisites beyond that in a more precise manner, additional
constraints would be necessary. Similar to the filter condition, such assumptions could
be implemented on different levels, either on the metalevel of the whole component, or
inside the specification as local assertions. Together with statistics and warnings, the
explicit formulation of such assertions could guide a better understanding of the mapping
process. For example, Brunetti et al. (2013) define the compatibility of components
based on ontologies and similarly differentiate between static and dynamic checks. Static
checks can be used to build preconfigured visualization pipelines only by checking for
ontology compatibility; dynamic checks use the actual data and additional queries in
the SPARQL protocol and RDF query language to verify nonempty result sets.
The role and requirements of domain experts
Dadzie & Rowe (2011) argue that “visualizations are most effective when designed to
suit particular tasks and users”. To achieve this, the automatic matching of visualiza-
tions cannot replace the involvement of domain experts in the visualization construction
process. For example, the predefined views in the framework of Kuo et al. (2011) are
constructed to represent different types of information—namely temporal information,
spatial information, hierarchical information, and relational information. This approach
assumes that, for a certain type of information, there is a single optimal kind of visual
representation. But in fact, there are multiple ways of visual representation, which may
be of different appropriateness and efficiency in the context of different tasks.
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Creating a visualization requires careful construction of value mappings, selection of
proper reference values, and combination of visualization rule sets. The growing amount
of information captured in information models constitutes additional challenges for the
construction of appropriate visualizations. At the same time, the availability of tailored
and well-crafted visualizations allows for a better understanding of the information con-
tained in building information models. And because the creation of visualizations is a
way to grapple with the information, to engage with it, and in this way to gain access
to the information, not only the use of visualizations but even their creation can give
insight into the information models.
For the structure of a visualization description to be useful to domain experts, it must
fulfil two conditions: First, it must be capable of being applied by domain special-
ists without deep programming experience or IT knowledge. Domain specialists in the
construction industry are well grounded in the structure of the information they are
dealing with. They are also able to represent this information verbally and visually and
are familiar with efficient manual methods to create textual and visual descriptions of
their work. However, they are typically unable to express these methods in a formal
way. They have little to no knowledge and experience in writing program code that
reproduces these visualization methods. Second, the visualization description language
should accommodate all possible visualization cases of arbitrary complexity. It should
not limit the possibilities of the visualization creation to predefined solutions and at the
same time prevent the creation of useless or meaningless visualization. Ideally it should
also not allow for multiple ways of creating the same visualization. The structure of the
visualization description must take these requirements into account.
6.2.2 Application areas
Classification
A central element of the solution proposed in this thesis is factoring out visualization
specifications from their hard-coded implementation in specialized applications. Useful
visualizations are tied to specific use cases, and it could be argued that, for this reason,
the generation of visual representations belongs exactly where it is—inside specialized
applications. However, apart from the general benefit of explicitly coupled information
and visualization, there are concrete application areas where it seems to be especially
helpful to grant further options to control, specify, and manipulate visual representa-
tions, and hence to provide extended access to the visualization generation process for
engineers and architects as domain experts. These areas are described in the following
section: communication, education, exploration, and experimentation.
These application areas have commonalities as well as substantial differences in their
objectives and goals. The following characteristics, also shown in Figure Figure 6.4,
confine the application areas:
1. Is the intended result of using the visualization known in advance or not? Should
unanticipated insight be generated by the visualization?
2. How predictable and manageable is the input data? Is it artificially constructed
input data, or realistic data from complex construction projects?
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Figure 6.4: Application area characteristics
3. How common or familiar is the visualization to the average engineer? Is it a
completely new type of visualization or a traditional visualization adapted to a
specific task?
These characteristics, and thus the application areas, target different stages in the vi-
sualization creation and recognition process: They focus on the data (3.), the mapping
(2.), and the decoding (1.).
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Figure 6.5: Application areas with characteristics
Figure 6.5 shows how these characteristics are related to the application areas. Visual-
izations used for communication present the result of an analysis, regardless of whether
the analysis was carried out automatically or manually. On the other end of the spec-
trum, in the case of exploration, the result is not achieved beforehand, but instead the
visualization serves the process of gaining insight into the underlying information. The
educational application area combines both uses of visualization: when teachers demon-
strate facts about the subject, they are using visualization in the communicational way,
while learners trying to understand the subject use visualizations in the exploratory way.
The education application area differs from the applied communication and exploration
application areas applied in the complexity of the information and the resulting visual-
ization: education is usually carried out with simpler and often artificially constructed
material, while in the other cases, visualizations unfold their full potential when applied
to more complex realistic material. Experimental visualizations may aim at all three
previous application areas. They only differ in the fact that they use a new or unusual
way of encoding visual information.
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Communication
A substantial part of the communication happening in architectural and construction
projects is carried out using either nontextual media or textual media with references
to nontextual parts. With the widespread use of BIM, the nontextual parts of commu-
nication are being replaced by the exchange of information models. A common view
of the subject is then not guaranteed anymore. This thesis proposes the exchange of
visualization specifications together with the models as a solution.
The problem was already addressed by previous research and yielded the BIM communi-
cation format (BCF). However, only basic communication requirements are fulfilled by
the BCF specification. However, with an explicit visualization specification, it is possible
to visually communicate beyond the basic and very restricted possibilities of the BCF
format. A representative visualization example for this application area is presented in
the simplified version of Example V6.3 (Appendix section A.3.6). It adds task specific
colour scales to the setup already possible with BCF.
Exploration
In the process of planning and executing construction projects, different stakeholders
often rely on the preliminary work of other project partners. Then, it becomes necessary
to review incoming building information, to get a general idea of the content of a building
information model, or to track changes in particular parts of the models. These activities
can be supported by customized views of the model, which can be reused later on.
This application area is more ambiguous, as the visual representation does not inten-
tionally and clearly communicate a predefined result or message, but rather encourages
the examination of the information. Example V4.3 (Appendix section A.3.4) shows a
representative visualization for this application area that combines different views of
more complex multimodel information to be explored interactively.
This visualization could be extended by highlighting only parts of the bars in the chart—
only the part that corresponds to the costs of the selected objects. Accordingly, the
highlighting of 3D objects in reaction to selections in the bar chart could also scale in
colour strength or brightness to indicate the share in total costs of each single building
element selected in the bar chart.
Explorative visualization also plays a crucial role in analysis and decision-making pro-
cesses. Andrienko & Andrienko (2003) investigate the value of explorative analytics
supported by visual representations in the course of decision making and propose that
the use of exploratory methods be extended beyond the early assessment stages. Even
when computer optimization is involved in the problem-solving process, it is essential
to examine the automatically generated solutions in context and to explore selected
promising areas of the solution space.
Education
When teaching and learning BIM principles, a visual representation of the otherwise
immaterial and abstract concepts is especially important. Classes, objects, properties,
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and relations in a model are hard to grasp for students who have been educated in more
tangible subjects. Visual representations, on the other hand, are more accessible to the
human mind, and understanding how the abstract concepts map to visual representations
helps to grasp the abstract concepts.
This application area is at the simple end of the input data; it emphasizes or confirms
something already known about the information in a visual way. It contains communi-
cational as well as explorative aspects.
A representative visualization example for this application area is presented in the em-
bedded version of Example V2.1 (Appendix section A.3.2). The example adds interactive
query capabilities to engage with the visualization and to explore details of the infor-
mation model. The visualization specification can be refined by adding a colour scale
that differentiates the type of the objects. To provide the dynamic functionality for
exploration, the visualization is integrated in a small educational application.
The educational example could benefit from a setup with an added and interlinked text
representation of the STEP file, and from highlighting the respective lines upon object
selection. Alternatively, the display of the globally unique ID (GUID) and/or the line
number could facilitate the look-up of the line in a text viewer or editor.
Visualization is not only relevant to learning about BIM as such, but is also crucial to
education in BIM application areas. Peterson et al. (2011) point out the role of visual-
izations in the teaching of construction project management with BIM support. “The
BIM-based format helped students to form an intuitive understanding of the critical
path (CPM), location-based scheduling (LBS), and 4D visualization project manage-
ment methods”.
Experimentation
During the development of new analytical or numerical methods—for instance, to assess
risk during construction, to validate schedules, or to shape the outer shell of a building—
neither the software tools nor established visual representations are available for exactly
this task. In these cases, a framework to generate the necessary visualizations would
support the creative work.
The example for this application area, Example V5 (Appendix section A.3.5), features
hierarchical edge bundles (HEBs), a novel visualization method borrowed from outside
of the architectural and construction domain, and verifies its applicability for domain-
specific information and tasks. The experimental study in the application area example
targets an exploratory visualization against the background of the steadily increasing
amount and complexity of information.
Architectural and construction visualization is supposed to change with the media as new
possibilities emerge. As with developments in cartography and geographic visualization,
architects and civil engineers should be involved in this process and should be enabled
to experiment with the new possibilities.
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6.2.3 Integration with other systems
Standalone application and alternative tools
The proposed visualization system is of limited use in its standalone version, because
it only covers a narrow aspect of the typical tasks, which usually extend over other
aspects such as solving problems, optimizing parameters, and verifying assumptions, and
thus include other methods such as calculation or simulation. However, if visualization
is the problem domain itself and not only an additional method to apply, then the
framework is also useful without integration in a larger external application. This applies
to the application area of experimental visualizations, for example, but also to some
communication use cases.
For standalone usage, a lightweight command-line application provides access to the
framework. The mapping is invoked with the locations of the model to be visualized
and the visualization configuration file as parameters. It is implemented as a wrapper
around the framework with Java3D and Java2D visualization modules.
There are also alternative tools for each application area: Processing (Fry 2007) can be
used to create and evaluate experimental visualizations in a standalone way. Communi-
cation can be carried out using BCF, which however is currently evolving in a direction
different to that proposed here (Linhard & Steinmann 2014). The current methods of
producing visualizations range from direct hard-coded implementation to persistent vi-
sual representations, as in the case of documents in portable document format (PDF)
for drawings. Accepting the shortcomings, such as missing reproducibility and reusabil-
ity and the detachment of the visual representations from the building model, these
methods can still constitute legitimate alternatives.
Finally, the alternative approach with a repository of encapsulated black-box visualiza-
tion components exposing an interface in terms of the required input data could also
benefit from the configurable visualization framework. Since configurable visualizations
go inside of individual visualization components, the detailed description of what hap-
pens inside the black box can be used as the basis for building a visualization component
repository. The input data interface of the visualization component can be determined
from the visualization mapping description or manually specified as metadata.
The RAW application (Caviglia et al. 2013) makes a similar attempt to turn a white-
box into black-box approach. Implemented on top of the D3.js framework, it allows for
the creation of parametrized visualization components that can be wired to different
non-BIM tabular data sets.
Integration in applications
Interface To be used in an external application, the visualization framework must
expose the following interface functionality:
• loading of resources—information models and visualization configurations
• initiation of the mapping process
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• handover of the final visualization model
• processing of external events in both directions
Thus, integration covers the data exchanged through the interface—specifically, the
input data models and the visualization models—, as well as further communication
with host applications. The modular architecture allows for the implementation of the
respective extensions as required by the host application.
Integration of other models Depending on the application, other models apart of
those provided with the reference implementation may be needed as data input, either
as full blown data models in their own right or as parts of multimodels linked to other
elementary models.
A visualization can also include geometric model data that does not carry any semantic
information, but serves merely the purpose of an iconic symbol. Then the data will
not be part of the input data, but a direct resource of the visualization configuration.
Additional data access components might be necessary for this kind of model data,
such as SketchUp models for 3D data or scalable vector graphics (SVG) to provide 2D
symbols. However, this kind of reference to visualization resources has not yet been
implemented.
Data access components for semantically neutral data formats could also be implemented
in order to increase the flexible and agile use of the visualization mapping framework,
such as comma-separated values (CSV), so as to include additional tabular data. CSV
could also be used to directly contain a list of visualization object parameters, which
are then mapped using a trivial mapping specification.
Integration with viewers On the other end, the framework must be integrated to
produce the respective visualization model in order to work with external applications
and to display the visualization to the user.
For specific visualization models, viewers often already exist. If properly designed, these
viewers support the loading of different serialization forms of the models and may be
extensible to support additional serialization formats. These extensible loaders can then
be used to create configurable loader implementations, which allow for the loading of
building information models in combination with a visualization description.
Integration of the DSL Building information model applications could also just
implement the visualization specification DSL in addition to their hard-coded visualiza-
tions. In that case, task-specific building information and visualization models would
already exist. The current mapping implementation of those applications would need to
be parametrized in order to have it configured by the visualization description.
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Sample integrations
Multimodel assembly and analysis tool The multimodel assembly and analysis
tool (M2A2; Schapke & Fuchs 2012) was developed to facilitate the analysis and assembly
of multimodels—that is associations of loosely coupled elementary models. It features
common visualizations for selected types of elementary models and also the theoretical
possibility of creating visualizations that span multiple interlinked models.
However, visualizations that include multiple elementary models, and in particular vi-
sualizations intended to reveal the association and relationship between several models,
are not yet very well-studied due to the novelty of the multimodel approach. Thus,
multimodel analysis is a rich field for experimental visualizations. It also lends itself to
exploratory visualizations, as multimodels increase model complexity exponentially.
The architecture of M2A2 is modular and its implementation is based on the Eclipse
Rich Client Platform (RCP). Since one of the exposed extension points is a multimodel
viewer, the visualization framework can be wrapped in an Eclipse plugin with either
preconfigured visualizations or a user interface to load and execute visualization config-
urations.
BIMcraft BIMcraft is a task-specific adaptation of the generic M2A2 tool. The uni-
versal multimodel concept is applied to a specific use case—that of handicraft in the
construction business. To this end, the abstract concept of elementary models, which
can be arbitrarily extended to different domains, is restricted to a fixed set of useful
elementary models and a fixed way of joining these elementary models through link
models.
BIMcraft is meant to be a tool useful for the daily work with building information models
in a handicraft enterprise, but should also function as an educational application used
during advanced craftsperson training. Accordingly, visualizations must be restricted to
a fixed set of sensible configurations for that specific use case.
Although loading and executing custom visualizations caters for the educational use
case, it is not appropriate for a craftperson’s education without further modification.
BIMcraft includes a visual query language that allows queries to be built for the building
information model by using drag-and-drop (Wülfing et al. 2014). This visual query
language is meant to simplify the specification of queries. In a similar manner, future
research could aim for a visual language that would allow building model elements and
graphical objects to be linked through drag-and-drop, similar to the approach of RAW
(Caviglia et al. 2013), thus providing a further simplified access to visualization creation.
Loaders To facilitate integration of the visualization framework with existing view-
ers, as described before, loaders for the respective visualization model or library can be
provided. Both of the implemented 3D visualization models support the loader concept.
Thus, the mapping framework can be wrapped to enable loading of building information
models for any existing viewers exposing the loader extension point. Loader implemen-
tations must be configured and initialized with a respective visualization configuration,
and are then able to load the respective building models.
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6.3 Use case examples
The model of the visualization process as well as the prototypical implementation have
been developed in conjunction with three exemplary application examples with concrete
visualizations to be leveraged in the respective use case context.
6.3.1 Progress and cost control for construction management
The visualizations for this use case, first covered in Tauscher & Scherer (2013b), focus
on the integration of secondary model values into a primary visualization by using the
blending method for integration as described in Section 5.2.2. Two base visualization
techniques are varied with different colour scales: 3D building presentations, on the one
hand, and schedule-based Gantt charts on the other hand. Both visualization techniques
are expanded to animated versions.
First, simple multimodel visualizations of the type shown in Example V4.1 and V4.2,
Appendix section A.3.4 are useful for this scenario. The colour scales to be applied may
refer to cost values as well as to the progress state.
Coloured Gantt chart
A more elaborate colour scale is then developed, first for the Gantt chart, in order
to compare the reported progress with the planned progress. The activity bars are
coloured in full or partially, according to the scale. In the construction of this scale, the
aggregation, projection, interpolation, prediction, and overlay of values for comparison
at deviating points in time turn out to be essential problems.
Figure 6.6: Interpolation for target values at progress report times
Actual values are based on progress reports, while target values are derived from the
activities in the schedule. Because progress reports do not necessarily happen at activity
boundaries, either target values need to be interpolated for the progress report points
in time or progress reports must be predicted for the activity boundary points in time,
as shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7.
To achieve this, an assumption must be made regarding the distribution of the building
elements to be finished over time according to the schedule. The example visualization
assumes a linear distribution, although a nonlinear distribution corresponds more to
reality. Further complicating the matter, the progress visualization is based on a raw
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Figure 6.7: Predictions for actual values at activity boundaries
milestone schedule that summarizes multiple tasks in one activity. The quantification
of the progress of a task is determined according to a quantity take-off from the model.
The quantity to be use—whether volume, surface, base area, or weight—is different for
each task. To summarize the progress of multiple tasks for an activity in the milestone
schedule, these must be converted to comparable time values with effort values in ad-
dition to an assumed distribution. These levelling effort factors are, however, based on
assumptions, estimates, and experience. For this visualization effort, factors of 1 were
used throughout, which is another simplifying assumption. To make the visualization
more realistic and usable for management, these effort factors, as well as the gradients
for effort distribution over time, would need to be made configurable in the visualization.
In this way, the visualization can then present realistic insight in the progress. To be
able to distinguish the effects of the progress reports from the effects of the assumptions,
the effort configuration should be adaptable in real-time.
Cleared quantities 
projected onto timeline Current point in time
Target > Actual
Cleared quantities 
projected onto timelineCurrent point in time
Actual > Target
Figure 6.8: Target–actual comparison colour scale for the Gantt chart
After the target and actual values for the respective points in time have been projected
onto the time axis as described, the colouring of the Gantt charts is accomplished by
overlaying the target and actual values. Target values are assigned the colour red while
actual values are assigned green. As the RGB colour model is being used, the overlay
results in a three-coloured scheme with the colours red, green, and yellow, as shown in
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Figure 6.8. In this scheme, yellow represents the amount of work carried out according
to the schedule, and hence the amount contained in both target and actual quantity.
Green, on the other hand represents the amount of work actually carried out that exceeds
the expected amount. Finally, red represents outstanding amounts—that is, quantities
that are contained only in the target values, but not in the actual values.
Figure 6.9: Target–actual comparison based on a Gantt chart
The resulting visualization of the progress is realized in Example V6.2, Appendix section
A.3.6. Figure 6.9 shows one pane with delayed activities as well as activities ahead of
the schedule.
Coloured 3D building model
Similar colour scales can be applied to the building model. Previously, the status of an
activity was made up of the statuses of the respective building elements. Now the status
of a building element is made up of the statuses of different activities.
Again, the question of weighting the subordinated values (this time activities) arises:
One building element is affected by multiple activities, potentially overlapping in time.
How is it possible to merge the status values of these activities into one status value for
the respective building element? Is an arithmetic mean sufficient, or must the activities
be figured into the whole with different weights? This question is analogous to the
question about the distribution of particular building elements in an activity. Again,
effort values could help construct a more realistic distribution. Again, for the sake of
simplicity, a linear distribution was assumed here.
Another presentation problem arises from the fact that the milestone schedule is more
coarse-grained than the building model and the progress reports, and that progress
reports do not necessarily occur on activity boundaries (milestones), but instead with
a regular interval. As previously shown for an arbitrary point in time, it is possible to
determine the portion of building elements affected by the activity that are supposed to
be finished, by using an assumption about the distribution. However, without a more
detailed schedule, it is not possible to determine exactly which building elements are
expected to be finished. Such statements can only be made at the activity boundaries.
The actual information from the progress reports, on the other hand, is only valid for the
respective delivery dates of the reports—that is, it is only for these points in time that
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a statement about the effectively completed building elements is possible. For points in
time between the progress reports, only mean values or predictions can be made.
The resulting presentation problem appears when the target and actual values are
brought together for comparison. While in the visualization of target values, state
changes appear at activity boundaries, and in the visualization of actual values, the
state changes are shown at progress report points, in the combined visualization, the
state changes are staggered. Thus, some state changes can be related to specific building
elements, while others must be related to the whole activity proportionally, because of
the lack of assignment. In the latter case, the calculated value cannot be visualized
with certain building elements, but must be illustrated with reference to all potentially
affected building elements.
Assignable quantities
Assignable quantities Remaining quantities
Remaining quantities
Figure 6.10: Target–actual comparison colour scale for the building model
For the building-model-centred colour scheme, the target and actual values are blended
with continuous colour scales, as shown in Figure 6.10 and Table 6.2. The table lists the
resulting values for red, green, blue, and opacity (RGBA). Each progress report splits
the bulk of all building elements into those reported as completed and those not yet
Target/Actual -
Proportion Activity
Building element
reported as completed
Building element not yet reported
as completed
Actual <= Target 1,1,0,1 1,0,0,(Target-Actual) /
(Total-Actual)
Actual >= Target Target/Actual,1,0,1 *,*,*,0
Table 6.2: Target–actual comparison: Colour scales for animated
4D presentation (RGBA values)
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reported. Thus, actual values can be allocated to building elements and the respective
3D objects can be coloured directly. However, this does not apply to the target values.
The presentation of these values must be carried out proportionally across all affected
building elements. Instead of colouring specific objects in green (completion reported,
but not planned) or red (completion planned, but not reported), all potentially affected
objects are coloured according to a scale from yellow to green or grey to red. Building
elements completed too early by the schedule cannot be identified from the mass of all
the completed element, so all the completed building elements are coloured according to
the proportion of the early completed elements. Similarly, pending elements cannot be
identified from the mass of unfinished elements, so all uncompleted building elements
are coloured in red according to the proportion of elements which are scheduled but not
completed.
Figure 6.11: Target–actual comparison based on 3D object presentation
The resulting visualization is applied in Example V6.3, Appendix section A.3.6. Figure
6.11 shows a single pane of the animation with delayed building elements.
Building model coloured for communication
Apart from an overview of the progress, a typical management task consists of the
search for a root cause, in order to take appropriate actions. For instance, delays in
the construction process require the underlying obstructions to be sought out. In the
simplified Example V6.3, a load-bearing wall on the ground floor is not finished on time,
meaning that work on the slab above ground level cannot be finished on time either,
and the construction of walls on the next level is obstructed. The visualization helps to
track back the reason for the delay and to facilitate communication about the issue. This
example illustrates the application area of configurable visualizations for communication
purposes (Section 6.2.2).
Towards this end, a similar colour scale as described before is employed: Objects are
coloured according to whether the reported construction progress conforms to the sched-
ule or not. Every object reported to be completed before the start of the planned period
is coloured green. Objects completed during their scheduled period are coloured yellow
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and those completed with a delay are coloured red. This scale works only when progress
is reported at the activity boundaries. The subject of the communication—a single wall
identified by its GUID—is coloured opaque blue.
Benjaoran & Bhokha (2009) propose a colour scale for 4D construction models with
grey for unstarted elements, red for delayed elements, green for early in-process ele-
ments, magenta for as-planned in-process elements, yellow for finished elements which
are predecessors of in-progress elements, and white for ordinary finished elements. These
colour choices are justified by the desired similarity to the background for unstarted el-
ements and the similarity among different types of finished objects. However, the scale
seems arbitrary when viewed more broadly. Magenta is an unintuitive choice between
green and red, and the scale does not address the fact that multiple activities may af-
fect an individual building element at different stages, or that the baseline and updated
schedule may not be synchronized or of the same granularity. Further, the definitions of
early and delayed building elements are ambiguous.
6.3.2 Multimodel management and link analysis
Since the multimodel approach to connecting elementary models is rather new, there are
currently no proven and tested visualization techniques. This provides an experimental
field for new visualizations. With the globally growing amount of data, relation and
link visualization have received much attention in the field of information visualization;
for example, there are more than 300 network visualizations in the Visual Complexity
database11 (Shneiderman & Aris 2006). Most of this work was carried out in the area
of linked open and semantic data. Dadzie & Rowe (2011), for example, propose general
guidelines for the visualization of linked semantic data. Necessary functionalities are
deduced from a review of existing tools: accessing linked data, presentation (visualiza-
tion), overview, navigation and exploration, information retrieval, detailed analysis of
regions of interest (ROIs), and publication/syndication (verification/validation, reuse).
However, for the AEC area, the potential of relation and link visualization has yet to be
realized.
In order to create multimodels, different elementary models must be correlated mutually.
The links to be created may have different cardinality, and the relationships may be of
arbitrary complexity. On account of these assumptions, the number of links is likely to
actually exceed the number of elements in the elementary models, thus exponentially
increasing the complexity and the difficulty of understanding the linked model. In order
to establish the links between elementary models in a manual or semiautomatic fashion,
to edit existing link models, or to manually check and verify link models, the links
and relations need to be represented on screen explicitly. Lists or tables of interlinked
elementary model element IDs, as shown in Figure 6.12 are the most obvious way of
representing link models. This kind of representation can be found in the Multi-Model
Assembly and Analyzing Platform (M2A2) as described in Schapke & Fuchs (2012).
Basic representations like these are not very intuitive, due to their lack of a familiar
presentation of the linked objects and the lack of tangible representations for the links.
11 Visual complexity: http://visualcomplexity.com
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Figure 6.12: Textual representations for linked multimodels: Navigable lists of ID tu-
ples (left) and XML source code (right), screenshots of the Multimodel Assembly and
Analysis Platform (M2A2)
Implicit visual representation of links can be achieved by integrating the linked elemen-
tary models using the blending or interaction methods, shown in the simple multimodel
visualization examples in Appendix Section A.3.4. Further, it is possible to enrich ex-
isting elementary model visualizations with information from link analysis. Summing
up the aforementioned representation methods for multimodel links or relations, the
following options are available:
1. Show links as list or tables of ID tuples
2. Show relations between the models by interaction from both sides (explorative
approach)
3. Carry out automatic link analysis with respect to specified criteria and show the
result values using colour
None of these approaches to visual link representation provides sufficient holistic insights
regarding the model relations. The resulting visualizations are either not intuitive (1),
too fragmented (2), or too specific (3). None of them succeeds in generating a visual
overview of the link situation as a whole. Furthermore, approach (1) is the only one to
show the links explicitly, which is necessary in order to select, edit, and delete links in
a user interface. However, this approach is the most difficult to grasp due to its textual
abstractness.
Previous work on link visualization in other areas addresses these issues, such as ArcTrees
(Neumann et al. 2005), VisLink (Collins & Carpendale 2007), and Hierarchical Edge
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Bundles (HEBs, Holten 2006). Tauscher & Scherer (2013a) studied whether one of these
methods could be applied to building information models. The visualization proposed
by Holten (2006) for the comparison of software packages was adapted to the building
information model case.
Figure 6.13: Visualization of links between building object model and specification with
icicles and straight lines (left) or hierarchical edge bundles (right)
Figure 6.14: Bundling strength and selection: Low bundling strength and single selection
(left), high bundling strength and group selection (right)
The elementary models whose relationship will be shown are represented in a compact
fashion in the upper and lower part of the visualization. Icicles are an especially compact
form of representation for hierarchic tree-like structures. Given the number of elements
in the elementary models, hierarchic structure eases orientation. Most of the space of the
proposed visualization is taken up by the link representation. The lines connect those
parts of the icicles that represent the respective linked elements. Figure 6.13 shows the
application to the building object model (upper part) and the specification (lower part).
The major contribution of Holten (2006) is a method of arranging the connective lines
such that they are not scattered over the whole area, but are instead concentrated in
groups of associated lines, thus easing readability and the selection of multiple associated
lines. To this end, the lines are curved as B-splines bundled according to the position of
the linked elements in the hierarchy of the underlying models. This so-called Hierarchical
Edge Bundling (HEB) can be carried out with different bundling strengths, as shown in
Figure 6.14.
In order for the visualization to be readable, the level of detail of the two icicles should
be similar. In the airport building sample data, for example, this is not given: there are
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far more leaf elements in the building structure than in the specification structure. The
data preprocessing was therefore adjusted so that the building model hierarchy would
only be considered down to the second lowest level. This level does not include individual
building elements, but only entire construction sections. In the sample data, there are
65 sections in different storeys, as opposed to 52 specification items, producing a well-
balanced ratio. Another way to reduce the leaf nodes in the building model hierarchy
would be to show all hierarchy levels, but to reduce the scope by including only partial
sections or levels of the building.
Because the links are now represented explicitly as graphical objects in their own right,
it is possible to encode additional information in the colour parameter of these graphical
objects. Depending on the use case and scenario, different particular information may
be visually encoded. For instance, if there are multiple link models, this additional infor-
mation could refer to the ID of the link model in which the respective links are defined.
Colour values could refer to results of multimodel analysis, such as link duplication, or
the arity of the links. Link coverage can be represented with coloured icicle nodes.
In the example, each link represents a part of a task in the construction specification
related to a certain part of the building. Since this is the basic unit of progress control,
the visualization can also be used in this area. The colour values are then derived from
the status of the element and task touched by the quantity object. Respective colour
scales would be similar to the colours used for Gantt charts, as shown in Section 6.3.1
and would solve some of the reference problems discussed there. The colours could also
be derived from categorical information, such as whether the quantity was reported as
finished, contained in a bill, or cleared, or which billing cycle it was (or is expected to
be) accounted in. Two scales were evaluated in Example V5.2, Appendix section A.3.5:
one colour scale according to the degree of completion and another according to the
start month or month of first progress report.
In order to tie the link visualization to other parts of an application—such as elementary
model visualizations—the visualization must recognize and handle user interaction, such
as clicking on parts of the visualization or dragging in the visualization area. User
interactions should cause immediate feedback in the visualization. For this reason, links
and bundles are highlighted when selected. Holten (2006) points out that bundling eases
the selection of links and groups of related links and proposes a crossdragging selection
mechanism for groups of links. Bundling strength could be fine-tuned in real time
according to the needed selection granularity—low bundling strength is more suitable
for selecting individual links or a few links, while high bundling strength helps select
large groups.
The whole visualization may also be rotated by 90◦, such that one icicle is on the left
and the other on the right. Icicle labels will then be vertical and harder to read, but on
landscape screens, this arrangement facilitates the alignment of additional elementary
views on the left and right side, such as a bar chart or 3D representation. Then the
elements in the attached elementary model visualizations may also be highlighted. Due
to the n:m relationship, the selected links may cover the icicle and elementary model
elements only partially. On account of this, the highlighting of icicle nodes could be done
with a colour scale representing the selection percentage. The resulting visualization is
shown in Figure 6.15 and in Example V5.1, Appendix section A.3.5.
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Figure 6.15: Highlighting of icicle end elementary model elements
6.3.3 Anamorphic maps
This experimental use case example was first implemented as a standalone prototype in
Java and processing. It was first published in Tauscher & Scherer (2011).
The experiment should answer the question of whether area cartograms are applicable
to building models. Area cartograms do not reflect the spatial size of objects in the size
of visualization objects. They instead use a nonspatial property to determine the size.
In this way, area cartograms can adjust the visual weight of the presented objects. The
nonspatial property can be used as a reference value for a second nonspatial property,
which is then encoded in the colour parameter. Geospatial examples from the domain
of cartography often use a region’s population as a reference value instead of its physical
area. Because the reference value is then distributed uniformly over the presentation
area, cartograms are referred to as density-equalizing. An example is shown in Figure
6.16.
Figure 6.16: Application of the Gastner-Newman algorithm to the spatial structure (left)
and to building elements (right)
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Five types of area cartograms were identified, described, and finally applied to the build-
ing element structure and the spatial structure of the sample data: Scaling, Gastner-
Newman-Cartograms (Gastner & Newman 2004), Dorling cartograms (Dorling 1996),
rectangular cartograms (Kreveld & Speckmann 2007), and spatially ordered treemaps
(Wood & Dykes 2008). The full results are shown in visualization Example V1, Ap-
pendix section A.3.1.
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7.1 Summary
This thesis set out to explore the role of visualizations in the context of BIM and to
resolve the shortcomings of the current visualization processes. In Chapter 1, the follow-
ing main points were identified: Data in information models is only indirectly accessible
to human users; the main mediators that bridge this gap are visual representations.
Visual representations are currently not reproducible across software applications, and
persistent visualizations come at the price of losing the connection with the model. Do-
main experts in the construction area—architects and civil engineers—are no longer
involved in the process of creating visual representations. Finally, the current visual-
ization methods are insufficient, given the growing complexity of information models in
the AEC field.
It was hypothesized that configurable visualizations with persistent visualization descrip-
tions could be used to solve the reproducibility and persistence problems. A further goal
of the thesis was to strengthen the research field of visualization in construction appli-
cations and to foster the adaptation of visualization methods from other areas with
similar problem situations, both by means of a theoretical bridging as well as through
the development of specific methods and tools.
The contribution of the thesis consists of three main parts: First, a model of the visu-
alization process was developed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Chapter 5 concluded with the
proposal of a domain-specific language for the configuration of the visualization process.
Second, in Chapter 6, the architecture of a framework that can instantiate visualiza-
tion processes based on visualization descriptions was introduced and a prototypical
implementation was presented. Third, potential application areas were outlined and
specific sample use cases for experimental visualizations demonstrated the application
of the proposed concept and the potential of the approach for the further development
of visualizations.
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7.2 Conclusions and discussion
The model of the visualization process was developed by analysing the construction of
visualizations based on the visualization pipeline. Throughout the pipeline, each step—
from information models to visual representations—was related to the specifics of its
application in the construction area. Thus, the model contributes to a better under-
standing of the visualization process in the context of BIM. It illuminates the mecha-
nisms which are at work behind the most important way for domain experts to access
digital building information and may lay the ground for further work in construction
visualization as an emerging research field.
Beyond this, the relation between the visualization pipeline steps and the BIM maturity
levels discussed in Section 3.1.2 provides a new understanding of building information
models as being explicitly factored out of the close connection with visual representa-
tions. A quantitative view of each pipeline step complements the qualitative analysis.
Caution must be applied for the quantitative analysis, because it was only outlined and
not included in the proof of concept part of the thesis.
The model of the visualization process was verified by a prototypical implementation
in a framework. A domain-specific language to configure the visualization process was
proposed. The proof of concept implementation has shown that reproducible visual-
izations can be generated while maintaining a close connection between the generated
visualizations and the model. The visualization description DSL contributes to the in-
volvement of domain experts in the visualization design and development process. One
limitation of this study is that the trade-off between flexibility and the expressive power
of the DSL on one hand, and its practicability for daily use by engineers without an IT
background, were not analysed in depth. Further, the comprehensibility of the language
to architects and engineers was not evaluated empirically.
Finally, the use case examples constitute another level of the proof-of-concept verifica-
tion. The present research was not specifically designed to develop, improve, or evaluate
specific visualization techniques, but visualization use cases provide evidence for the
practicality of the approach to a wide range of visual representations. Beyond that, the
specific experimental visualization techniques illustrate the potential role of visualiza-
tions in dealing with complex information models. The categorization of use cases in
Section 6.2.2 raises the view of visualization applications to a metalevel, encompassing
the whole area of potential visualization applications.
7.3 Directions of future research
This research has thrown up several questions in need of further investigation, and
provides suggestions for further development efforts.
On the level of the model of the visualization process, it would be interesting to further
develop the quantitative analysis towards coverage assessment of specific visualizations.
Further research is also needed in the area of model checking by integrating MMQL
or other filter libraries. By extending visual configurations with additional assertions,
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model checking could even go beyond the filter-based approach. The classification of
both typical construction data—such as multimodels and tasks typical of the planning
and construction process with regard to respective appropriate visualizations—needs
closer examination to explore the relation between data, tasks, and representation in
construction visualization. A natural progression would be to work with ontologies to
describe these relations.
The theoretical insights allow further investigation of how domain expert users can be as-
sisted through visualization creation. Coverage analysis, model checking, and ontology-
based matching provide worthwhile starting points to guide the visualization configura-
tion construction or the selection and application of appropriate visualization techniques.
The extraction of key values for particular visualization techniques, regarding the re-
quired information structure and HCI resources, is another matching indicator to be
assessed. The same mechanisms can be used to extend assistance systems to proposal
systems with automated matching and module selection.
It is also recommended that further research be undertaken to survey ongoing research in
related areas, with the aim of integrating recent developments into an applied construc-
tion visualization theory, both on the side of data models and of visualization models.
For instance, performance issues in conjunction with big data is a domain-independent
problem that plays a crucial role for visualizations.
To extend the practical applicability to more construction subdomains, the integra-
tion of further domain models (such as risk assessment models) is inevitable. Also,
the set of available visualization objects had to be completed, and preliminarily ex-
cluded concepts—such as visualization resource references—needed to be reconsidered
in order to round off the application to production employment. To harness the ap-
proach of configurable visualizations in other research areas, the integration in other
applications—such as BIMcraft for craftpeople’s education and the development of a
web version—needed to be expedited. It is suggested that further experimental visual-
izations are developed based on the method proposed here and using the prototypical
implementations. The description of the use case examples in sections 6.2.2 and 6.3
already contain proposals for extension.
Another intriguing area of research would be to investigate visual languages for visualiza-
tion description. Such languages would graphically wire data and visual representations.
Experiments in this direction would aim to lower the barriers for domain experts to ac-
tively participate in the creation of visualizations. Empirical user studies with domain
experts would then allow the practicality of the approach to be evaluated and config-
urable visualizations to be established in practice.
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Appendix A
Use cases
A.1 Use case overview
To test the prototypical implementations and to illustrate the concepts, sample data from
different projects was used. This sample data comprises a series of building information
models and a set of visualization configurations. A combination of an input data set
and a compatible visualization configuration forms a use case.
Since the use cases should cover a wide range of construction projects, the input data
features different types of buildings and different types of information models. The
sample projects (D1-D6) vary from small, artificially constructed demo projects to large
buildings taken from real world projects. The sample data is restricted to building
construction projects and excludes, for example, infrastructure projects and landscape
architecture.
D1) Simple floor plan with rooms, walls, doors, and windows
D2) Simple multistorey building with walls and cost values
D3) Carport, four columns and one slab
D4) One-family house, full construction, multimodel with cost and schedule, QTO
implicit
D5) High-rise building, structural, core, shell, multimodel with cost, schedule, progress,
QTO
D6) Airport building, structural, core, shell, multimodel with cost, schedule, progress,
QTO
The visualization configurations (V1-V7) range from conventional visualizations, such as
coloured 3D representations, bar charts, and Gantt charts to experimental visualizations,
such as anamorphic maps and hierarchical edge bundles.
V1) Anamorphic maps
V2) Elementary 3D models, bar charts, Gantt charts
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V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7
D1 x - - - - - -
D2 - - x - - - -
D3 - x - x x - -
D4 - x - x x x x
D5 - x - x - - -
D6 - x - x x x -
Table A.1: Use cases as a combination of input data (rows) and
visualization configuration (columns)
V3) Synthetic multimodel visualization
V4) Simple multimodel visualizations
V5) Link visualization with HEBs
V6) Progress control visualization
V7) Complex combination method nesting cases
In Table A.1, all use cases are listed in an adjacency matrix of input data sets and
visualization configurations.
A.2 Use case data
A.2.1 Simple floor plan (D1)
This example was first published in Tauscher & Scherer (2011) and contains one storey
with rooms, walls, doors, and windows. It was constructed to work with the anamorphic
map example. Its goal was to reflect typical building geometry, in order to check the
experimental transfer of visualization methods from cartography to the construction
domain.
Typical building geometry consists of horizontal levels and vertical elements, so that
an orthogonal structure appears in vertical cross-sections. Floor plans also often show
orthogonal orientation. Due to the nature of architecture, the geometric structure of
a building can be examined in terms of the enclosed spaces or in terms of the space-
delineating building elements. In most cases, one of these is sufficient and is better
suited to tackle a given problem.
The example data, as shown in Figure A.1 consists of a very simple orthogonal floor
plan layout with rooms, walls, and openings, which also can be taken as prototypical of
a vertical cross-section. The spatial structure consists of three-dimensional volume con-
tinuously filling the overall building volume. Building elements are made up of walls and
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slabs separating rooms. These space-delineating elements are of reduced dimensionality,
with one dimension being significantly smaller than the others. Furthermore, there are
openings (doors and windows) that are part of the walls and slabs.
Of particular importance in this data is the topological integrity and completeness of the
input data, as otherwise some of the anamorphic algorithms would not work correctly.
Abstract values are attached to the building elements and to the rooms. These abstract
values are arbitrary and artificial. They could stand for cost values, values relevant to
energy efficiency, or other values of analytical interest.
The data exists as json objects.
Figure A.1: Floorplan building elements and spatial structure with arbitrary values
A.2.2 Simple multistorey building (D2)
This example contains multiple storeys with walls and cost values. It was first published
in Tauscher et al. (2011). It is a synthetic example, artificially designed with simplified
detail, in order to allow analysis of the application of visualization combination methods
to elementary visualizations with models of different domains, different levels of detail,
and different versions.
Four different models were constructed and then correlated: two models cover the spatial
geometry of the building and two cover a corresponding cost model. The building model
is designed in two variations with differing levels of detail (LoD). The first (B1) has
a rougher level of detail and contains only the outer bounding geometry for each of
the floor levels, consisting of level outline and floor heights. The more detailed model
instance (B2) contains the floor plan layout with rooms and walls for each floor level,
modelled as per-room polyloops. The two cost model versions are of the same level
of detail, but contain different, arbitrary cost values attached to cost categories and
building storeys.
The data exists as json objects.
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A.2.3 Carport (D3)
This example is a very simple building, constructed artificially for educational purposes.
It consists solely of five building elements, four columns with two different geometric
profiles, and a roof. The example is designed with this high level of simplicity in order
to teach the fundamentals of the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC). Students are able to
work with the STEP file in a text editor in parallel with a visual representation without
being overwhelmed. In this way, they are enabled to establish a clear relationship
between the textual representation of the model and the concepts encoded in the model.
The data exists as IFC STEP physical file.
A.2.4 One-family house (D4)
This example is based on a real construction project and covers all parts of the building
and all involved crafts, ranging from concrete and brick work, to doors and windows, to
floor finish and roof, to metal work, to electric installation. It was purposefully selected
and adapted to suit the education of craftspeople with BIM issues during the eworkBau
project.1
The data exists as generic multimodel according to Fuchs et al. (2011). Although the
content for the eworkBau multimodel was not formally specified as a specialization of
the generic multimodel, as was done with the mefisto data, an informal agreement on
the elementary models contained and their content was made. The multimodel therefore
contains building object information in IFC format, specification and cost information
in GAEB format, and schedule information with two different levels of detail in the
iCalendar format.
A.2.5 High rise (D5) and airport building (D6)
These examples originate from large-scale real world projects and cover only the struc-
tural work, shell, and core. In addition to the building geometry in IFC form, quan-
tity take-off, contract specification and prices, schedules in two different granularities,
progress reports, and construction equipment models are captured in separate elemen-
tary models and connected using link models following the multimodel approach.
The data originates from the mefisto project2 and exists as multimodels conforming
to the mefisto container specification. There are several different multimodels from
the phases of tender, contract, and progress reports (Blickle et al. 2014). For special
1 Webservicebasiertes multimediales Lehr-/Lernkonzept für die bauhandwerkliche Aus- und Weit-
erbildung für die modellbasierte Arbeitsweise (Web-based multimedia approach to education
for craftspersons training in model-based methods), research project running 2012–2014, http:
//ework-bau.de
2 Management, Führung, Information und Simulation im Bauwesen (Management, Leadership, In-
formation, and Simulation in Construction), research project running 2009-2012, http://mefisto-
bau.de
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visualization purposes, such as progress control visualization, consolidated versions of the
elementary models and link models in the multimodel were prepared to ensure consistent
data access.
The visualization application for construction project management, for example, uses
specifications, cost, and progress data from different phases of planning and execution,
with different level of detail and different domains.
A.3 Use case visualizations
The use case visualizations are presented with their respective iconic mapping matrix
that illustrates the characteristics of their specific mapping. The details on how the icons
represent the dimensions used on the data and the visualization side are explicated in
Section 5.1.2.
A.3.1 Anamorphic maps (V1)
Figures A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5, A.6
These use case was introduced in Section 6.3.3. Five types of area cartograms were
identified, described, and finally applied to the building element structure (Figures A.2
and A.3) and the spatial structure (Figures A.4, A.5, and A.6) of the sample data set
D1:
• Scaling: Objects are simply scaled around their centre point. The scale is deter-
mined to avoid or minimize overlaps while maximizing object sizes.
• Gastner-Newman-Cartograms: Objects are projected onto a distorted grid, calcu-
lated so that cell areas reflect the values of the objects on the grid cells (Gastner
& Newman 2004).
• Dorling cartograms: Objects are represented as circles of the appropriate size,
arranged to maintain neighbourhood as closely as possible in the visualization
(Dorling 1996).
• Rectangular cartograms: Similar to Dorling cartograms, but with rectangles in-
stead of circles (Kreveld & Speckmann 2007).
• Spatially ordered treemaps: With treemaps, hierarchical data can be laid out
as rectangles to continuously cover a given area. For spatial objects, the layout
algorithm can take the position into account (Wood & Dykes 2008).
A.3.2 Elementary visualizations (V2)
These common visualizations are suitable for the representation of individual elementary
models. The mappings used for these visualizations are straightforward, and may even
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seem trivial. They serve as a base to establish the generic visualization generation
model and cover the whole range of visualization parameters and data types occurring
in building models.
3D visualizations (V2.1)
Figures A.7, A.8, A.9, A.10
3D visualizations may focus on the building element structure or on the spatial structure
of the building, as explained in Section 6.3.3.
The visualization in Figure A.10 embeds a simple 3D view in a small application featuring
a text entry field for filter queries. Depending on the setting of the check box labelled
“(Un)highlight”, either a HIGHLIGHT or an UNHIGHLIGHT event is triggered from
the outside into the visualization.
Bar chart (V2.2)
Figures A.11, A.12
Bar charts consist of stacked rectangles of a uniform height and a varying width. On the
x-axis, abstract values are displayed, while on the y-axis associated objects or groups of
objects are represented in a specific order.
Gantt chart (V2.3)
Figure A.13
Gantt charts are similar to bar charts regarding the y-axis. However, the x-axis does
not represent an arbitrary abstract value, but the time variable. Thus, the width and
horizontal position of the rectangles represents the duration and beginning of time spans
related to entities identified on the y-axis.
Icicle (V2.4)
Figures A.14,A.15
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Integration Interaction Embedding Blending
Domain
LoD
Status
Table A.2: Application of the integration methods to synthetic
multimodel cases with elementary models differing by a single
visualization-relevant property (V3)
Icicles consist of stacked rectangles representing a hierarchical structure. Similar to a
tree different levels of the hierarchy are arranged on the y-axis, while the subsequent
parent–child relationships are represented by occupying common horizontal space. Thus,
the root node spans the whole width of the icicle, and child nodes progressively subdivide
the horizontal space of their parents.
A.3.3 Synthetic multimodel visualization (V3)
In Tauscher et al. (2011), prototypical implementations of the integration methods were
applied to synthetic multimodel data. Each multimodel consists of two elementary mod-
els differing by a single visualization-relevant property. For both elementary models, the
respective elementary visualizations—a bar chart for the cost data and a 3D presenta-
tion for the building object data—were combined into more complex visualizations using
each of the three integration methods described in Section 5.2.2.
In Table A.2 the resulting visualizations are listed with the different multimodel scenarios
in rows and the different integration methods in columns.
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A.3.4 Simple multimodel visualizations (V4)
These visualizations are still common representations, using multimodels as their input
data. They require the application of the basic compositional principles described in Sec-
tion 5.2 and are thus slightly more complex. However, these visualization configurations
resort to conventional mappings of spatial and temporal attributes.
Coloured 3D visualizations (V4.1)
Figures A.16, A.17, A.18, A.19
Coloured 3D visualizations encode one or more abstract values such as cost values in
the colour property of the 3D visualization objects.
Coloured 4D visualizations (V4.2)
Figures A.20, A.21
Coloured 4D visualizations are animated in addition to the coloured 3D visualizations,
they are able to represent a time property.
Coordinated views (V4.3)
Figure A.22
Coordinated multiple views (CMV) are a method from information visualization to
connect multiple simple visualizations by juxtaposing these simple visualizations and
relating them through synchronous highlighting or other synchronous display properties.
A.3.5 Link and link analysis representation (V5)
HEBs (V5.1)
Figure A.23, A.24
Hierarchical edge bundles (HEBs) are a method to represent links between hierarchically
structured information models. They improve the approach with straight lines as con-
nections between related elements by curving the lines such that they appear bundled
according to their neighbourhood in the hierarchy.
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Coloured HEBs (V5.2)
Figure A.25
Coloured HEBs may encode additional abstract values in the colour property of the
curved lines.
A.3.6 Progress and cost control visualizations (V6)
Complex bar chart (V6.1)
Figure A.26
Simple bar charts may become complex visualizations by overlaying or stacking multiple
simple bar charts.
Complex Gantt chart (V6.2)
Figure A.27
Simple Gantt charts may become complex visualizations by overlaying multiple simple
Gantt charts.
Coloured Progress status in 3D (V6.3)
Figures A.28, A.29
Colour scales in 3D visualizations may result from complex statistical analysis and ag-
gregation operations of multiple abstract values related to a certain object in the infor-
mation model.
A.3.7 Complex combination method nesting cases (V7)
These visualization cases were constructed to systematically evaluate how complex vi-
sualizations can be constructed by nesting multiple combination methods as described
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Overlay Layout Animation Events
Layout — V7.1/A.30 V7.2/A.31 V7.3/A.32
Animation — V7.4/A.32 V7.5/A.33 V7.6/A.34
Events — V7.7/A.32 V7.8/A.35 V7.9/A.36
Table A.3: Visualization cases generated from systematic nesting
of combination methods
in Section 4.2. Table A.3 assigns the visualization cases V7.1 - V7.9 to the nesting cases
as established in Table 4.1. The overlay combination method serves as a method to
structure visualizations on the basic level or to integrate different input data sources.
Thus, it does not become evident in specific visualizations when they are analysed in
isolation from the rest of the pipeline. This is why in the overlay column, there are no
sample visualization cases provided.
Layout/layout nesting case (V7.1)
The first nesting case features a classic architectural visualization method for the inner
layout: An axonometric exploded view of the building storeys and their floor plans. The
outer layout adds a perspective view of the full building with 3D navigation features.
Figure A.30
Layout/animation nesting case (V7.2)
In the example for this case, the visualization is divided into two parts, combined via
layout. While one of the two parts stays fixed, the other part hosts an animation. The
fixed top part consists of a Gantt chart with milestones, while the bottom part consists
of a nested animation showing a 3D view for the state of the construction progress at
each of the milestones.
Figure A.31
Layout/events nesting case (V7.3)
In this case, only one part of the visualization is responsive to events. This part is
combined with a fixed part using the layout method. Note that the events combination
refers to the part of the visualization which changes as a result of the event, and not to
part of the visualization that triggers the event. In the respective example, one part of
the visualization stays fixed, while the other part reacts to a query and hides all elements
except the result set.
Figure A.32
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Animation/layout nesting case (V7.4)
For this case, the outer combination method (an animation) contains at least one part
with a split view, where multiple visualization parts are combined by layout. In contrast,
the other parts of the animation are not split. The use case for this animation compares
the planned and the reported state of construction progress. The split view shows both
sides of the comparison separately, while the single view shows an overlay of the two.
Figure A.33
Animation/animation nesting case (V7.5)
In this case, one animation is nested inside another. The outer animation of the example
covers different states of the building progress, while the inner animation executes a 360◦
rotation of the whole scene for each step of the outer animation, in order to show all
details of the 3D building.
Figure A.34
Animation/events nesting case (V7.6)
This case implies that only part of an animation is reacting to events. Hence the user
or other external trigger would have to hit a certain time slot in the animation. The
example shows an animation of the building progress with additional highlighting in the
third frame.
The usefulness of this example is restricted, though the nesting case is still worth con-
sidering.
Figure A.35
Events/layout nesting case (V7.7)
This nesting case produces a subdivided visualization area where the subdivision is
changed due to events. For instance, an area is split into two parts to show several
versions.
This is similar to the animation/layout case V7.4. While the animated case is of limited
usefulness, this nesting case is more common. Split visualization areas should generally
be introduced intentionally, as the result of an event. Splitting during an animation may
be hard to understand and could easily confuse the recipient.
Events/animation nesting case (V7.8)
When the combination methods are nested in this way, then an event activates the
nested animation or changes the parameters of the nested animation. This case is a
common and useful nesting case.
Figure A.36
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Events/events nesting case (7.9)
This nesting case makes sense when the inner event depends on the outer event having
already taken place. In the example, the outer event changes the way that the inner
event works, triggering different modes of highlighting changes.
The example applies the same inner event, a filter query, to the visualization, after
different highlighting modes have been selected in the outer event combination. On the
left side, highlighting is performed by marking the objects with a different colour, while
on the right side, highlighting involves hiding all irrelevant objects.
Figure A.37
A.4 Use case samples
Figure A.2: Scaling and Gastner-Newman applied to building elements of simple floor
plan (V1/D1)
Figure A.3: Dorling applied to building elements of simple floor plan (V1/D1)
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Figure A.4: Scaling and Gastner-Newman applied to spatial elements of simple floor
plan (V1/D1)
Figure A.5: Dorling and rectangular applied to spatial elements of simple floor plan
(V1/D1)
Figure A.6: Spatial treemap applied to spatial elements of simple floor plan (V1/D1)
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Figure A.7: 3D whole building with building elements and space elements, high-rise
(V2.1/D5)
Figure A.8: Single storey with building elements and space elements, high-rise (V2.1/D5)
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Figure A.9: 3D presentation with preset highlighting, one-family house (V2.1/D4)
Figure A.10: 3D presentation with highlighting triggered by external query, one-family
house (V2.1/D3)
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Figure A.11: Cost values as bar chart, high-rise (V2.2/D5)
Figure A.12: Cost values as bar chart, one-family house (V2.2/D4)
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Figure A.13: Gantt chart for the milestone schedule of the airport project (V2.3/D6)
Figure A.14: Cost structure as icicle, one-family house (V2.4/D4)
Figure A.15: Spatial structure as an icicle, one-family house (V2.4/D4)
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Figure A.16: 3D presentation with cost values, absolute per element and relative per
m3, high-rise (V4.1/D5)
Figure A.17: 3D presentation with absolute effort and cost values, and relative effort
and cost values, high-rise (V4.1/D5)
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Figure A.18: 3D presentation with cost values, absolute per element and relative per
m3, one-family house (V4.1/D4)
Figure A.19: Different colour scales derived from cost information: absolute cost values
per building element (left) and relative (sum of structural work) cost, normalized to
volume units (right), airport project (V4.1/D6)
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Figure A.20: 4D presentation with progress state, high-rise building (V4.2/D5)
Figure A.21: 4D presentation with progress state, one-family house (V4.2/D4)
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Figure A.22: 3D presentation and cost bar chart integrated through interaction, high-rise
building (V4.3/D5)
Figure A.23: Visualization of links between building object model and specification with
icicles hierarchical edge bundles, airport project (V5.1/D6)
Figure A.24: Hierarchical edge bundles with highlighting of icicle end elementary model
elements, airport project (V5.1/D6)
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Figure A.25: Hierarchical edge bundles coloured according to degree of completion (left),
start month / month of first progress report (right), airport project (V5.2/D6)
Figure A.26: Cost bar chart: comparison of two versions, high-rise building (V6.1/D5)
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Figure A.27: Gantt chart: target–actual comparison, airport project (V6.2/D6)
Figure A.28: 3D object presentation: target–actual comparison, airport project
(V6.3/D6)
Figure A.29: 3D object presentation: simplified target–actual comparison with high-
lighted single conversation subject, one-family house (V6.3/D4)
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Figure A.30: Layout/layout nesting case, one-family house (V7.1/D4)
Figure A.31: Layout/animation nesting case, one-family house (V7.2/D4)
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Figure A.32: Layout/events nesting case, one-family house (V7.3/D4)
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Figure A.33: Animation/layout nesting case, one-family house (V7.4/D4), similar to
Events/layout (V7.7)
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Figure A.34: Animation/animation nesting case, one-family house (V7.5/D4)
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Figure A.35: Animation/events nesting case, one-family house (V7.6/D4)
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Figure A.36: Events/animation nesting case, one-family house (V7.8/D4)
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Figure A.37: Events/events nesting case, one-family house (V7.9/D4)
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Billie: A prototypical
implementation
The models of the visualization process developed in this thesis are prototypically im-
plemented in a software application. The software uses a building information model
and a visualization description and creates a specific visualization from these two in-
puts. Details are explicated in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. Documentation, source code,
and releases can be found at http://hlg.github.io/billie/.
B.1 Standalone usage
There are two command-line interfaces (CLI) to create visualizations: one uses precom-
piled configurations, the other loads configurations from visualization description files.
Both command-line applications can be called with a script which is implemented as a
Windows batch file and as a Unix shell script.
B.1.1 Configuration runner
The configuration runner (de.tudresden.cib.vis.sampleApps.ConfigurationRunner)
loads a selected precompiled visualization configuration CONFIGNAME and applies it to a
building information model loaded from BIMFILE.
configurationrunner.bat [CONFIGNAME [BIMFILE]]
./configurationrunner.sh [CONFIGNAME [BIMFILE]]
If no CONFIGNAME is given, all available configurations are listed. If no BIMFILE is given,
a file selection dialog prompts for the respective input file or folder.
The sample configurations included in the alpha release are listed and described in
Section B.3. For the creation of custom configurations, see Section B.2.3.
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B.1.2 DSL runner
The DSL runner (de.tudresden.cib.vis.DSL.VisDSLRunner) loads a visualization
configuration from a DSL file CONFIGNAME and applies it to a building information model
loaded from BIMFILE.
dslrunner.bat CONFIGFILE [BIMFILE]
./dslrunner.sh CONFIGFILE [BIMFILE]
If no BIMFILE is given, a file selection dialog prompts for the respective input file or
folder.
The DSL version of the visualization description is only implemented as a very rough
sketch in the alpha release and does not yet reflect the same functionality as the precom-
piled visualization description. Only simple mapping without animation and interaction
is implemented as demonstrated in Section B.4. For a more thorough description of the
visualization DSL see Section 5.5.
B.2 Extensions
Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 introduced modularity aspects of the general and specific appli-
cation architecture. On this base, extensions to the prototype can be implemented on
the data as well as on the visualization site. Further, new visualization specifications can
be implemented as extensions to complement the existing precompiled configurations.
B.2.1 Data access modules
Additional data access modules can be implemented by extending the interface
de.tudresden.cib.vis.data.DataAccessor.
B.2.2 Visualization libraries
Additional visualization libraries can be integrated by extending the interfaces
• de.tudresden.cib.vis.scene.VisBuilder and
• de.tudresden.cib.vis.scene.VisFactory2D or
• de.tudresden.cib.vis.scene.VisFactory3D.
B.2.3 Precompiled Configurations
The class de.tudresden.cib.vis.mapping.Configuration has to be instantiated, in
order to create custom precompiled configurations. It has a generified class signature to
allow for the compile time compatibility check of the data accessor, mapper and scene
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graph. Due to type erasure, generics are useless in the case of configurations specified
by a DSL (since this is only loaded at runtime), and thus the generic class signature
should be replaced by some other mechanism in the future.
The class signature Configuration<E, C> is generified with the type of the data ele-
ments (E) to be mapped to visualization objects and the type of the condition (C) used
to specify filter specifications. The type of the condition depends on the filter library
used. The default filter library uses a condition object Condition<E>. Other libraries
could use strings or custom types to specify conditions.
A configuration holds the following entities: statistical functions to extract values by
folding, globals to calculate and save general values, and mappings. These can be added
by using the respective functions addStatistics(String name, Folding function),
addGlobal(String name, Preprocessing function) and addMapping(Condition
condition, PropertyMap mapping).
Mappings
A mapping is specified through a condition and a property map. At runtime, the con-
dition is then used by a filter library to determine a set of objects to apply the property
map. The default filter library uses a Condition object with a matches method re-
turning a boolean value that indicates whether a given object is to be considered for
mapping. The PropertyMap is generified with the type of the source data elements and
the type of the target visualization elements. Property maps must implement the ab-
stract configure method where the properties of the visualization elements can be set
depending on properties of the source element and additional values from data prepro-
cessing. Inside the configure method the source object can be accessed as data and
the target object as visual.
Updating mappings
Updating mappings change the properties of visualization objects created in advance.
They can either be triggered by the advance of time to a specific point or by an event
generated by user interaction. Accordingly, there are two different method signatures
to add updates: addChange(int time, de.tudresden.cib.vis.scene.Change<T>
change) and addChange(Event event, de.tudresden.cib.vis.scene.Change<T>
change).
A Change is similar to a PropertyMap in that it has to implement a configure method
in order to set properties of the visualization object. However, it does not create the
object in question, but acts on an already existing object. The association of a change
and the visualization object it operates on is currently created by defining the changes
together with the initial visualization object setup in the property map.
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B.3 Implemented visualization configurations
The package de.tudresden.cib.vis.configurations provides examples of precompiled con-
figurations. They are accessible through the configuration runner described in Section
B.1.1. The following visualizations are implemented as precompiled configurations:
B.3.1 IFC 3D
This is a simple visualization of the 3D geometry of building elements in an IFC file. It
uses perspective camera projection and can be navigated with the mouse.
Any *.ifc file can be used as an input file. If a file does not contain geometry, then
nothing will be visible,
B.3.2 IFC 3D AXONOMETRIC
This configuration is similar to IFC 3D, except that it uses an axonometric projection and
rotating view to show the model from north-east, north-west, south-west, and south-east
successively in a loop.
B.3.3 IFC 3D INTERACTIVE
This visualization is again similar to IFC 3D, but contains an additional mini toolbar to
select and highlight objects. The toolbar consists of a textual query input field, where
GPath queries (see e.g. König 2007) can be entered. Depending on the checkbox setting
the matching elements are highlighted or unhighlighted.
B.3.4 IFCSPACE 3D
This visualization is similar to IFC 3D, but it selects the geometry of IfcSpaces instead
of building elements.
When used with an *.ifc file without spaces, nothing will be visible.
B.3.5 GAEB BARCHART
This is a simple bar chart visualizing the costs from a GAEB file, with labels extracted
from the outline description text of each position.
B.3.6 IFC 4D
This is an animated visualization of the construction process of a building from multi-
model data containing a schedule.
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B.3.7 IFCGAEBQTO 3D
This visualization adds colours to a 3D visualization with a scale based on the cost
information in a multimodel with a linked GAEB file.
B.3.8 GANTT
The Gantt chart shows activities in a schedule as horizontal bars arranged according to
time values on the x-axis. In addition to the schedule data used for the bars position
and dimension, progress reports are taken into account to determine the colours of the
bars.
B.3.9 IFC REPORTS 4D
This visualization extends the schedule-based animation of configuration IFC 4D by
colours taken from the actual progress of the construction process.
B.3.10 LINKS HEB
This visualization shows links between elementary models in a multimodel as hierarchi-
cally bundled curves (hierarchical edge bundles, HEB).
B.3.11 IFC ICYCLE
An icycle visualizes a tree structure as rectangles arranged in row according to the depth
of the tree nodes. As each node is subdivided into children with increasing depth, the
rectangles in each row are subdivided into smaller parts.
B.3.12 IFC GAEB INTERACTION
This visualization combines a 3D view of the building with a bar chart showing the
costs of different work items. The two views are coordinated through interaction and
highlighting.
B.4 Basic DSL example
The visualizations to be generated by the framework can be specified using a domain
specific language (DSL): the Building information style language (BISL). A basic map-
ping rule is specified by giving the types of the source and target object, a condition
and a mapping as follows:
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vt.rule(EngineEObject, Polyeder){
condition {
data.object instanceof IfcBuildingElement
}
initial {
visual.vertices = data.geometry.vertices
visual.normals = data.geometry.normals
visual.indices = data.geometry.indices
}
}
The closure following condition is evaluated and should return true if the mapping
should be applied to the object, false otherwise. The closure following the keyword
initial is evaluated for all matching data objects, after the creation of a respective
visualization object.
More complex visualization descriptions can be formed using the syntax and semantics
proposed in Section 5.5. However, the prototypical implementation does not interpret
the full range of language elements.
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